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Thesis Summary
This thesis studies survival analysis techniques dealing with censoring to produce
predictive tools that predict the risk of endovascular aortic aneurysm repair (EVAR) reintervention. Censoring indicates that some patients do not continue follow up, so their
outcome class is unknown. Methods dealing with censoring have drawbacks and cannot
handle the high censoring of the two EVAR datasets collected. Therefore, this thesis
presents a new solution to high censoring by modifying an approach that was incapable
of differentiating between risks groups of aortic complications.
Feature selection (FS) becomes complicated with censoring. Most survival FS methods
depends on Cox's model, however machine learning classifiers (MLC) are preferred.
Few methods adopted MLC to perform survival FS, but they cannot be used with high
censoring. This thesis proposes two FS methods which use MLC to evaluate features.
The two FS methods use the new solution to deal with censoring. They combine factor
analysis with greedy stepwise FS search which allows eliminated features to enter the
FS process. The first FS method searches for the best neural networks' configuration
and subset of features. The second approach combines support vector machines, neural
networks, and K nearest neighbor classifiers using simple and weighted majority voting
to construct a multiple classifier system (MCS) for improving the performance of
individual classifiers. It presents a new hybrid FS process by using MCS as a wrapper
method and merging it with the iterated feature ranking filter method to further reduce
the features.
The proposed techniques outperformed FS methods based on Cox's model such as;
Akaike and Bayesian information criteria, and least absolute shrinkage and selector
operator in the log-rank test's p-values, sensitivity, and concordance. This proves that
the proposed techniques are more powerful in correctly predicting the risk of reintervention. Consequently, they enable doctors to set patients’ appropriate future
observation plan.

Keywords: Endovascular Aortic Aneurysm Repair, Survival Analysis, Censoring,
Feature Selection, Model Selection, Artificial Neural Networks.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
This chapter gives a brief description of the endovascular aortic repair surgery. It also highlights
the thesis's motivation and rational, aims and objectives, main contributions and organization.
This chapter starts with an introduction about abdomen aortic aneurysm and how it can be
treated through an endovascular aortic repair operation instead of an open surgery. Then, it
discusses the motivation and rational of this study. Next, the aims and objectives of the thesis
are followed by the main contributions of this work. Finally, the thesis organization is given
with a brief discussion of the contents of each chapter.

1.1 Endovascular aortic aneurysm repair
The aorta is the largest blood vessel in the body. It transfers blood from the heart to the chest
and abdomen and then it splits to supply the legs. Sometimes, part of the aorta may balloon and
form an aneurysm as shown in Figure 1.1. The size of the aneurysm may grow increasing the
risk of its breach which could lead to death due to internal bleeding. For this reason, treatments
should be considered to avoid rupture. Two popular solutions to this problem are endovascular
aortic aneurysm repair (EVAR) surgery and open repair surgery.

Figure 1.1 The aortic expanding over its normal size which is known as abodominal aortic
aneurysm. The figure has been adopted from [1].
Open surgery is done by making a large cut in the abdomen to visualise the aorta and remove
the portion of the blood vessel containing the aneurysm and replacing it by a synthetic graft
material. Alternatively, EVAR puts extendable stent grafts in the aorta through a small incision
in the groin. Stent grafts are tubes with metal frames coated with fabric. They are packed firmly
in a thin plastic tube and inserted through the arteries. Afterwards, they are released and left to
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expand inside the blood vessel. It works as a channel in which all blood passes through and not
the aneurysm [2] as shown in Figure 1.2. EVAR carries significantly lower preoperative
morbidity and mortality risks, enables shorter length of hospital stay and faster patient recovery
rates compared to open repair surgery. Therefore, it is preferred by patients and recommended
in medical guidelines as the better choice required for treating abdominal aortic aneurysm AAA
[3].

Figure 1.2 The insertion of a stent graft during the endovascular aortic aneurysm repair surgery.
The figure has been adopted from [4].

1.2 Motivation and rational
The two EVAR datasets collected in this study included survival data. Survival data contains a
variable called survival time, which indicates the time until an event of interest occurs for
patients included in a study (in this case, the event of interest is the EVAR re-intervention).
However, for some patients the time until the event of interest occurs is unknown. This is
caused when these patients do not complete their follow up observations due to various reasons
such as death, feeling better, or changing their residence location. This property is known as
censoring and these patients are called censored patients. Censoring is the key characteristic that
differentiates standard supervised data from survival data. Ignoring or deleting censored patients
when constructing a predictive survival model may lead to prediction bias which increases when
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the level of censoring increases (the percentage of censored patients to whole patients in the
datasets). The EVAR datasets available in this study contain almost 91% censored patients
which is a very high level of censoring making the survival model construction and
classification difficult tasks. It also makes the feature selection process more complicated.
Survival analysis is the type of the analysis performed for this type of data. It deals with
censoring without ignoring or deleting censored patients in order to construct a predictive
model. Survival analysis methods are classified into standard statistical survival models and
machine learning survival models. Standard statistical models include the non-parametric
Kaplan Meier, the semi-parametric Cox's model, and the parametric accelerated time failure
model. These methods take into consideration censored patients; however, they have several
drawbacks. For example; they cannot capture complex and nonlinear relationships between
variables of a dataset such as that existing in the EVAR datasets. The Kaplan Meier nonparametric method does not use all variables of a dataset to build the survival model. Although
the parametric accelerated failure time model makes use of all the variables in constructing the
model, it assumes a survival distribution for patient survival time. Choosing the appropriate
survival distribution is a difficult task and a test must be performed to check if the family of the
distribution that was chosen is suitable or not. The semi-parametric distribution does not make
assumptions about the distribution and uses all variables available to construct the model.
However, it assumes a proportional hazard which means that the hazard function of one patient
is proportional to the hazard function of another one. Hazard function is the risk of event of
interest occurrence for any patient at a given time t. To overcome these entire set of limitations,
machine learning survival models are preferred for usage with model survival data. These
methods have been shown to have superior performance compared to standard statistical
survival models [5].
Standard machine learning methods cannot be used directly with survival data such as our
EVAR datasets. The reason for that is that they are not designed to deal with situations where
the outcome is censored [5]. Therefore, censoring should be handled to construct a predictive
model using machine learning methods. The literature has shown several scenarios of dealing
with censoring such as deleting, ignoring, weighting, repeating, or considering censored patients
as event free [5-7]. These methods have several drawbacks and cannot be used to deal with
high level of censoring. Therefore, they cannot be used with our EVAR datasets. For this
reason, a new approach has been proposed in Chapter 3 to deal with high censoring in order to
construct a survival predictive model using machine learning techniques. This model was
constructed to predict aortic complications and classify patient risk of EVAR re-intervention.
The proposed method is a modification of an approach proposed by Štajduhar and Dalbelo [6]
which was incapable of differentiating between risks groups of aortic complications.
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Feature selection is essential in the medical field as it reduces the time needed and the effort
made by physicians to measure irrelevant and redundant features. It could avoid the over-fitting
that might occur during the learning process of the predictive model. It also lowers its
complexity and speeds up the prediction process [8]. Feature selection is widely used for
standard medical data, though this task becomes more complex for survival data type due to the
presence of censoring [8]. The literature has shown that a large number of papers employ
feature selection methods for survival data based on Cox's proportional hazard model [9]. It is
the most common statistical survival analysis model for medical applications; however, machine
learning techniques are preferred for their capability in dealing with complex relations and
nonlinearities between covariates which will improve predictions accordingly [10]. However,
they are less used in survival analysis due to the fact that censoring makes them less capable to
be directly used for survival data [11, 12].

Among the feature selection methods that use machine learning classifiers for survival data, are
the popular partial logistic artificial neural network (PLANN) with backward elimination search
strategy and its extension PLANN with automatic relevance detection (PLANN-ARD). These
methods depend on repeating patients which leads to unbalanced and biased predictive models
especially with censoring of high level [13]. It also increases the complexity and training time of
these models and may increase the noise level existing in the datasets. Other methods include
wrapped feature selection with other classifiers such as support vector machines, Bayesian
classifiers and K-nearest neighbors. The limitation of these methods is in the way they handle
censoring which is not appropriate for dealing with the high levels of censoring that exist in our
EVAR datasets. Therefore, in Chapter 4 a new survival feature selection was proposed based on
artificial neural network machine learning technique instead of standard statistical survival
models. This approach is capable of dealing with the high level of censoring by embedding the
previously proposed method dealing with censoring through the feature selection process. The
proposed approach selects the best combination of hidden neurons and reduced number of
features that yields accurate prediction of EVAR re-intervention while avoiding over-fitting.
The new approach also uses iterated nested cross validation to overcome over-fitting and overoptimistic results that may occur during model construction and feature selection. Finally, it
uses feature transformation and reduction methods, such as factor analysis, as an initial step to
reduce features in order to lower the computational cost that might occur during the feature
selection process.

Recently, multiple classifier systems have been preferred by researchers over individual
classifiers, as they combine the strengths and output prediction of multiple predictive models
which may consequently enhance classification performance [14]. In health studies, it
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corresponds to taking several doctors’ diagnoses in order to come up with a more confident and
accurate decision. The literature has shown that those techniques have been used with standard
statistical models such as Cox's proportional hazard model and accelerated failure time model,
but they have several drawbacks. Others used machine learning methods; however, they either
dealt with censoring by ignoring, deleting, or labeling according to observation time threshold.
Again, these methods have several drawbacks and cannot be used with the high level of
censoring found in the EVAR datasets. Therefore, in Chapter 5, a hybrid feature selection
approach was proposed. It combined three well known classifiers namely support vector
machines, neural networks, and K nearest neighbors. Predictions were combined using simple
(unweighted) and weighted majority based on a survival metric which makes it applicable for
usage with survival data. The approach also merges filter and wrapper feature selection
approaches which usually improve prediction results. The wrapper method is used as it is
known to yield better performance than the filter type since it uses a classifier to evaluate
features. On the other hand, the filter method is a simpler and faster method compared to the
wrapper method.
In order to produce a clinically validated model to be used in medical prediction, it should
achieve acceptable performance on a dataset that was not used in the training process. Most of
previous studies dealing with survival data employ only one dataset for FS and model
construction and validate their results using K-fold cross validation, leave one out cross
validation, or bootstrapping methods. However external validation is essential. It tests the
capability of the predictive model in establishing the corresponding performance on other
patients from another center who have dissimilar population from the one used to construct the
model. The opportunity to cross check the model prediction upon different centers strengthens
the results and study outcomes[15, 16]. Therefore, in this study two EVAR datasets were
collected from two vascular centers in the UK (St George and Leicester vascular institutes
respectively). Center 1 data was used for model construction, uncensoring, and feature selection
processes, and Center 2 data for its validation.

1.3 Thesis aims and objectives
There is an obligatory need for lifelong monitoring after an EVAR operation which is
considered expensive, varied, and poorly-calibrated [17]. However, monitoring procedures vary
extensively [18] and there is a limitation in the choice of the best timing or modality. Patients
may be exposed to radiation and contrast nephropathy as a result of frequent monitoring [19,
20]; however, for some patients complications required for treatment might be lost between
monitoring [21]. For that reason, optimizing surveillance is very important [22, 23]. It is
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considered as an important issue in clinics and affects the long-term cost-effectiveness of
EVAR.
Usually, some patients need an EVAR re-intervention after a certain period of time. By
specifying which patients are more likely to require re-intervention after 5 years (high risk
patients) and which are less likely (low risk patients), a cost-effective and risk-stratified
surveillance system could be achieved. This study focuses on developing and validating a
predictive model for aortic complications after EVAR and selecting a reduced number of
features that affect the prediction process. The model will help doctors to make decisions about
patients' re-intervention risk and specify their monitoring plan. Those that are more likely to be
re-intervened (high risk patients) will have a more frequent monitoring schedule. Others with
lower likelihood will be monitored less regularly (low risk patients). Also, a lower number of
features is selected leading to better prediction results compared to the full model and this may
reduce the cost, effort and time for collecting additional unimportant features. Moreover, feature
reduction reduces the model’s complexity, making it faster and more efficient.
This thesis has several objectives which can be summarized as follows:


Carry out a detailed review on the existing survival analysis techniques used to deal
with censoring including standard statistical methods, machine learning techniques and
multiple classifiers system.



Examine the use of Bayesian networks (BN) and artificial neural networks (ANN) to
handle the high level of censoring present in the EVAR datasets and use them to
construct a risk stratified surveillance predictive model capable of determining the risk
of EVAR re-intervention after 5 years.



Investigate current feature selection and model selection approaches dealing with
censored survival data.



Combining feature selection, model selection, and variable transformation and
reduction approaches with the construction of individual artificial neural network
classifiers and multiple classifier systems to construct a reduced surveillance predictive
model and compare their performance with common exiting methods.

1.4 Main contributions
This thesis presents major contributions which have resulted in original work. Part of this work
was already published in two journals [24, 25] and the other parts are submitted in another
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journal and still under review. This study includes three key areas of contribution (uncensoring,
feature selection, and classification). The block diagram in Figure 1.3 highlights these three key
areas and their inter-relationships.

Figure 1.3 The Block diagram of the thesis's three key areas of contribution and their
interrelations.
The main contributions discussed in this thesis can be summarized as follows.
1. Propose a new approach based on machine learning techniques such as Bayesian
networks and artificial neural networks instead of the standard statistical survival
models to avoid the drawbacks of current methods and deal with the censoring issue
especially for high levels included in the EVAR datasets.

2. Propose a new survival feature selection approach based on individual artificial neural
networks to overcome the limitations of current methods and use cross-validation and
iterated nested cross-validation to produce a stable reduced surveillance predictive
model.

3. Present a new hybrid feature selection approach which uses a multiple classifier
system as a wrapper method to evaluate features, and combine it with a feature
ranking process as a filter method to further reduce features.

4. Construct a multiple classifier system by combining predictions of support vector
machine, artificial neural networks, and K-nearest neighbor classifiers using simple
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(un-weighted) majority and weighted majority voting approaches that can be used for
survival data to enhance prediction of individual classifiers.

1.5 Thesis organization
This thesis is divided into 6 Chapters.
Chapter 1 gives an introduction about endovascular repair surgery. It also explains the main
contribution, motivation and rational, aims and objectives of this work.
Chapter 2 gives an introduction to survival analysis and describes the standard statistical
survival models and machine learning methods specifically, the artificial neural networks and
Bayesian networks used to construct models that are capable of predicting survivability. This
chapter discusses techniques that handle the censoring issue, which is the main characteristic
differentiating standard data from survival data. In addition, a survey is done on feature
selection and model selection approaches that were employed in survival data in order to reduce
the complexity of the predictive model and avoid over-fitting.
Chapter 3 discusses a modified Bayesian neural networks approach to deal with censoring. It
first illustrates the difference between the original technique that was previously proposed by
Štajduhar and Dalbelo-Basic in [6] and the new modified approach. Chapter 3 also describes the
challenges faced by the approach. The Bayesian networks were used to deal with the censoring
issue, while the neural networks was employed to construct a predictive model that was capable
of predicting the risk of aortic re-intervention after 5 years of the endovascular aortic repair
surgery. Moreover, the chapter explains the results of both techniques and shows the
improvement of the new modified algorithm.
Chapter 4 describes a proposed feature selection approach in order to find a reduced number of
features that are able to predict the risk of re-intervention. It uses factor analysis to first reduce
the dimension of the data, and then embeds the proposed approach dealing with censoring in the
feature selection process. The approach uses a stepwise greedy search to produce a final stable
predictive model through cross validation and iterated nested cross validation. It used Center 1
for feature selection and the predictive model construction and Center 2 for its validation. This
model was constructed using individual artificial neural networks to predict the risk of reintervention. This chapter also discusses the results of the proposed approach and compares
them with other popular variable selection methods constructed with the Cox's proportional
hazard model, which is the most common survival model.
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Chapter 5 illustrates a hybrid feature selection approach that combines the wrapper and filter
methods. Variable selection is combined with a multiple classifier system instead of individual
classifiers to predict the risk of aortic re-intervention after 5 years of endovascular aortic repair
operation. The feature selection process is done in two phases; the first phase is feature selection
and the second is iterated filter ranking. The first phase is a wrapper approach similar to the one
used in the previous chapter. However, neural networks, support vector machines, and K-nearest
neighbours were used to construct a multiple classifier system to predict the risk of reintervention instead of individual classifiers. The second phase is a filter method that further
reduces the number of selected variables. This chapter explains the performance of the proposed
approach and compares it with three popular variable selections that use Cox's regression
survival model.
Finally, Chapter 6 concludes this thesis and describes several aspects that can be investigated as
future work in order to enhance the performance of the proposed approaches.
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Chapter 2: Survival Analysis in Medical Applications

2.1 Introduction
Survival analysis methods are needed to deal with a specific type of data called survival data.
They are used in many fields and can also be referred to as lifetime data analysis, reliability
analysis, time to event analysis, and event history analysis [10]. Lately, they have been widely
used in medical applications in order to model prognosis, determine the probability of patients’
survival, or determine the time until an event of interest occurs. Generally, medical survival data
has a time variable, which can indicate either the time when a certain event of interest occurs,
such as mortality, or the time when a disease recurs. It can also describe the time until the last
follow up, for a patient who did not complete his/her observations due to various reasons.
Survival techniques analyse this unique data without ignoring any instance in the dataset even if
the event had not occurred [26]. In this chapter, several standard statistical survival methods
such as Kaplan-Meier, Cox proportional hazard model and the accelerated failure model will be
reviewed. Moreover, machine learning methods that have been used for survival analysis will be
reviewed along with multiple classifier system methods. Finally, the feature and model selection
methods used in survival analysis will be discussed.

2.2 Censoring
2.2.1 Censoring Types
Generally, it is difficult to anticipate survivability after a surgical intervention. Some patients
could not be observed in the whole period of the survival study, leading to a type of missing
data called censored data. Censoring means that the outcome (ending point) for censored
patients is missing. The only information available for censored patients is the time until the
last follow up or death (if it is not the event of interest). Therefore, the time until the event of
interest is unknown. For some patients, the event of interest did not happen during the study
period and might happen before the study starts or after the study ends. They are considered as
censored as well [27-29]. Survival analysis is the solution to this type of problem as it constructs
a model for predicting survivability even if the data is censored.

2.2.1.1 Point Censoring
It is the type of censoring that occurs for patients that are monitored regularly from the
beginning of the study until a specific censoring time Tc . The two types of point censoring are
right and left censoring [30] .
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Left censoring arises when the event of interest occurs before the start of the study
period. It rarely appears in medical survival data.



Right censoring is the more common type of censoring in medical survival data. It can
be decomposed into two types. Type I is when patients die or leave the follow up
observation during the study due to certain reasons such as feeling better or moving to
another place which makes it hard for them to complete the follow ups. In this situation

Tc is less than the study period. Type II is when patients complete their follow up
observations until the end of the study but the event of interest does not occur. In this
type of censoring, the event of interest actually takes place after the study ends. In this
case Tc is greater than the whole duration of the study [27]. Figure 2.1 shows the
difference between them. The symbols  and  represent the time the event of interest
took place or if it did not occur respectively.

Figure 2.1 The difference between the types of point censoring (right and left point censoring).
The letters refer to distinct patients. Patient G is left censored. Patients B, C, D, F are right
censored. The symbols  and  represent the time when the event of interest took place or if it
did not occur respectively.
For example, in patient A, the monitoring started and the event of interest occurred during the
study period. Similarly, the event occurred at the end of the study in patient E. Both patients are
not censored cases. On the other hand, the event of interest did not occur for patients D and F.
They might have died or dropped out of the study due to any reason not relevant to the case
study. In this case these patients are considered right censored. In the case of patients B and C,
the event of interest occurred after the end of study period, so they are considered as right
censored as well. Finally, Patient G is considered left censored because the event of interest
occurred before the study even started [10].
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2.2.1.2 Interval censoring
Interval censoring is a type of censoring in which monitoring is performed periodically. In other
words, there is a schedule for the follow up observations to be taken. The only information
available is the time of the first follow up and the time interval at which the censoring occurred,
not its specific time. This case is known as single interval censoring. Sometimes, the only
knowledge in hand is the time interval during which the follow up started and the other interval
during which the censoring occurred which is called double interval censoring [31]. Figure 2.2
shows the difference between the two types of censoring. For the case of single interval
censoring, the follow up start time is T2 while the censoring occurs in the time interval between
( T3 - T4 ). While for double interval censoring, both the starting of the observation and the
censoring occurrence lie between the time intervals ( T1 - T2 ) and ( T3 - T4 ) respectively.

Figure 2.2 The difference between double and single interval censoring. In single interval
censoring, the censoring occurs in the time interval between ( T3 - T4 ). For double interval
censoring, both the starting of the observation and the censoring occurrence lie between the time
intervals ( T1 - T2 ) and ( T3 - T4 ).

2.2.2 Handling Censoring
The term censoring means that the outcome for some patients is unknown. Censored patients
cannot be considered as unlabeled or labeled as they contain valuable partial information about
the outcome [5]. In other words, the censoring time of these patients indicates that the event of
interest definitely did not occur until the censoring time. Therefore, censoring is the main reason
why standard machine learning techniques cannot be used directly with survival data. There are
different approaches to handle censoring. The literature shows that the author in [32] creates an
outcome variable called null martingale residual (NMR) which replaces the censor indicator and
the observation time variables. This variable represents the difference between the observed and
expected number of events that might have occurred till time T. The main limitation of this
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method is that the output does not directly correspond to the time or probability of survival.
Some authors [33-35] deal with censoring by deleting censored patients or considering that the
event of interest will definitely not happen to those patients (zero target output). However, this
leads to a biased predictive model [26], and this becomes apparent when the data is highly
censored (most of the patients are censored, and only a few patients experienced the event).
Others [36, 37] used only patients with complete follow up observations to build the predictive
model. This approach is only applicable for slightly censored datasets. When the dataset has
larger amount of censored data samples, this approach will result in a predictive model
constructed with only small number of examples. The prediction will not be accurate enough
(not sufficient). Another solution suggested by authors in [5, 6, 11, 38] is to use a Kaplan Meier
(KM) survival method to weigh the output probability estimates of censored patients predicted
by their proposed predictive models. This would work for low to medium censoring levels, for
higher censoring levels KM analysis can result in

overoptimistic estimated survival

probabilities [6]. This is due to the small number of patients experiencing the event of interest
and used to construct the predictive model. Moreover, KM does not consider the effect of
prognostic variables for estimation. It also assumes that the censoring time is independent of the
event time. De Laurentiis and Ravdin [39] used the Cox's model to impute the survival time.
However Cox's model does not consider the time varying effects. Finally, some authors [7, 28,
40-43] recommended splitting the observation time into a number of intervals and repeating
censored patients for all time intervals. This repetition may lead to an imbalanced and biased
predictive model and it will also increase its complexity [13]. In addition, repetition cannot be
used for noisy datasets containing unexplained variation in data samples.

2.3 Common Terms of Survival Analysis
2.3.1 Survival function
The survival function is the function S(t) used to calculate the probability of survival of a patient
at a time T greater than a particular time t. It can be calculated from the cumulative distribution
function F(t) as shown in Equations (2.1) and (2.2). Kaplan and Meier in [44] plot Kaplan
Meier (KM) curves which is an estimation of the survival function and describes the probability
that an event of interest does not occur at any time during observation with the presence of
censored patients. The procedure of plotting the curve will be discussed later.
t

F (t )  P(T  t)   f(t)dt,

(2.1)

0



S (t )  P(T > t)   f(t)dt  1  F (t ),
T
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(2.2)

where; F(t) is the distribution function of T , S(t) is the survival function, and f(t) is the
probability density function .

2.3.2 Hazard Function
The hazard function is the function h(t) that determines the instantaneous risk of the event of
interest for any patient at a given time t. It is also known as the “instantaneous failure rate”,
“force of mortality”, and “age-specific failure rate” [31]. It calculates the probability that for a
given patient, the event of interest occurs for a short interval of time from T until T + δt, given
that it did not happen earlier [45]. As the hazard function increases, the risk of the event of
interest increases and vice versa [29]. It can be calculated from Equation (2.3).

h(t )  lim  .t 0

P(t  T  t   .t / T  t )
.
 .t

(2.3)

According to Bayesian theory,
P(t  T  t   .t )
,
P(T  t )

P(t  T  t  dt / T  t ) 

(2.4)

Substituting equations (2.1) and (2.2) in (2.4),
P(t  T  t   .t ) P(T  t   .t )  P(t  T ) F (t   .t )  F (t )
,


P(T  t )
P(T  t )
S (t )

(2.5)

Then,
 F (t   .t )  F (t )  1
h(t )  lim  .t 0 
.
.
 .t

 S (t )

(2.6)

Since,
 F (t   .t )  F (t ) 
f (t )  lim  .t 0 
,
 .t



(2.7)

where; f(t) is the derivative of F(t) with respect to t.
Then,
h(t ) 

f (t )
.
S (t )

(2.8)

The survival function can be related to the cumulative hazard function H(t) [46] by Equations
(2.9) and (2.10) as follows:
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h(t )  

d
log S (t ),
dt

(2.9)

and so,
S (t )  exp{H (t )},

(2.10)

where;
t

H (t )   h(t )dt.

(2.11)

0

2.3.3 Hazard Ratio
This is often used in therapeutic trials, when patients are divided into two groups (A and B) and
are given different treatments to determine which group will have more risk of illness relapse.
The hazard function is calculated in each group separately, then the Hazard Ratio HR is
calculated from Equation (2.12) and used to compare the probabilities of illness relapse between
the two groups at any given time to show which treatment is better. For example, if HR = 5, this
means that the risk of relapse in group B is 5 times that of group A, and that the treatment used
in group A is better [47].
HR 

hB (t )
.
h A (t )

(2.12)

2.4 Survival Rate measures
Survival rate measures are used to measure survivability after a certain disease or its progression
after treatment. They can be used to determine the effect of two different treatments on separate
groups of patients, to decide which is better. Different types of survival rates are discussed
below.


Overall Survival is the time from randomisation until death due to any reason even if it
is not related to the case study [48].



Median survival is the time at which 50% of the patients are alive and the other 50%
are dead, or in other words half of them experienced the event while the rest did not
[46].



Mean survival is the area under the survival curve in the presence of censoring [31,
44]. If the largest time is the time to an event, the survival function will go to zero, and
then the area under the curve can be calculated, otherwise it cannot. Hence, it is rarely
used.
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5 year survival is the proportion of patients that have not experienced the event yet
after 5 years of the study period [49].

2.5 Statistical Survival Analysis Methods
There are several techniques that can be used in survival analysis dealing with censoring. They
can be classified into standard statistical and machine learning survival analysis techniques.
Standard statistical methods can be divided into three groups. The first one is the nonparametric
(Kaplan Meier product limit method). The second is parametric (Accelerated failure time model
and parametric proportional hazard model). The third is a semi-parametric method (Cox'sproportional hazards method).

2.5.1 Non Parametric Survival Analysis (Kaplan Meier Method)
Kaplan and Meier [44] proposed a method known as Kaplan Meier or product limit estimate of
the survival function S(t). It gives an estimation of the probability of patient’s survival at any
time for the whole dataset even if it is censored. It is widely used in clinical trials such as in the
determination of the effectiveness of a specific treatment on illness relapse by calculating the
number of patients at risk. Another example, is estimating the risk of re-intervention after a
surgical intervention [50].
It is a very common method and used extensively in survival analysis due to its various
advantages, such as its simplicity when calculating the observed probability of survival at any
time. It does not assume any mathematical hypothesis such as a hazard distribution for the
survival probability estimation. Hazard distribution means how the risk of the event of interest
occurrence changes with time. If the sample size of the data is large enough, its estimated
survival function would describe the real survivability of the population. It is widely used for
comparing the survival functions between two groups of patients. This is helpful when the target
is to differentiate between the survivals rates of two risk groups, or the effect of two treatments
on different groups of patients. However, its limitation is when the level of censoring increases
(more than 80 % of patients in a dataset are censored), as the estimated survival probabilities
become overly optimistic [6]. Moreover, it does not take into consideration the covariates effect
when calculating the survival function.
Three assumptions are made when plotting the Kaplan- Meier (KM) curve. First, the probability
of survival for a censored patient at a specific time t is the same as the patient still observed
until this time t. Second, survival probabilities for patients that entered the study at different
times are equal. Third, the time assigned to the model is the time when the event occurs or is
censored [50]. The KM curve Sˆo (t ) is plotted using Equation (2.13). The estimation of the
probability of a patient's survival to any point t is calculated from the cumulative probability of
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the survival of each of the previous time intervals (calculated as the product of previous
probabilities) [45].
n  di ˆ
d
Sˆ o (t )   i
 S o (t  1).(1  t ),
ni
nt
ti  t

(2.13)

where; d i is the number of the patients experienced the event of interest, ni is the number of
patients that are still being observed (including those who are censored and have not
experienced the event of interest yet).
The following example will help to understand how KM works [50]. Suppose the dataset given
is for patients receiving Ayurvedic therapy for HIV infection and the event of interest is death.
Patients’ observation times are 6, 12, 21, 27, 32,39, 43, 43, 46+, 89, 115+, 139+, 181+, 211+,
217+, 261, 263, 270, 295+, 311, 335+, 346+, 365+ (+ is the censoring time ). Note that, the
survival function is 1 at the beginning as no event has occurred yet. Table 2.1 shows the KM
estimates of this example. Figure 2.3 is the KM curve of the previous dataset.
Table 2.1 Kaplan Meier non parametric survival method to calculate the survival functions of
for patients receiving Ayurvedic therapy for HIV infection and the event of interest is death.
Event
Time
(t)

Number
Estimated
Number of
of dead
Probability
patients still
patients
of
death
alive (n)
(d)
(d/n)

Estimated
Probability
Probability of survival
of survival at the end of time (L)
(1-d/n)

6

1

23

0.0435

0.9565

0.9565

12

1

22

0.0455

0.9545

0.9565*0.9545=0.9130

21

1

21

0.0476

0.9524

0.9130*09524=0.8695

27

1

20

0.05

0.95

0.8695*0.95=0.8260

32

1

19

0.0526

0.9474

0.826*0.9474=0.7826

39

1

18

0.0556

0.9444

0.7826*0.9444=0.7391

43

2

17

0.1176

0.8824

0.7391*0.8824=0.6522

89

1

14

0.0714

0.9286

0.6522*0.9286=0.6056

261

1

8

0.125

0.875

0.6056*0.875=0.5299

263

1

7

0.1429

0.8571

0.5693*0.8571=0.4542

270

1

6

0.1667

0.8333

0.4959*0.8333=0.3785

311

1

4

0.25

0.75

0.4132*0.75=0.2839
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Figure 2.3 Kaplan Meier curve indicating the survival probability for patients receiving
Ayurvedic therapy for HIV infection and the event of interest is death.
The literature shows that most authors use the KM curve for the purpose of either survival
prediction or differentiating between risk groups. Authors in [51, 52] used it to predict the
survivability and the prognosis of Head and Neck Squamous Cell Carcinoma and compared the
results with the prediction of other survival approaches. In the papers [53-56], it was employed
to estimate the overall survival of patients with cervical cancer, brain tumor, breast cancer, and
multiple myeloma respectively. Farber et al used it in [57] to predict the survival in pulmonary
arterial hypertension. In [58-60] the authors used it to differentiate between survival risk group
recurrence predictions of large-B-cell lymphoma, ovarian cancer, and breast cancer.

2.5.2 Semi-parametric Survival Analysis (Cox-proportional hazards
method)
Semi-parametric methods are like the Kaplan Meir non-parametric models in terms of not
assuming a hazard distribution for making a prediction. However, they are like parametric
methods that will be discussed in the next section in using the variables information in
constructing the predictive model. This is the reason why it is called a semi-parametric
approach. It is commonly used in medical applications, for example comparing the effect of a
new treatment with an old one. It is preferred by clinicians over parametric models due to the
difficulty in choosing an appropriate survival distribution and the strong assumptions made for
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the latter model [61]. However, there is no need to assume a hazard distribution for semiparametric models [30].
A Cox-proportional hazard or Cox regression is a popular semi-parametric model that builds a
hazard model using covariate values by assuming a proportional hazard which means that the
hazard function of a patient is proportional to the hazard function of another one [62]. In other
words, the hazard ratio is constant over time (time independent as shown in Equation (2.14).
Cox is used to estimate the risk of occurrence of an event given the prognostic variables at a
time t. The model’s output will be a hazard as a function of time and specific covariates. It is
calculated using Equation (2.14) and the hazard ratio is calculated from Equation (2.15).
h(t , xi ,...xk )  ho (t ) exp(1 x1   2 x2  ........ k xk )  ho (t ) exp(X ),

HRcox 

ho (t ) exp(1 x1,i   2 x2,i  ........ k xk ,i )
ho (t ) exp(1 x1, j   2 x2, j  ........ k xk , j )

 exp(( X i  X j )),

(2.14)
(2.15)

where; k is the number of covariates of x, X  ( x1 , x2 , x3 ,...xk ) is a vector of covariates values,

Xi is a vector of covariates values for patient i, j is a vector of covariate values for patient j,  =
( 1 ,  2 ,  3 ,.... k ) is a vector of regression coefficients, and ho (t ) is the baseline hazard which
is the hazard function for a patient with all his covariates available in the model equal to zero.
No assumption is made about the baseline hazard. HRcox is the hazard ratio of two different
patients calculated with Cox's model. In order to fit the semi-parametric proportional hazard
model,  is needed to be estimated. The maximum partial likelihood (MPL) approach is used
which maximizes the partial likelihood estimate for  denoted as ̂ . MPL does not depend on

ho (t ) for its estimation. It does not assume a prior for ho (t ) [45, 63]. This is done using
Equations (2.16) and (2.17).
The partial likelihood function for Cox PH model is given by
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(2.17)

where; R(t i )  { j : t j  t i } represents the risk set at time t i , and  i is the censor indicator.
The Cox proportional hazard model appeared extensively in the survival analysis literature
especially with medical data. It was used in [51, 64-67] to predict survival of gastric cancer,
head and neck cancer, hepatocellular carcinoma, coronary disease, and heart failure
respectively. MacKenzie, et al in [68] applied it to predict survival after coronary
revascularization. Bambha, et al used it in [69] for assessing mortality in women with hepatitis
C virus and HIV. In addition, [70-73] used it to predict survivability of breast, gallbladder and
lung cancer patients. Cui, et al in [74] used it to test for recurrence of cardiovascular events.
Sheets, et al in [75] adopted it to predict the recurrence of major depressive disorder in
emerging adults. Emura, et al [76] employed it for predicting survival for liver and lung cancer
patients. Zhang, et al [77] used it to estimate both survivability and recurrence of ovarian
cancer.

2.5.3 Parametric Survival Analysis (parametric proportional hazard
model and Accelerated Failure time model)
Even though non-parametric methods are commonly used in survival analysis, parametric
estimates are also employed in cases that assume a hazard distribution [78]. The first difference
between the two approaches is that the latter estimates the instantaneous risk of an event with
the presence of censored data under the assumption of the survival distribution. The second
difference is that it takes into account the information given by the covariates which may affect
the hazard. In other words, estimates are done by assuming the hazard is a function of time and
particular covariates. The most popular distributions are Weibull and Exponential distributions
[30].
The Weibull distribution estimates the hazard function with the assumption that it varies
monotonically with time. Table 2.2 shows how the Weibull method calculates the hazard,
where; λ is the scale parameter, p is the shape parameter. If p is greater than 1, then this
indicates that the hazard increases with time [78]. While if p is less than 1, the hazard will
decrease with respect to time.
The exponential distribution is a special case of the Weibull distribution in which p is equal to 1.
This means that the instantaneous hazard is constant; it does not change with time. Constant
hazard leads to unchangeable probability of failure within the study period [30]. The Weibull
and exponential distribution shapes are shown in Figure 2.4. Other distribution functions can

be found Table 2.2.
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Weibull and Exponential Hazard Distributions
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Figure 2.4 The weibull and exponential hazard distributions used to estimate the
hazard function for parametric survival models.
Table 2.2 The common hazard distributions in survival analysis.
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The parametric proportional hazard (PH) is a well- known parametric survival model [79]. It is
similar to the semi parametric Cox's model in terms of how the hazard function is calculated.
They both assume proportional hazard and have the same way of describing the hazard ratio.
However, the main difference between the two is that the former assumes a distribution for the
baseline hazard, while this is not the case in the Cox model [80].
The accelerated failure time (AFT) [45] is another popular parametric survival technique. It uses
variables information to construct a predictive model and determines their effect on
survivability. Parameters estimated using the AFT model explain the influence of each variable
on the mean survival. It assumes that a change in covariates may accelerate or decelerate the
event time of a patient by a constant factor called the acceleration factor. AFT is preferred over
the PH model as it could be used with more hazard distributions. Both the parametric PH and
AFT techniques are not frequently used in clinical trials [80].They are commonly used in
manufacturing.
The AFT explains the relation between survival probabilities and some covariates { x k } using
Equation (2.18):
S (t )  S o (t ). exp(1 x1   2 x 2  ..... k x k )  S o (t ). exp(X )) 

S o (t )
,
( X )

(2.18)

where; S o (t ) is the baseline survival function,  is the vector of regression coefficients, and
exp(X ) is the acceleration factor denoted by

1
which is the ratio of survival times
(X )

comparable to any value of S(t). It is assumed that the covariates influence is constant and
multiplicative on a time scale, so a change in any covariate value affects the survival by a
constant factor which is the acceleration factor. It may accelerate or decelerate the event time
for any patient.
The logarithmic linear form of the AFT model with respect to time is given by Equation (2.19).
In other words, the AFT model produces a relation between the logarithmic transformation of
survival times and covariates in a linear manner using Equation (2.19):

U  logTi    X i   i ,

(2.19)

where; log Ti is the log linear model for random variable Ti , associated with the survival time
with the ith patient in the study, µ is the fixed effects or intercept  is a scale parameter, X is
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the vector of covariate values,  i is a random variable which is assumed to have a certain
distribution and represents the error distribution. For each distribution of  i there is an
equivalent distribution for T. The AFT is given the name of the distribution of T not log T or  i
[80]. The survival function of T is determined using Equation (2.20):
S i (t )  P(Ti  t )  P(log(Ti )  log t ),
 P(    x   i  log t ),

(2.20)
log t     x 

 P  i 
,



 log t     x 
 S i 
.




The parametric models are less frequently used in clinical trials than Cox regression models,
due to stronger assumptions involved about the hazard distribution. In addition, a test must be
made to check if the family of distribution that was chosen is suitable or not. Also, the AFT
model has a difficulty in calculating regression parameters. Therefore, clinicians and
statisticians prefer to use the Cox semi-parametric model to avoid the effort of model checking,
and reduce the risk of misspecification of the distribution assumed [81]. However, the Weibull
parametric PH model was adopted by Carroll [82] to model prostate cancer progression in two
groups of patients treated with different treatment. Wang, et al [83] used the AFT with different
hazard distributions for predicting the benefit of adjuvant chemoradiotherapy in gallbladder
cancer. Royston, and Parmar [84] used the parametric PH model to model prognosis of both
breast and bladder cancer. Parametric PH model with different hazard distributions was used in
[81, 85] to predict survivability of patients with gastric cancer, progression of HIV. While in
[61, 86-88] it was used for predicting survival rates of colorectal cancer, breast cancer and
kidney transplant candidates.

2.6 Machine Learning Survival Analysis Methods
Recently, machine learning techniques have been used widely in the field of survival analysis in
medical applications [5]. They are preferred over statistical survival methods such as; KaplanMeier, Cox's proportional hazard model, and accelerated failure time model. This is due to their
capability to deal with complex relations between covariates which will improve prediction
performances accordingly. Also, they are able to tackle nonlinearities in a dataset which is not
the case with statistical approaches [10, 89]. Moreover, they are better than the non-parametric
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survival statistical methods (Kaplan-Meier method) in considering the variable information in
constructing the predictive model. Additionally, they do not assume a hazard distribution to
construct the predictive model like parametric methods (Accelerated failure time model),
therefore the difficulty of choosing the best hazard distribution to fit the model is avoided
Finally, they do not assume that the hazard ratio is constant over time like the semi-parametric
technique (Cox's semi-parametric model) which might not be applicable for some datasets [90].
Several methods have been used in the literature. These methods include Artificial Neural
Networks (ANN) and Bayesian Networks (BN). The former is considered to be one of the most
popular and widely used machine learning techniques especially in the medical area as it has an
ability to yield good prediction even with noisy data [91] like the EVAR datasets used in this
thesis.

2.6.1 Artificial Neural Networks for Survival Analysis
The artificial neural networks (ANN) are models stimulated by the biological nervous system of
animals, in specific the neural networks of the brain [92]. The learning process in ANN is
accomplished by changing the weights of the connected neurons with the help of the training
data and a learning algorithm. A testing set is used later in order to test the performance of this
ANN model that might be used for predicting the classes of new examples. The multilayer
perceptron (MLP) is the most common and widely used ANN in the medical area. Survival
analysis through MLP-ANN can be classified into three approaches; the direct prediction of
survival time, prediction of survival status or probability, and ANN extension of Cox
proportional hazard model [13].

2.6.1.1 Direct Prediction of Survival Time or hazard
An MLP-ANN model is able to predict the survival time of patients. Two applications are in
prediction of breast and skin cancer [93, 94]. The authors of these papers trained the ANN with
the censoring and mortality times as the target value. They tried to reduce the bias that occurs
due to censorship by not updating the network weights in the case of censored patients if only
their predicted survival time is greater than actual censoring time. However, the bias still exists
which might affect the results. Also, they did not allow the use of the full data, since the
network will not be trained by censored cases with predicted survival time greater than their
censoring time. The authors in [95] split their data into 7 partitions according to the follow-up
time intervals existing in the data. They deleted censored patients; however, they overcame the
problem of the small sample size for predictive model construction by repeating patients by a
classification rule. Patients in each partition were classified as 1 if breast cancer relapsed and 0
if it did not relapse and they were repeated as zero until breast cancer relapsed. MLP-ANN
models were constructed for each of these partitions to predict breast cancer relapse at each time
interval. The drawback of this method is ignoring censorship and replicating data examples
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which will lead to a highly biased predictive model [96]. The authors in [97] designed an MLP
network that detects the areas of feature subspace that are homogenous to a given treatment in
order to predict the survival time for skin and lung cancer. It also deals with censoring by
comparing censored patients to those having the same survival experience. They presented a
learning process that considers patients similar if they have a short difference in survival time
and vice versa. Taşdelen, et al [98] used three MLP networks to estimate the prognosis of
headache in elderly people with three different observation time durations. These models were
constructed while considering patients that do not experience the event of interest during the
specified observation time as event free. Ohno-Machado [27] implemented two scenarios for
ANN. The first one consisted of several ANN models with a single output neuron and the other
with only one ANN with multiple output neurons. Both of them were constructed to model
prognosis of coronary heart failure disease. He compared their results with the standard
statistical survival models to show their superiority.
The authors in [36, 37] employed MLP-ANNs to predict survival times for different kinds of
cancer. They used only uncensored patients to construct the model to avoid bias and left
censored and a few uncensored patients to test it. However, this might be only applicable for
low level censored data with few censored examples. In [99] an MLP-ANN was used to predict
the survival time of lung cancer patients. The dataset contained a low level of censoring so the
authors let the censoring indicator be an input variable to the ANN model and ignored
censorship. Fornili, et al [100] proposed an MLP-ANN to model the hazard distribution and
predict breast cancer survivability. It uses a likelihood approach to predict the hazard function
with the presence of censoring. Gohari , et al [101] proposed another method that uses ANN for
predicting survivability of colorectal cancer at 1,3, and 5 years; however they ignored the effect
of censoring and considered patients who survived till 1,3,5 years as zero class output.
The previously discussed ANN methods have several drawbacks. The first drawback is the
partial use of the examples involved in a dataset in approaches like [93, 94]. In other words, the
ANN stops training for censored cases. This will limit the ability of the ANN to be well trained
especially when the number of censored patients is large like that included in the EVAR
datasets. Secondly, is deleting censored patients or using only censored [36, 37] cases to
construct a predictive model which lead to biased predictions and the bias increases when the
level of censoring increases. Therefore, it cannot be used in our case. Although the method
proposed in [95] overcame the problem of the small sample size resulted from deleting of
censored cases by repeating patients through a classification rule to construct a predictive
model, it cannot be used with the few examples of uncensored cases available in the EVAR
datasets. The ANN to have efficient training, there should be enough number of examples.
Thirdly, is considering censored patients as event free in approaches like [98, 101] which might
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also lead to a highly biased predictive model especially in a high level of censoring such as that
located in the EVAR datasets. Finally, is increasing the number of output neurons of the ANN
like in [27]. This lead to an increase in the complexity of the ANN and estimation process,
therefore it is not recommended to be used in this study.

2.6.1.2 Prediction of Survival status or Probability
The authors in [33-35, 102-105] used ANN for predicting breast cancer recurrence or 5 year
survival in hemodialysis, liver, lung and breast cancer. The datasets used contained either
medium or low level censored patients, so the authors deleted them before constructing the
model or considered them as event free according to a threshold. This leads to biased
predictions. Abdelghani and Guven in [106] modified Delen’s approach [105] by considering
only patients that died before 5 years as not survived if the cause of death was breast cancer.
This improved ANN predictions. However, Ravdin and Clark [40] did not ignore censored
patients or consider them as patients with zero class value to overcome this problem.
Alternatively, they coded the time variable and considered it as an additional input variable to
the MLP-ANN to predict breast cancer recurrence. They divided the observation time into n
time intervals. Then, transformed the data by repeating patients that had recurrent breast cancer
for all time intervals with survival status equal to 0 which is then transferred to 1 at the time
interval it recurred and remains one for the rest of interval. For the case of censored patients,
they were replicated only for the time interval lower than or equal to their censoring time.
Although this method dealt with censorship, it increased the size of the dataset and the ANN
correspondingly. Therefore, the ANN has a higher computational cost.
Liestbl, et al [41] overcame the huge increase in the dataset size that appeared in Ravdin and
Clark [40] method. They used the Cox proportional hazard model to determine the event
occurrence times for censored patients. They transformed the data output class value into n
binary values equivalent to time intervals to construct one MLP with n output neurons, instead
of constructing n MLPs and replicating patients with all of them. Each patient status will be
equal to 0 then it changed to 1 at the death time interval. Later, Brown in [28] modified Liestbl,
et al [41] technique by considering a censored patient to have survived until the end of any of n
time intervals, if he/she has survived more than half of this time interval before being censored.
The survival status for censored patient is undefined at time intervals after his/her censoring
time. The error for undefined statuses will be equal to 0 when training the ANN model which
prevents updating the weights for these cases. The main disadvantage of this method is the
partial use of the examples included in the dataset available when training the ANN.
Chi, et al [42] and Street, et al [107] employed an MLP-ANN to predict breast cancer recurrence
probability. The dataset target output was transformed into n intervals as well as the other
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Brown and Liestbl methods [28, 41]. However, the recurrence probability for a patient was
considered 1 till recurrence time and then 0 afterwards and for the street method -1 afterwards.
For censored cases, KM plots were used to estimate the probability of recurrence. Although
these three methods solved censoring issue, they still increased the size of the ANN architecture,
as they increase the number of output neurons leading to an increase in ANN complexity.
Additionally, as mentioned before, the KM estimates are over optimized for highly censored
datasets which might consequently affect the results.
Biganzoli, et al [108] proposed an MLP-ANN, named partial logistic regression ANN
(PLANN). It is a modification of the Ravdin and Clark method [40]. They used the time
variable as an additional input to the network with has one output layer of just one node that
indicates the survival status. However, patients that experienced the event of interest are not
repeated after the event occurrence like Ravdin. Censored patients are repeated with survival
status equal to 0. Moreover, logistic transfer functions were used in both hidden and output
layers. PLANN expresses the hazard as a function of time and input variables without
proportionality assumptions. Additionally, it does not assume that the effect of variables is
constant over time. However, due to the large amount of data repetition, the network is not
scalable (unbalanced) and highly biased and might over-fit [13]. Extensions were done on
Biganzoli's PLANN to take into account the cause-specific hazards in [43] and employed
Bayesian theory when learning the network. This prevents over-fitting and gives a natural
sorting for input variables. Other examples of Bayesian extensions for discrete time model
referring are PLANN-ARD (Automatic Relevance Determination) [7, 109] and for a continuous
time model referred to as Conditional Hazard Estimating Neural Network (CHENN) [110]
which perform feature selection by sorting variables according to their importance to the model
and remove irrelevant variables with a low relevance score . CHENN was used later by Damato,
et al [111] to predict choroid cancer. PLANN and its versions were used later by several
authors to predict pancreatic, breast, intraocular, ocular, uveal, and colorectal cancer
survivability [15, 110, 112-116]. Spelt, et al in [117] used an ensemble PLANN with weight
decay method to overcome over-fitting and predict liver survivability after colorectal cancer.
Hamdan and Garibaldi in [118] proposed a fuzzy system using PLANN to predict ovarian
cancer survivability.

An MLP-ANN was used in [119] which considered the effect of censoring on its training
without transforming data. This was done using the concordance index (CI) as an objective
function which is a metric used to measure the quality of predictive survival models [120]. The
network was used to predict the survival status of prostate cancer. Kalderstam, et al [121]
proposed using ensemble (several) MLP-ANN networks constructed by different parts of the
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data and trained directly on the CI using a genetic algorithm to predict breast cancer recurrence.
The advantage of using CI is that it accounts for the censorship issue. However, these methods
carry out parametric assumptions related to the effect of variables with the survival time.
Moreover, maximizing the CI requires a high computational cost, as it is a discrete optimization
process [122].

These ANN methods illustrated earlier have several limitations in the way of handling censoring
which make them inappropriate to be used with the highly censored EVAR datasets used in this
study. The first limitation is deleting censored patients or considering them as event free
according to a threshold like in [33-35, 102-105]. This leads to biased predictions and this bias
increases with the high level of censoring as mentioned earlier. Secondly, is the splitting of
survival time into intervals and repeating patients to these intervals like in [40, 108] and using
one or several ANN models like [41] to make prediction. The repeating process leads to
unbalance, biased, and complex predictive model. It also increases the complexity of estimation
process and increases the noise level for noisy datasets like our EVAR data. Therefore, these
approaches will not be applicable in this study. Thirdly, is the increase of the size of ANN
model which as mention before increase the complexity of the estimation problem, for this
reason, it is not recommended to be used in this thesis. Finally, is using only uncensored cases
to train ANN like in [28] which produce insufficient results in datasets with a high level of
censoring like the EVAR due to small number of examples used to train the ANN model.
Hence, these methods cannot be used in our case.

2.6.1.3 ANN as an Extension to Cox's Model
As mentioned before, Cox proportional hazard models cannot capture complex and nonlinear
relations of the survival data. Therefore, an ANN was used as an extension to Cox's model to
overcome this problem. The first extension was proposed by Faraggi and Simon [123]. The
method generalized the Cox's model to enable it to deal with complex and nonlinear relations
between data. The MLP-ANN constructed has one hidden and output layer with logistic and
linear activation functions respectively. They replaced the linear function of Cox model (  x )
by the nonlinear output of the ANN. It was used later in [124] to compare its performance with
the standard Cox model for classifying breast cancer patients. Afterwards, Xiang et al [125]
proposed a technique that replaced the censored survival times which are the input to Cox
model with their expected values estimated by KM method, then used an ANN outputs to
replace the linear function of cox's model and compared the results with Faraggi and Simon
method. The authors in [126] proposed using an ANN as extension to parametric survival
models with log-logistic, lognormal survival distributions to predict breast cancer survivability.
While those in [122] introduced another approach on extending an ANN to Cox in which the
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linear function of the later is replaced by the output of the neural network optimized by the CI.
The advantage of using ANN-Cox extensions is that they conserve all the benefits of using the
Cox's statistical model. Moreover, they consider the time varying effects. It can also be used
with parametric survival models, [13]. However, they are considered as a sub-optimal solution
to baseline variations. Moreover, they make parametric assumptions on the effect of variables
with survival time [122]. Choosing the appropriate survival distribution is a challenging task. It
is difficult to choose the best distribution that fits the data. Complex tests are needed to test this
assumption. For these reasons, these methods were not used in our study.

2.6.2 Bayesian Networks for Survival Analysis
This is a probabilistic network that uses probability theory to calculate joint probabilities
between variables. It is also considered as a graphical model, as it looks like a graph
representing relations between numbers of nodes (also called vertices) which correspond to
random variables. These nodes may be either connected by arcs to each other or not connected.
These nodes may be considered as a parent node when an arc comes out of it and enters another
node (child node). When two children nodes are not connected, but they have the same parent
node, this indicates a conditional independency between these two variables. Figure 2.5 shows a
simple structure of a Bayesian Network showing how nodes (variables) are either connected by
arcs or not representing conditional dependencies and independencies. For example, node 1 is
not connected to node 4, but these two nodes are conditionally independent given node 5.
Hence, this type of network presents a group of conditional dependencies and independencies
between all variables of a dataset used to create the network itself [127].

Figure 2.5 A simple example of a Bayesian Network structure showing how nodes
(variables) are either connected by arcs or not, representing conditional dependencies and
independencies. Each node represents a variable in a dataset.
BN was used for survival analysis in [128] in order to build a model that predicts the risk of
death from sickle cell disease within 5 years. A patient that survived more than 5 years was
considered as one and vice versa even if they were censored. Two different datasets were used
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for constructing and validating their results. Later, a hybrid Bayesian network was constructed
in [129] to predict breast cancer prognosis. A patient that survived more than 5 years was also
considered as 1 and vice versa even if he/she is censored. The hybrid network was a
combination of ANN and BN. The output of the ANN was used to calculate a confidence value
which was used as an input node to the BN. In [130] a BN was designed to deal with censoring
and predict breast and colon cancers prognosis using expectation maximization method. The
authors in [11] proposed approaches that dealt with censoring through weighting and repeating
each censored patient once as experiencing the event and once as event free. They constructed a
Bayesian classifier (Naïve Bayes) to predict the recurrence of prostate cancer. Štajduhar, and
Dalbelo-Bašic [131] used the weighting process proposed by Zupan et al [11] to deal with
censoring and constructed a BN to predict breast cancer recurrence. They compared the results
with BN learned by considering censored patients as event free as well as the Cox model. Then,
they proposed a weighting technique in [6] based on KM analysis to deal with censorship using
BN. Authors in [132] used BN for estimating perioperative risk of clostridium difficile infection
following colon surgery. Rancoita, et al [133] used a decision tree referred to as a survival tree
to solve the censoring issue, and constructed a BN to impute missing covariate data so that the
survival tree is able to use all the data and classify diffuse large B-cell lymphoma and marginal
zone lymphoma. For each of them, two separate datasets were used. The authors in [5] proposed
an approach called an inverse probability of censoring weighting using KM estimator to handle
censoring by weighting it with its inverse probability for times greater than its censoring time. A
BN was then constructed to predict cardiovascular diseases.
The main drawback of the previously discussed method is the way of handling censorship by
considering patients as event free, repeating patients, or weighting censored patients by KM
analysis. The disadvantages of repeating censored patients and considering them as event free is
the production of unbalanced, complex and high bias prediction results especially with highly
censored data. KM analysis produce good results with low to medium censoring, however for
high censoring, KM estimates are over optimized which might affect results consequently. For
these reasons, these methods were not used in this study.

2.6.3 Multiple Classifier System
Recently, many studies have used multiple classifiers systems (MCS) for classification instead
of single classifiers. Wolpert stated in [134] that there is no classifier that is suitable for solving
all classification tasks; because each one is ideal in a specific area. Thus, MCS is important as it
merges the outputs of multiple classifiers [135, 136]. Classifications are combined using a fuser
which usually improves prediction performance and is a widely used method in pattern
recognition as stated in [137, 138]. Figure 2.6 shows a MCS structure combining three
classifiers.
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Figure 2.6 A Multiple Classifier System combining three classifiers by a fuser to come up with
a final decision.

2.6.3.1 Multiple Classifier System Advantages
Researchers constructed a MCS to solve their classification task due to its various advantages. It
can deal with small size datasets in model construction through boosting and bagging
techniques. For large datasets, MCS partitions data and uses it to train different classifiers and
combine their estimates by a combination or fusion rule [14]. Moreover, it merges the strengths
of all algorithms used for training which usually improves prediction performance of the best
classifier in the pool. Under some circumstances, this enhancement has been verified
analytically in [139]. Additionally, MCS could produce a final optimal model for those
classifiers that use learning algorithms which depend on the initial point such as C4 decision
tree classifier. This is due the fact that MCS could begin at different starting points in the search
space [140]. Finally, it has the ability to select the local optima model from the number of
classifiers available [14].

2.6.3.2 Multiple Classifier System Topologies
In order to construct a MCS, the system topology should be decided initially. MCS has two
topologies; parallel and serial. The former is the most common way used to connect classifiers
[141]. The same input enters all classifiers, and the final prediction is determined based on
outputs of all classifiers. On the other hand, in the serial topology, classifiers are connected in
series following some sorting over them. If the first classifier predictions are not accurate
enough, input variables will enter the second classifier. Classifiers are added iteratively
according to their order until predictions are enhanced [142, 143]. It is more preferable when the
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classification cost is essential. The first classifier is the weakest with the lowest computational
cost and the second is stronger and has a higher cost than the previous one [144]. The AdaBoost
ensemble classifier is an example of serial topology [145]. Figure 2.7 shows the difference
between the two topologies.

Figure 2.7 The difference between topologies of a multiple classifier system; (a) parallel (b)
serial.

2.6.3.3 Multiple Classifier System Fusion Design
Fusion is about the way predictions of individual classifiers are

combined to produce final

decisions [14]. Popular MCS methods include bagging, boosting, stacking, and voting [146].
Note that classifiers of the MCS could be trained by either same training set, different
subdivisions of the training set, or different partition of the feature space [147].



Bagging

It is also known as bootstrap aggregation [146]. Bootstrap resampling method is used to produce
a number of data subsets N that was randomly generated from the original data. Each subset
(consisting of training subset and testing subset n) is employed to construct an individual
classifier such as an ANN. As a result, several ANN classifiers will be created and combined in
the pool using a suitable combining method.
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Bagging usually enhances the prediction of an individual classifier when the model is unstable.
This is due to the nature of boostrapping when generating subsets of data. It tries to ensure that
these subsets are completely different. The classification will be greatly enhanced as a
consequence. However, when the predictive model is stable, bagging will either make no or
slight improvement on prediction performances [148].



Boosting

This is similar to bagging in which the training of each classifier is made with a different
training set. However, it is different in its topology. Boosting classifiers are serially connected
as shown in Figure 2.7 part (b) [147]. They try to improve the performance of a weak classifier
to become more powerful. Generally, it starts by building an ensemble of serial class weighting
resampling technique. Samples that were misclassified using the first weak classifier are given
higher weights. These samples are the input of the second classifier in the ensemble. Again,
samples that were not correctly predicted are given higher weights than those that were correctly
classified. This process is repeated until all classifiers of the ensemble are processed. Note that,
the primary classifiers are weak, while the later ones are stronger. AdaBoost (Adaptive
boosting) proposed by Freund and Sapphire [149] is the most popular and successful boosting
method.



Stacking

This is another MCS method that was first introduced by Wolpert [150]. Stacking consists of
two levels of classifiers. Level 0, is called the base learner or classifier. They are formed from a
number of classifiers like bagging and boosting, however they are trained with different learning
algorithms (which is not the case in boosting and bagging). Figure 2.8 shows the structure of the
stacking method. Level 1 is called the meta-classifier. Usually, training is done using leave one
out or k-fold cross validation methods. The same training subset of data is used to train the base
classifiers to produce a number of predictions equivalent to the number of classifiers in the level
0. These predictions along with the original class label are considered as a new set of data for
another learning problem and they are the input to the meta-level classifier [151]. It actually acts
as a combiner to generate a final decision on the test subset which was not used in the learning
process; however, the combination is done using a learning algorithm. It is more complex and
harder to investigate theoretically. As the meta-classifier is constructed with predictions of level
one classifiers and it does not model the original problem variables, it is less preferred than
voting, bagging and boosting [152].
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Figure 2.8 A simple structure of a stacking method which includes base classifiers
passing their prediction along with the original data class variable to a meta classifeir to
produce a final decision.


Voting

This is the common way to combine classifiers which were either learned by the same learning
algorithm such as bagging and boosting, or by different learning algorithms. Generally each
classifier in the pool gives a vote for prediction. Several voting methods are used to make a final
decision such as; average voting, majority voting, weighted majority voting, maximum or
minimum probability voting, or product rule voting. Most MCS methods usually produce
slightly different results [147, 148]; though, many researches favor the voting ensemble for its
simplicity, ease of implementation and good performance [146, 153].


Average voting averages the probability distributions of the predictions; the class with
the higher probability is the class of the final decision.



Majority voting gives a final decision of 1 if most of the classifiers in the pool indicate
that the prediction is 1 and vice versa.



Weighted majority voting similar to majority voting, however a weight is given to the
prediction or vote of each classifier in the pool according to its performance.



Maximum or minimum probabilities choose the maximum or minimum class
probability of all the classifiers in the pool to decide the final decision.



Product rule combines a posteriori probabilities distributions produced by each
classifier in the pool by the means of a product rule which can be found in [154].

2.6.3.4 MCS for Survival Analysis
The MCS approaches were used with the statistical survival analysis approaches such as Cox's
regression and accelerated failure time models. The authors in [155] have proposed a method to
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produce an ensemble of Cox's model for variable selection. They used majority voting for
combining prediction to classify primary biliary cirrhosis of the liver. Those in [156] proposed a
boosting ensemble that uses a Cox's model based on the concordance index to perform variable
selection in breast cancer patients. A boosting approach was introduced in [157, 158] for
censored survival data that uses AFT for predicting colon and lung cancers recurrence.
The multiple classifier system was also used with machine learning classifiers. The Bagging or
boosting ensemble method was used in [159-163] based on survival decision trees to perform
variable selection and predict neck, head, colon breast, and ovarian cancer recurrence and
cardiovascular disease survivability. However, Kalderstam et al [121] used a bagging method
with ensemble ANNs that were trained by a genetic algorithm which used the concordance as
the fitness function to predict breast cancer recurrence. The ANNs were trained directly on the
concordance index to deal with survival data and censoring problem. Predictions were
combined with average voting. Boosting ensemble was used in [164] based on survival trees
which used the concordance index to train the trees and predict breast cancer. The stacking
approach was employed [165] to predict pancreatic cancer survival. It depends on the fact that
the overall prediction may be improved, if the best machine learning method performance is
selected to predict each patient. The selected method can be used afterwards to predict current
patient label. In order to deal with censoring, a threshold was used to label patients according to
survival time. Authors used ANN, BN, Naive Bayes, decision tree, and SVM to construct the
model. They also combined it with feature selection to enhance performance. Hsieh, et al [166]
used BN, ANN and SVM classifiers to construct a stacking ensemble approach and predict the
postoperative morbidity and explain the causal relations between preoperative variables and
outcomes in

patients that experienced an endovascular aortic repair surgery. The authors

considered patients that did experience postoperative complication as event free; therefore, they
combined the MCS model construction with standard FS techniques
The voting fusion method was used extensively in survival analysis due to reasons previously
discussed. Unweighted majority voting ensemble approaches were proposed in [167-169] for
prostate, esophageal cancer prognosis, and breast cancer. These methods were based on survival
trees or SVM. Survival trees can deal with censoring, however for SVM censored patients were
deleted and not used in constructing the models. Rathore and Agarwal [170] combined Naïve
Bayes, decision tree, and multiple association rule classifiers using the majority voting ensemble
approach to predict breast cancer survivability. To deal with censoring, patients were labeled
according to survival time using a threshold. In [171] five classifiers were combined using
majority voting to predict colon cancer survival times. The authors also labeled censored
patients according to survival time using a threshold. Then, they used a resampling technique to
deal with unbalance problem. Afterwards, they used standard FS methods to select the most
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relevant attributes. Agrawal et al. [172] used five different classifiers based on decision tree to
construct an ensemble system using average probability voting to predict lung cancer
survivability, while in [173] seven classifiers were fused using maximum probability voting
ensemble for breast cancer prognosis. Both methods used a threshold for labeling censored
patients before entering the model.
The methods argued earlier have a main drawback in dealing with censored patients which
make them unsuitable to be used with the high level of censoring included in the EVAR dataset.
All of these methods handle censoring by considering them as event free using a threshold or
ignoring censorship which may be applicable to low to medium censoring , but not high
censoring. others methods used survival model like survival decision trees which deals directly
with censoring , however they have several drawbacks such high chances of over-fitting and
instability of the generated model. Therefore, they were not used in this study.

2.7 Evaluation metrics and Tests for Survival analysis
2.7.1 Log Rank Test
Usually in clinical trials, doctors need to examine the effect of a new therapy on patients and
compare it with an old one. They start drawing survival curves (usually Kaplan curves to
determine the probability of survival using the two therapies). Then, they employ statistical tests
in order to compare between two or more survival curves. The most popular known test is the
log rank test.
The log rank test is commonly used to compare two or more survival functions. It tests the null
hypothesis that there is no difference in survival curves of the two groups of patients finds. This
is done by determining at each time t j ( j =1, 2, 3 ….m), the number of observed dead patients
( d j ) (where the event has occurred) and the total numbers of patients still at risk ( n j )
preceding t j . Afterwards, the test calculates the number of expected deaths (E), the difference
between the observed and expected deaths ( U L ), and the variance ( V L ) between the observed
and the expected deaths in the two groups of patients [174]. The steps for calculating the logrank test is described below and can be found in [45, 175] with an illustrative example.
First, calculate the expected number of deaths in the first group of patients ( E1 j ) using Equation
(2.21):

E1 j 

n1 j d j
nj
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,

(2.21)

where; n1 j is the number of patients of the first group who are at risk of death at time interval t j
, n j is the total number of patients at risk of death in the two groups of patients at time
interval t j , and d j is the total number of dead patients in the two groups of patients at time
interval t j .
Second, calculate the difference between the observed and expected deaths in the first group of
patients U L using Equation (2.22):
r

U L   (d1 j  E1 j ),

(2.22)

j 1

where; d1 j is the number patients in the first group that were dead until the time interval
tj .

Then, calculate the variance of death for the first group at time interval t j ( v1 j ) using Equation
(2.23):

v1 j 

n1 j n 2 j d j (n j  d j )
n 2j (n j  1)

,

(2.23)

where; n1 j is the number of patients of the second group who are at risk of death at time interval
tj .

Next, the total variance in the first group ( V L ) is calculated using Equation (2.24):
r

V L   v1 j .
j 1

(2.24)

Finally, a chi squared statistic (  2 ) is performed to determine if there a significant difference
between the two groups using Equation (2.25):

2 

U L2
.
VL

(2.25)

A statistical coefficient known as a p-value associated with the chi-squared test is determined
from the distribution function of the chi-squared random variable. In other words, it is
determined from the probability that a chi-squared variable on one degree of freedom is greater
than or equal the  2 value. The p-value indicates the probability under the assumption of the
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null hypothesis. Usually, a p-value less than 0.05 indicate a significant difference between the
two groups of patients.

2.7.2 Concordance Index
Concordance Index (CI) is generally used as a criterion to test discrimination in the predictions
of predictive model dealing with censored survival data. CI is the probability that, given two
randomly selected patients, at least one of them must have experienced the event of interest at a
shorter follow up time (comparable patients); this patient must have a higher probability of the
event occurrence than the other (concordant patients) [120]. In other words, the CI counts the
number of concordant and comparable patients and divided them by each other. Patients are
comparable if at least one of them must experience the event of interest and his/her follow up
observation time is less than the other. Patients are considered concordant if they are
comparable and the predicted probability of survival for the patient that experienced the event at
time t is greater than the other. The higher CI means that the predictions of the predictive model
are more concordant and discriminative. The maximum value of CI is one, while the minimum
is zero. It can be calculated using the equations (2.26), (2.27), (2.28):
comparable    comparable(i , j ) ,

(2.26)

concordant    concordant(i , j ) ,

(2.27)

i

i

CI 

j

j

concordant
.
comparable

(2.28)

Where;  comparable is a binary variable which indicates only comparable cases,  concordant is a
binary variable which indicates only concordant cases. i and j are two different patients.

2.7.3 Standard Performance Measures
Several measures are used to evaluate the performance of predictive models. In this section the
most important ones are discussed.


Classification Accuracy is the number of correctly classified (predicted) instances over
all the number of instances used in the testing set.



Sensitivity (true positive rate) is a ratio between correctly classified positive instances
and the actual positive class of the instances.



Specificity (true negative rate) is a ratio between correctly classified negatives
instances and the actual negative class of the instances.
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Receiver Operating Characteristics Curve (ROC) is a curve that plots the sensitivity
as a function of (1- specificity). Usually, the area under the ROC is used to evaluate the
performance of the model. The greater the area indicates better performance. The
maximum area that could be reached is 1. It is used for standard data type in which all
class values are known.

2.8 Feature and Model Selection for Survival Data
2.8.1 Feature Selection
Feature Selection (FS) is a primary step applied to large dimension datasets. Several techniques
were used to search the feature space in order to choose a lower number of attributes that can be
used to build a predictive model. Their purposes are to reduce data dimension by removing
redundant and irrelevant variables. FS could help in lowering the complexity of the predictive
model and make it more understandable and faster. Adding more variables to the predictive
model may increase its fit. However, if too many variables are added, this could lead to overfitting. Hence, FS improves the model prediction accuracy and generalization by reducing overfitting when choosing the optimal features [176]. Feature selection is very popular in the field of
data mining when dealing with large medical datasets like microarray or gene expression data.

FS consists of four steps. which are feature generation subset, feature evaluation, stopping
criteria, and feature validation [177]. The former generates subset of features according to a
specific searching strategy. They are then evaluated using an evaluation metric. Feature
searching usually stops when a certain criterion occurs. The variables chosen are then validated
to determine their significance on prediction.

2.8.1.1 Feature Searching Strategy
Feature searching strategies search for reduced subsets of features in the feature space that
influence prediction. The search strategy concerns with the way the feature subsets are formed.
Feature searching strategies are classified into three categories; complete (exhaustive), heuristic,
and meta-heuristic methods. Complete methods search for a best possible subset that optimizes
a specific performance metric (i.e. classification accuracy). They look for optimality by
exploring every feature combination in a dataset. However, this investigation may lead to an
increase in the complexity and computational cost [8].
Heuristic methods such as; greedy hill climbing and best first are iterative approaches that are
different to complete search as they look for the suboptimal feature subsets taking into
consideration the speed of search [8]. Greedy hill climbing adds or deletes one feature
iteratively to generate feature subsets. It examines these local changes to select the most
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important variables. It is divided into three strategies. The first strategy is forward selection in
which the search starts with an empty subset and then adds a new feature iteratively forming
new subsets. The second strategy is the backward elimination search which starts with all the
features available in a given dataset and deletes irrelevant features one by one. The best subset
that improves a certain criteria is the one chosen. The third one is the floating stepwise strategy
which alternates between the forward and backward methods to remove unimportant features. It
gives another chance to eliminated variables to re-enter feature selection process once again. For
this reason it was used in this thesis. The best first strategy is another iterative heuristic
approach similar to hill climbing in searching feature space by making local changes to feature
subset to remove unnecessary and irrelevant features. However, it allows backtracking to a more
favourable previous feature subset and continues searching from it. This happens when the
search path being examined offers a less promising solution.
Meta-heuristic methods such as; genetic algorithms are nature dependent. They offer good
solution to feature selection in a reasonable time without investigating all feature space like
exhaustive methods. The genetic algorithm is the most common meta-heuristic FS search
approach. It simulates the analogy with biology theory of natural selection and genetics [8]. The
group of chromosomes is known as a population and the genes as individuals. The two genetic
actions that could take place are crossover and mutation. Crossover means that breeding is done
by swapping over genes of each parent. However, mutation is made by randomly replacing one
bit of the parent genes. Next, a fitness function is used to evaluate the development of genes
after reproduction throughout the evolutionary process [178]. The advantages of using the GA
are; it is a robust and parallelized technique. However, GA may have slow convergence
especially with large datasets and its optimum solution may be inconsistent, as the probabilistic
nature of GA could produce different optimal values so it might be ensnared in a local optimum
[179]. For this reason they were not used in this study as they might increase the computational
cost of feature selection process.

2.8.1.2 Feature Selection Methods
In the context of classification, feature selection techniques can be organized into four
categories, depending on how they combine the FS search with the construction of the
classification model: filter or ranking methods, wrapper methods, embedded, and hybrid
methods. The literature has shown that most variable selection methods were done on standard
supervised data. However fewer papers applied feature selection for censored survival data.
Most of them focused on using Cox proportional hazard model with greedy searching strategy,
penalized or shrinkage variable selection methods [9] which will be discussed later. The former
methods however suffer from instability [180] which will be illustrated later in this chapter.
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2.8.1.2.1 Filter or Ranking Method
Feature ranking is the easiest way to select features. It starts with calculating a score for each
input variable which usually explains its relation with the output target class. Then, this score is
used to sort features in a descending order. Finally, the variables with higher scores are used for
constructing a predictive model. Usually, a separation threshold is known previously to select
these features and the low scoring variables are removed [181]. Several techniques are used to
determine ranking scores. They are categorized into two categories; correlation and informative
based methods. These methods depend on either the correlation between variables and output
class or the amount of information between each variable and the output.

The most simple and straight forward filter method used in survival analysis is called univariate
Cox regression which calculates a Cox score for each feature used to fit the Cox's model
separately. A Cox score is simply a value calculated for every variable not in the model to
determine whether it should be added to the Cox proportional hazard model or not. More details
of the Cox's score could be found in [182]. This score measures how well each variable predicts
survival. It was used in [183-186] to predict survival of lung cancer, prognosis of gastric and
cervical cancers, and tumor relapse. Tan, et al [187] used it to filter variables that are not
associated with survival time of ovarian cancer, which were used later for survival prediction
using SVM. In order to deal with censoring, the authors selected patients with short survival
even if it uncensored and label them as unflavored. They selected other patients with long
survival (censored and uncensored) and labeled them as favored. These patients were used to
train an SVM model to predict the labels of the rest of patients. Afterwards, a final model is
constructed with the whole data using leave one out cross validation. The Cox score was
modified in [188] to enhance prediction results. Others used a Wald test or likelihood test
statistic instead of a Cox score to quantify variable association with survival prediction such as
in [189] to predict survival of breast cancer.
Some authors used other metrics for filtering the attributes such as; Blanco, et al in [190] who
used mutual information to sort variables and select some of them according to a threshold
before entering Bayesian network and Naïve Bayes classifiers. The dataset contained a low level
of censoring; therefore the model was appropriate for the prognosis of survival of cirrhotic
patients treated with a transjugular intrahepatic portosystemic shunt. They considered patients
who survived more than 6 months as 1 and vice versa. Others [191, 192] used correlation
analysis to filter variables entering Cox's model to predict ovarian and breast cancer recurrence.
Neuvirth et al in [193] also used the correlation information to remove highly correlated
variables. They employed the standard deviation values of the features to filter features with low
standard deviation scores, and then used the Cox regression to predict patient's risk of diabetes.
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The authors also did binary classification with logistic regression and KNN classifier with only
uncensored patients. They also performed forward greedy FS wrapped around both models as
well as univariate Cox analysis as a filter FS method. In [194] a chi-squared test value was
applied to determine the association between variables and survival times of lung cancer.
Then, the ten highest ranked features were selected to train an ANN in order to predict the
survival times of

gene expression data from multiple laboratories. In order to deal with

censoring the authors considered patients that survived longer than the median survival time as
low risk and vice versa. In paper [95], the authors split data into 7 partitions according to the
follow-up time intervals existing in the data. They deleted censored patients; however, they
overcame the problem of the small sample size for predictive model construction by repeating
patients through a classification rule. They then used decision trees as a filter FS method to
select prognostic variables that can predict breast cancer relapse for each of the 7 partitions.
These selected features were used afterwards to construct 7 neural network models, one for each
time interval. The problem of this method is both deleting censored patients and repeating
patients which may lead to a biased predictive model.

The problem of most filter methods is that they are univariate which means that the scoring or
evaluating function is examined for only one feature at a time. Moreover, when the selected
features enter the predictive model, they could not ensure good survival prediction, as they
might be highly correlated and/or collinear to each other which affect results consequently
[195]. Another common disadvantage is that they ignore the interaction with the classifier (the
search in the feature subset space is separated from the search in the hypothesis space). Also,
that might select redundant variables as most filter methods do not consider relations between
variables. Another drawback of the previously discussed methods is the way they handled
censoring by deleting, repeating patients, using only uncensored cases, or considering censored
patients as event free according to a specific threshold. These methods of dealing with censoring
lead to highly biased predictions in cases of highly censored data like our EVAR datasets.
However, the advantages of filter feature selection methods are that they can be easily scaled to
very high-dimensional datasets; they are computationally simple and fast. Additionally, feature
selection needs to be performed only once, and then different classifiers can be evaluated. The
aim in this study is to determine which features have great influence in predicting the risk of
EVAR re-intervention. As mentioned before, filter methods do not involve classifiers when
selecting features. Therefore, they were not used alone in this study. Factor analysis feature
reduction method which may be considered as a filter method was used in this study as an initial
step to remove unimportant variables. This method does not depend on the class value to reduce
variables so it may be applicable to be used with censored data. In order to deal with censoring
a new method was proposed in Chapter 3 which was then embedded in a wrapper feature
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selection procedure which involves the classification process into the feature selection
procedure in Chapters 4 and 5. Also, a filter ranking method with used with wrapper feature
selection process to further reduce features selected in this thesis in Chapter 5.

2.8.1.2.2 Wrapper Method
This method wraps the model hypothesis search within the feature subset search. In this setup,
the whole feature space is searched and various subsets of features are generated and evaluated.
The evaluation of a specific subset of features is obtained by training and testing a specific
classification model. The working procedure of wrappers is the same as that of the filters except
that the measurement stage is replaced by a learning algorithm. This is the main reason that the
wrappers always perform slowly. However, wrapper method could achieve better feature
selection results in most cases. FS using wrapper method stops when the results start to get
worse or the number of features reaches a predefined threshold.

Many authors use a greedy search strategy which is wrapped around Cox' regression model for
survival analysis. Authors in [196-198] used stepwise variable selection with Cox's model to
predict prostate and lung cancer survival and relapse, and overall survival of metastatic renal
cell carcinoma and use the p-value of the likelihood function for selection. In [199] both
forward selection and backward elimination were used with a Cox's model to remove
unimportant variables and predict sudden cardiac death in patients with heart failure. A
Backward elimination strategy was merged with a multivariate Cox's model in [200] and the
Wald test statistic was used as a selection criterion. However, in [201] the p-value of the
likelihood is used as a criterion for selecting the risk factor for late renal allograft failure.
Authors in [202] employed forward FS with Cox's model to predict the risk of recurrent venous
thromboembolism. While authors in [12] employed a genetic algorithm for selecting features
based on Naïve Bayes classifier prediction as its fitness function to predict colorectal cancer
survivability. To deal with the censoring issue, the authors divided patients into two groups. The
first group contains patients who died with survival time less than 30 months and labeled as 1.
The second group contains patients that have survived with survival time greater than 70 months
and labeled as 0. Khosla, et al [203] proposed a new approach called conservative mean which
is wrapped around SVM classifier to predict the risk of stroke occurrence. The authors
considered patients that did not experience a stroke for 5 years as event free labeled as 0. They
considered that the number patients that experienced the stroke is small and non-homogenous,
therefore prediction results will be affected by how the training and testing sets are sampled. To
overcome this, they used a conservative mean criteria for feature selection which is the
difference between the standard deviation and the mean of the AUC of each feature when enter
the SVM predictive model. Partial logistic artificial neural network (PLANN) was used with
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backward feature elimination [117] to select the most important features and predict liver
survivability after colorectal cancer. PLANN handle censoring by dividing observation time into
n intervals and repeating patients to these intervals. The repeating process leads to imbalanced
and biased predictive models especially with censoring of high level [13]. It also increase the
complexity and training time of these models and may increase the noise level existing in the
datasets. Authors in [187] applied Cox's model to perform FS on censored data before entering a
SVM classifier to perform prediction. Other authors used wrapper FS methods[12, 193] with
Bayes classifiers and K-nearest classifier. While in [194], a chi-square test was used to measure
degree of association between variables and observation time to choose the most relevant
variables. These variables are then used to construct an ANN.
Advantages of wrapper approaches include the interaction between feature subset search and
model selection, and the ability to take into account feature dependencies. They evaluate a
subset of features which enables figuring out interactions between variables. Therefore, they
were used in this thesis to select the features that influence the prediction of the risk of EVAR
re-intervention. The limitation of methods that has been shown in the literature is that most of
them are based on Cox's model. As mention before, Cox's model is incapable of identifying
complex and non-linear relations between data which are included in most medical datasets.
Therefore, it is not recommended to be used in our EVAR data. Another limitation is the way
they handled censoring which was by deleting, ignoring, using only uncensored patients, or
considering censored patients as event free. These methods of handling censoring are not
appropriate to deal with the high level of censoring which exists in our EVAR datasets.
Another drawback is that they have higher computational cost than filter techniques, especially
if building the classifier is computationally expensive. Hence, in this study, they were merged
with factor analysis and feature ranking procedures which may be considered as filter methods
to select a reduced number of features the have better prediction on aortic complications.

2.8.1.2.3 Embedded Method
The search for an optimal subset of features is built into the classifier construction, and can be
seen as a search in the combined space of feature subsets and hypotheses. Just like wrapper
approaches, embedded approaches are specific to a given learning algorithm. Embedded
methods have the advantage that they include the interaction with the classification model,
while at the same time being far less computationally intensive compared to wrapper methods.
Authors in [204] embedded variable selection in Bayesian network construction to perform
feature selection with several types of censored data. They extended a technique called MaxMin Parents and children algorithm to survival analysis. Pang, et al [205] used feature
elimination search strategy to embed FS in a random survival forest classifier to reduce the high
dimension of three censored survival gene expression data. Random survival forest classifier is
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an extension to standard random forest classifier in which the output is survival time with a
censor indicator. However, the main drawback of tree based methods are instability, variable
selection bias and over-fitting [167]. Van Belle, et al [206] embeds FS in least square-SVM
construction to predict breast cancer survivability by changing the loss function so that the
maximal variation for each variable is reduced, leading to models have with dependence on the
features. This will lead to non-relevant features having a very small maximal variation, while
relevant variables will still have large maximal variations.

Note that, the least absolute

shrinkage and selector operator can be considered as an embedded method, as the variable
selection process is involved in the regression model construction.

2.8.1.2.4 Hybrid Method
Sometimes, two classes of the previously mentioned methods are combined together to obtain
the advantages of both of them. This is called hybrid FS. It usually outperforms the other three
FS methods. Therefore, they were adapted in this study. The Hybrid FS technique for survival
data was used in [207] to filter features not related to survival according to the concordance
index metric. Afterwards, feature elimination FS is embedded in support vector regression for
censored data (SVRc) to predict overall survival in patients with lung cancer and select the
model with the highest concordance index. This is done by eliminating features which have low
impact in the model measured by multiplying the weight of each feature by the square root of
the standard deviation from variable values for all patients. SVRc is a modification on standard
SVR in which the loss function is modified to be able to deal with censoring. Authors in [208]
used variance information to filter variables which were then followed by univariate Cox
analysis to filter out feature related to survival. Afterwards, a Cox's model was used with greedy
backward elimination to select the best variables that predict breast cancer survival time
according to concordance index. Stebbins, et al [209] used stepwise, forward, and backward
searching strategies wrapped around Cox's model to select the best features that predict
mortality in Acute ST-Segment Elevation Myocardial Infarction. They then applied the Wald
test to rank the selected features according to their significance. Choi, et al [197] used cross
validation to produce several subsets of features using Cox's model, then sorted them according
to their frequency distribution to predict prostate cancer relapse.
Most of these methods are based on Cox's model and as mentioned before machine learning
techniques are preferred due to their ability to detect complex and non-linear relations between
data that improve prediction. Therefore, methods based on Cox's model were not recommended
to be used with the EVAR data. However hybrid methods are used in this study as they usually
have higher performance than other methods as mentioned earlier. For this reason, a hybrid
feature selection approach was proposed in this study. The proposed method uses factor analysis
and feature ranking methods with wrapper feature selection approach based on machine learning
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classifiers to select variables that have impact on the prediction of the risk of EVAR reintervention.

2.8.2 Model Selection
Model selection is popular in the field of statistical analysis. It aims to find a model or models
with either the best parameter combinations or the best parameter and variable combinations
from a number of candidate models. They may be considered as a variable selection technique
when the purpose is to find the model which has the optimal explanatory variables. In this
subsection, our aim is to discuss model selection methods used for feature selection and refer to
it as model-feature selection methods.

2.8.2.1 Model Stability
Model Stability is an important issue in model selection process. Stability refers to how
different models produced from the model selection algorithm are close to each other when
training misclassification cost occurs [210]. In other words, the models are stable if each one
has a slight or no change in prediction error when some data examples used for training are
replaced by other cases. Usually, unstable algorithms can lead to high variance. Furthermore, in
model-variable selection, eliminating important variables from the model selected lead to underfitting the data. It may also bias the prediction results. Adding additional unnecessary features
leads to over-fitting and increases variance.

2.8.2.2 Bias-Variance Dilemma
In machine learning, the classification error (Ce) produced from the predictive model is
decomposed into three components, namely bias and variance and irreducible error ( e ) as
shown in Equation (2.29) which shows the expected square classification error. The irreducible
error is the noise error that cannot be reduced by any model. Hence, in order to lower the
classification, both bias and variance must be reduced. Error due to bias can be considered as
the difference between the average predicted value and the correct one, i.e. if the model is
trained with different training sets, how close the prediction is to the original true one at each
training case. Error due to bias is determined using Equation (2.30). Low bias means that the
prediction is very close to the original on average and vice versa. However, variance error is the
one that indicates how far each predicted example is from the same example when predicted
from a model trained with other training set. High variance means that the prediction is widely
spread and changing the training set highly affects the predictive model. Error due to variance is
calculated using Equation (2.31).
Ce  E (Y  fˆ ( x)) 2  Bias 2  Variance  e,
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(2.29)

where; E refers to as expected, fˆ ( x) is the estimated classification function that approximates
the true function Y=f(x), Y is the original output class of variable x, and e is called the
irreducible error which is the noise error that cannot be reduced by any model.
Bias  E ( fˆ ( x))  f ( x).

(2.30)

Variance  E[( fˆ ( x)  E[ fˆ ( x)])2 ].

(2.31)

Usually, models with low bias are complex and have high variance. Their prediction varies
widely when changing the training examples of the model. However, simple models have low
variance, but the bias is large. In order to produce a stable algorithm a tradeoff between variance
and bias must be made [211]. Additionally, as mentioned before model selection can be used for
choosing the optimal explanatory feature subset. Adding more features leads to a decrease in
bias, but it increases variance. So, the tradeoff between the two is important. One should choose
the right model that balance both variance and bias [176].

2.8.2.3 Model-Feature Selection Methods
Several techniques have been proposed in order to choose the optimal model. They can be
categorized into; methods that maximize the likelihood subject to some penalty, shrinkage
methods such as LASSO, cross validation methods, Bayesian model selection, and Bayesian
model averaging methods. Note that, all model selection techniques can be used with cross
validation.

2.8.2.3.1 Penalized Methods
As mentioned before, increasing the number of parameters or variables improves fitting.
However, increasing it too much may lead to over-fitting. Penalized methods overcome this
problem by introducing a penalty for the number of parameters or variables in a given model.
Akaike (AIC), Bayesian (BIC) information criteria are the most well-known techniques [211].
The former was introduced by Akaike in 1977. It measures the quality of each candidate model.
It is based on minimizing the Kullback Leibler distance which is the distance between the true
and candidate models. AIC takes into consideration the number of free parameters in the
candidate model and the goodness of their fit. The chosen model is the one that minimizes the
AIC which is equivalent to the lowest distance to the true model [212]. It can be calculated
using (2.25)
AIC  2  ln(L)  2  K ,
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(2.25)

where; L is the maximum likelihood of the model given the data and K is the number of
parameters in a given model.

The Bayesian information criterion (BIC) is another well-known metric for model selection. It
was introduced by Schwarz [213] in 1978. BIC also measures the quality of each candidate
model. The penalty term in BIC is greater than AIC. BIC takes into account the size of data for
each model which is not the case for AIC. Therefore, some researchers prefer it when they deal
with models with small or different sample sizes. Again, the model which minimizes BIC is the
one chosen. It is calculated using (2.26)
BIC  2  ln(L)  2  K  ln(n) ,

(2.26)

where; L is the maximum likelihood of the model given the data and K is the number of
parameters in a given model, and n is the number of observations.

Most authors that use AIC and BIC for variable selection in survival data have combined it with
Cox's model, such as; [214] used them for variable selection to predict liver disease, then
modified the classical BIC approach. Authors in [215] employed them both as stopping criteria
for selecting the optimal variables that detects ozone effects on school children’s lung growth.
Xu, et al [216] used AIC for variable selection for lung cancer prediction. Authors in [217]
modified the AIC to be used and applied it on two cancer datasets. While, those in [218]
extended the BIC in the Cox model to deal with very high dimensional data and applied it to
select the variables of an microarray data. Hofner, et al. [219] used them to model the
Großhadern severe sepsis data. These variable selections methods are based on Cox's model as
mentioned before, Cox's model is the most common survival method used in medical
applications. However, the aim in this thesis is to use machine learning techniques to construct a
predictive model as they preferred for the various reasons discussed earlier. Therefore, the
proposed feature selection methods in this thesis were compared with Cox's model based on
AIC and BIC as a selection criterion.
Both AIC and BIC have been used as evaluation metrics for the wrapper variable selection
methods. These criteria may not be practical with complex model situations where the number
of variables is extremely large as it may overestimate the true model. Therefore, a new
penalized method based on the shrinkage of the absolute regression coefficients was proposed
as an alternative [220].
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2.8.2.3.2 Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator (LASSO) Method
LASSO is a very popular variable selection method. It was introduced by Tibshirani R. in 1996
[221] to be used with regression models and was then extended for Cox's survival model by
Tibshirani R. in 1997 [222]. The advantage of LASSO is that it produces stable models with
high predictive accuracy. This is done by the regularization parameter that shrinks the
coefficients of unimportant variables (regressors) towards zero by putting a penalty on their
absolute values. Therefore, the produced models will focus only on the explanatory variables
that improve their total predictive accuracy and preventing over-fitting that may occur due to
collinearity of the variables. Additionally, LASSO has low computational cost. It is calculated
using (2.27)
2
Lasso  arg  min  y  Xˆ   ˆ  ,

1


(2.27)

where; y is the response variable (output target), X is a matrix with predictive
variables(predictors) and observations,  is a vector of their coefficients, and λ is the amount of
shrinkage or prenatally on  . As it increases the value of shrinkage increases and vice versa.
The term ˆ when λ  0 is the L1 norm.
1

Many authors have used it with Cox regression model. Lee et al, Kammers et al, and Liu and
Jiang [223-225] used it to predict survival of breast and lung cancer and other types of cancer
respectively. Liu, et al [226] used it to select a smaller set of genes, then proposed a correlation
metric to further reduce the number of genes to predict survival of lymphoma patients. It was
employed in [227] to select the prognostic variables that predict penile cancer and heart valve
failure. It was used in [228] to select the risk factors for pancreatic cancer survival. However,
authors of [229] applied it to Cox's and ART models and those of [230, 231] used it only with
AFT for breast cancer prognosis. Several extensions were made by authors such as; [232]
modified the LASSO technique by adapting weights of L1 penalty on regression coefficients and
referred to it as adaptive LASSO which was used later by [220, 233] to predict and congestive
heart failure and lung cancer survival with variables containing missing values. Unlike LASSO,
it does not place the same penalty for all coefficients; however, it adapts the weights of these
penalties. Large weights are assigned to small coefficients and vice versa. Authors in [234, 235]
proposed using LASSO with Cox's model learned through a gradient LASSO algorithm for
faster convergence to predict survival of breast cancer. The authors proposed gradient LASSO
to solve the problem of collinearity involved with Cox's model when used with high
dimensional data. It also avoids the computational cost existed in previous shrinkage methods
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used with high dimensional data. LASSO was also extended in [236] by Bergersen who named
it weighted LASSO. It used external information on the covariates to select the appropriate
penalty weight for regression coefficients and guide variable selection for cervix and head and
neck cancers. In this thesis, the Cox-LASSO method was used for comparison with the feature
selection approaches based in machine learning classifiers that are proposed in this thesis. As
mentioned before, Cox's model is extensively used in medical survival data, therefore it was
chosen for the comparison purpose.

2.8.2.3.3 Bayesian Model Selection
In Bayesian model selection, a prior is given for each candidate model. Then the posterior
probability of each model given the data is calculated. The model with highest posterior
probability is the one chosen. It is calculated using Bayesian theory as shown in Equation
(2.32):
P ( M i \ D) 

P( D \ M i ).P( M i )
,
 P( D \ M j ).P( M j )

(2.32)

j

where; P( M i \ D) the posterior probability of the candidate model Mi given the data D, and

P( M i ) and P(M j ) are the prior probabilities of model Mi. and Mj respectively. P( D \ M i ) and
P( D \ M j ) are the probabilities of the data given models Mi. and Mj. including their free
parameters.
If the priors P( M i ) and P( M j ) are unknown, they can be given equal probabilities, so
Equation (2.32) can be simplified into Equation (2.33) and again the model with the highest
posterior probability is the one chosen.
P ( M i \ D) 

P( D \ M i )
.
 P( D \ M j )

(2.33)

j

The main advantage of using Bayesian model selection is that it takes into consideration the
fitting improvement of the model and not reaching over-fitting. Hence, adding more variables or
parameters will not improve the fit. However, it will lower the posterior probability of that
model given the data [176]. This method was used for survival analysis in [237-239] combined
with a Cox's model to predict lung cancer survivability. Authors in [240, 241] used it with an
AFT model for predicting lymphoma and breast cancer patients survival times. These methods
are based on either Cox's or AFT survival models which cannot figure out complex relations in
a data. Moreover, a prior should be known in order to perform model selection. Hence, these
methods were not applied to EVAR data.
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2.8.2.3.4 Model Averaging
Model averaging is another model selection technique. As mentioned before, the purpose of
model selection is to choose the best model; however, sometimes averaging results of several
models may be better than choosing only one single model. This is due to the fact that the
averaging method considers the uncertainty of estimation or variables included in the candidate
models [242]. Bayesian model the averaging sums all the weighted average of some or all
models used to find the predictions. The weighted term refers to posterior probabilities of each
model given the data P(Mi\D). Suppose a data D with output target variable O and the candidate
models of interest Mi. The posterior predictive probability distribution of O is determined using
Equation (2.34):
P(O \ D)   P(O \ D, M i ).P(M i \ D),
iN

(2.34)

where; P(O \ D, M i ) is the marginal posterior probability distribution of the O given the data
and model Mi with all parameters integrated out.
Again, the main advantage of model averaging is that when more than one model has high
probability distributions, model averaging take into consideration the uncertainty of estimation
generated from these model. This is not case in the Bayesian model selection which chooses
only one single model. It was extended by [243, 244] to be used for survival analysis using an
iterative approach with a Cox model to predict breast cancer, leukemia and lymphoma survival
times. Later, a Bayesian model average approach was proposed in [245] for variable selection of
the most prognostic factors related to breast cancer survival time. Authors of [246] employed a
model averaging approach combined with Cox model to predict 5 year survival after major
surgery.
Since model averaging creates a final single model by average multiple models with high
posterior probabilities, it could not be easily interpreted [176]. Also, survival model averaging
methods are based on Cox's model which has drawbacks that were previously discussed. For
these reasons, they were not used in this study.

2.9 Conclusion
In this chapter, survival analysis techniques used in clinical trials were discussed. They included
the traditional survival statistical methods and machine learning approaches. Traditional
survival statistical methods construct a predictive model that can deal directly with censoring
which is the unique characteristic of survival data. Machine learning techniques such as ANN
and BN are preferred over traditional statistical methods due to various advantages. However,
they cannot be used directly with survival data due the presence of censoring. For this reason,
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the censoring problem should be solved. This chapter discussed different methods to handle
censoring. These methods have several drawbacks and they cannot be used with high levels of
censored data. Therefore, they cannot be used directly to the EVAR datasets. For this reason, a
modified approach will be introduced in Chapter 3 to deal with the highly censored data and
construct a predictive model using machine learning techniques.
This chapter also explains the importance of FS in the medical field and discusses different
approaches used for medical survival data. The literature showed that most of these methods are
based on Cox's proportional hazard model or AFT model. However, as mentioned before,
machine learning techniques are favoured. Therefore, a FS approach will be proposed in
Chapter 4 that uses individual ANN classifiers to construct a reduced predictive model. The
approach embeds the proposed uncensoring method

with FS process to deal with high

censoring to construct a predictive model capable of predicting the risk of re-intervention after
EVAR surgery.
Additionally, Chapter 2 gave a brief introduction to the concept of multiple classifier systems
and how several classifiers can be combined using several approaches. It also discussed how
they can improve prediction results of individual classifiers and why they are preferred. Thus, in
Chapter 5 a hybrid FS method is proposed which uses three popular classifiers to construct a
predictive model capable of predicting the risk of re-intervention after EVAR surgery.
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Chapter 3: Handling Censoring to Predict the Risk of
Endovascular Aortic Aneurysm Repair Re-intervention

3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, a new modified approach for dealing with the censoring issue will be proposed
and compared with the technique that was previously proposed by Štajduhar and Dalbelo-Bašić
[6]. Two datasets collected from two vascular Centers are used for the model construction and
validation. The dataset from Centre 1 is divided into low risk, high risk, and censored groups.
Two Bayesian networks are constructed with the low and high risk groups. The likelihood
information is then used to determine to which Bayesian network's intrinsic distribution each
censored patient belongs to. Afterwards, a three layer MLP-ANN will be used to classify
patients into high and low risk groups and its performance will be tested and validated using
Centre 2 dataset. Evaluation metrics like the sensitivity, specificity, area under ROC curve,
concordance index, and the p-value of the log rank test were employed to test the significance of
the results.

3.2 Dealing with censoring
Censoring is the unique feature that differentiates standard data from survival data. It is also the
main cause why standard machine learning technique cannot be used directly with survival data
types. This is due to the fact that censored patients cannot be all considered as real zero targets
(which means that the event of interest definitely has not happened) which could lead the
predictive model to be biased toward zero specially when the level of censoring is high. This
phenomenon will be illustrated and proven in section 3.6. As mentioned in the previous chapter,
the literature had shown there are different scenarios to handle censoring. The first scenario is
deleting the censored examples from the dataset or considering them as event free (the event
will certainly not occur so the target output will be zero). Though, this will result in a highly
biased predictive model which appears clearly when the level of censoring is high (the ratio of
the patients that experienced the event to the total number of patients) [26]. Another solution is
to construct the predictive model using only uncensored patients; however this could not work
as well with a highly censored data as the number of examples used to build the model will be
small, leading to inaccurate prediction.
Another situation is to weight censored patients according to KM survival probabilities. Using
KM weighting will work well with low to medium censoring, while for high censoring it will
give overoptimistic estimated survival probabilities [6]. Another suggestion to deal with
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censored data is to split the observation time into time intervals and repeating patients to all time
intervals [7]. However, this replication results in an unscaled, complex, and biased prediction
[13]. It may also increase the noise in the case of noisy datasets. Hence, a new approach to deal
with the high censoring of the EVAR datasets was proposed in this thesis which is a
modification on the method in [6]. The new approach is referred to as O & MA, while the other
one as S & DB. The new method (O & MA) does not depend on deletion, repetition, and
weighting of examples. It also employs all patients available to construct the predictive model
after uncensoring censored patients without considering them as event free patients (with zero
target). By doing so, it will bias the predictive model toward the zero targets; this phenomenon
will also be shown in section 3.6 which shows that predictions will be biased towards the zero
class. Therefore, it overcomes all drawbacks of other methods.

3.3 Challenges of the Proposed Uncensoring Approach
The literature has shown that most of the work done in survival analysis was dealing with low to
medium censoring level. The problem is more complicated when the level of censoring
increases. Moreover, most papers used only one dataset for constructing and validating the
predictive model using k-fold cross validation, leave one out, and bootstrapping methods.
However, a few of them used multicenter datasets for building and testing their models. The
benefits of using multicenter datasets relies on a larger number of research groups and centers,
separate areas, locations or maybe countries engaged, the variability of population available in
the datasets, and the ability to test the performance on cross center based models which will
support and validate the results of the predictive model [247]. Using machine learning
techniques instead of statistical survival analysis methods is preferred. As, they deal with
complex relations between covariates which will improve predictions accordingly. Also, they
are able to tackle nonlinearities in a dataset which is not the case with survival statistical
approaches such as; Kaplan-Meier, Cox's model, and accelerated failure time model [89].
Therefore, a new technique was proposed to deal with high levels of censoring using two
separate datasets collected from two centers located distinctly in the United Kingdom. These
multicenter datasets were used to construct and validate survival models built using machine
learning techniques such as ANN and BN.

3.4 Uncensoring Approach
3.4.1 S & DB Uncensoring Approach
In this uncensoring technique, the authors split data into patients that experienced the EVAR reintervention (REINT) referred to as high risk and those who did not. Patients that did not do
such an operation were used to construct a Bayesian network called a censored Bayesian
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network. It includes patients with short censoring time and those with longer censoring time
exceeding 5 years, who have less probability to undergo a REINT. High risk patients were used
to construct another network called a high risk (re-intervened) Bayesian network. Due to the
high censoring level located in the data, the constructed censored Bayesian network is a mixture
of both the internal distribution of the low risk (lower chance of undergoing a REINT) and high
risk patients instead of the low risk patients alone. The likelihood information which is weighted
using KM survival probability estimator method was then used to uncensor data. A three layer
MLP network was then constructed using the uncensored data. The S & DB technique slightly
enhanced the prediction accuracy of both datasets. But, when it was used for cross-center
prediction, the neural network constructed with Center 1 data was incapable of predicting the
REINT on Centre 2 data which will be clear in the section 3.6. For this reason, to overcome
this, the new modified approach (O & Ma) was proposed to deal with the high censoring level
located in the datasets. It was able to predict the risk of surgical REINT on patients after 5 year
from experiencing an EVAR operation and categorize them as high and low risk patients.

3.4.2 O & Ma Proposed Uncensoring Approach
The main difference between S & DB and O & Ma methods are that the former used both
patients with short and long censoring time (less and greater than 5 years) to construct the so
called censored Bayesian networks which was employed to uncensor the data using a likelihood
information weighted by KM survival probability. However, the latter used only patients with
long censoring time exceeding the 5 years (low risk group) to build a Bayesian network called a
low risk Bayesian network. This network is used later for the uncensoring process to
differentiate between the short censoring times patients into low- and high-risk groups using the
likelihood information not weighted using KM. As mentioned before using the KM weighting
process may lead to over optimized prediction in case of highly censored data which indicates
that most of the patients will be predicted to have lower chances to experience the event which
is the REINT in our case.
First of all, in the O & Ma approach, the KM curves of both centers will be plotted separately as
shown in Figure 3.1. Afterwards, the time variable is employed to divide patients into three
groups; high risk, low risk, and censored. Note that the total number of patients after removing
patients with missing values is 457 and 286 for Centers 1 and 2 respectively. The high risk
group is the one which has patients that underwent an EVAR surgery within 5 years of
observation (re-intervened or high risk patients). The number of patients in this group is 42 and
22 patients for Centers 1 and 2. The low risk group belongs to patients that did not require the
operation for a time greater than or equal 5 years (low chance to do the re-intervention or low
risk patients. The number of patients in this group is 62 and 20 patients for Center 1 and Center
2 . While, the third group is the rest of patients including all patients who were either deceased
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or left the study within 5 years. The number of patients in this group is 353 and 244 for Centers
1 and 2 respectively.

Figure 3.1 The Kaplan Meier curves for (upper) Center 1 data , (lower) Center 2 data.
In the O & Ma approach, the whole data (including all 45 features) was discretized. Then, low
and high risks groups after removing the time variable were used to construct two Bayesian
networks called B low and B high respectively as shown in Figures 3.2 and 3.3. Each variable Vi
represents a node in this network that may be connected to a higher parent node (  ) and lower
child node. They are directed acyclic graph (DAG) networks given a symbol  meaning that
nodes are connected in only one direction from parent node to children nodes. Details about
Bayesian networks can be found in the Appendix A.
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Figure 3.2 The structure of the low risk Bayesian networks constructed using patients of the low
risk group. Note that some nodes have numbers which refer to the variable order in the dataset.
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Figure 3.3 The structure of the high risk Bayesian networks constructed using patients of high
risk group. Note that some nodes have numbers which refer to the variable order in the dataset.
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The uncensoring process is employed to uncensor the censored patients group, where every
censored one is compared with the internal structure p of each network p high and p low
correspondingly. This structure shows relation between variables. The likelihood ( xc / p) that
each censored patient ( xc) belongs to each network is calculated using Equations (3.1) and (3.2)
to decide to which group they belong.
n

ˆ ( xc / p high )  ( xc / B high )  P( xc /  high , p high )   P high (Vi /  (Vi )).
i 1

n

ˆ ( xc / p low )  ( xc / B low )  P( xc /  low , p low )   P low (Vi /  (Vi )),
i 1

(3.1)

(3.2)

where; π(Vi) is the parent node to variable Vi, , P high (Vi /  (Vi ) , and P low (Vi /  (Vi ) are the
posterior probability of a variable Vi, given its parents nodes for high and low Bayesians
networks respectively.
Afterwards, the posterior probability that outcome predictions that patients belong to each
network given that they are censored (xc)

P(O / xc ) in Equation (3.5) is calculated using

Equations (3.3) and (3.4).
P(O high / xc )  Pˆ (O high ) *

P(O

low

/ xc )  Pˆ (O low ) *

P(O / xc )  P(O high / xc )  P(O high / xc ) 

ˆ ( xc / p high )
P( x c )

ˆ ( xc / p low )
P( x c )

,

,

(3.3)

(3.4)

Pˆ (O high ) * ˆ ( xc / p high )  Pˆ (O low ) * ˆ ( xc / p low )
,
P( x c )

(3.5)
Equation (3.5) is then normalized to ignore the effect of probability of a censored instance

P( xc ) by dividing Equation (3.5) by P(O / xc ) * P( xc ) to get equation (3.6).
P(O high / xc ) + P(O low / xc )  1.

(3.6)

Lastly, a threshold is used to decide which risk group each censored patient belongs to. It is
called a censoring correction threshold ( PTh ). If P(O high / xc ) is greater than PTh , then the
patients is consider as high risk to experience a re-intervention and vice versa.
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3.5 Artificial Neural Network
The multilayer perceptron (MLP) is the most commonly used ANN in medical applications. The
MLP-ANN consists of number of neurons referred as nodes connected together by weights.
These nodes are gathered together to form N layers consisting of; one input, one output, and one
or more hidden layers. More details about MLP-ANN could be found in [248]. In this chapter,
ANN models were constructed to predict the risk of EVAR re-intervention after 5 years of the
initial EVAR surgery. Before presenting the constructed models, a brief introduction of ANN
will be introduced.

3.5.1 Training Multilayer Perceptron Neural Network
Training of an ANN means that the weights connecting the network neurons are updated to
minimize the error between its prediction and the true target value. Several algorithms are
available for learning ANN. Gradient descend back propagation (BP) optimization method is
the most commonly used method for training the ANN. It is simple and usually provides
efficient performance in many applications [248]. It depends on calculating the first derivative
(gradient) of the loss function relative to the network weights, and then altering these weights in
a descending steepest path (the most negative of the gradient) which is the direction in which
the error function decreases speedily. In other words, this method generally express significant
enhancement in the speed at which the minimum of the error function is found [249] . Although,
this direction allows the performance function to decrease rapidly, it does not guarantee the
fastest convergence. As, the step size used in this method is usually constant and small to be
sufficient to steep gradients to avoid rattling out the minima [250, 251]. Therefore, training will
be slow in places where gradient is gentle. For that reason, extension were made on steepest
descend to accelerate training of ANN. Examples of these methods are the, conjugate gradient
and gradient descent with momentum.
Gradient descent with momentum is a modification done to gradient descent method to speed up
the learning process. Momentum takes into consideration fraction of weights that were updated
in the previous learning step to modify the current weight based on the present gradient. This
will facilitate smoothing-out the descent route of complex error surface by avoiding great

alteration in the gradient. In other words, it prevents the slow convergence of steepest descent
method when the error surface is not smooth [252]. Conjugate gradient is another extension to
the simple gradient descent algorithm. It searches in conjugate directions which produces faster
convergence than that of the steepest descend route. The step size for weight adjustment is
altered for all iterations of this approach. It is determined by performing a search in conjugate
gradient path which minimize the loss function along that line [253]. The conjugate gradient
method is preferred over the gradient descent method as it provides greater performance.
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Though, it needs larger memory capacity for intermediate results than gradient descent methods.
Moreover, it has a lower performance for cases when the error surface is quite uniform or
smooth, and when the error function is not quadratic. It is also harder to implement [252].

3.5.2 Network Generalization
A critical issue when training neural network is how well it will generalize on new examples or
patients. A model with low complexity may not be able to predict new examples leading to
under-fitting. However, too complex models may fit the noise not the data, which may lead to
over-fitting leading to predictions that are far away from range of the training. In other words, it
will perfectly classify training data, but this is not the case for test data; therefore it should be
avoided during training of the network. Several ways are used to prevent over-fitting among
them are weight decay, noise injection, early stopping, model selection, and ensemble
committee. The weight decay methods works by adding a penalty on the error function which
causes large weights to decay to smaller absolute values or zero when no further update is
scheduled. The reason for that is; large weights may increase that network complexity and lead
to incorrect prediction consequently. In order to reach good generalization using weight decay
method, the weights in the network needs at least three decay constants (input-hidden, hiddenhidden, and hidden-output). Updating all of them usually has high computational cost. In other
words, it will increase convergence time as the weight decay parameter should be optimized. It
also does not put into consideration the function the network is generating, it only penalize the
weights. Noise injection is another method which depends on adding an artificial noise to
training data, this consequently make the training process unsteady, making the learning process
harder to find a solution that fits the training data which prevents over-fitting accordingly [254].
However, it does not work well with datasets containing high level of noise.
Early stopping is the most common approach for avoiding over-fitting. It splits data into two
sets training, and validation, it uses the former to learn the network and calculate the error on
the validation set. When the error starts to increase for several successive times, the training
process is stopped and the performance of the network is measured on the test set which was not
used in the building the model. Its main drawback is that the validation error may increase, and
then start to decrease once more. It may have several decreasing regions, choosing an
inappropriate one will affect predictions. However, this method is considered to be simple, fast ,
and usually perform similar or better performances than other regularization and noise injection
methods [255, 256]. There is no specific method that is optimum; therefore, early stopping was
used in this thesis with a threshold of 20 as the number of repeating times the validation error
increases. Moreover, cross validation model selection procedure was used to select the number
of hidden neurons that reduces chances of over-fitting. In addition, it was employed and
combined with feature selection and iterated nested cross validation to reduce chances of over-
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fitting, avoid bias and generate stable predictive model in chapter 4. Also, in chapter 5, a
multiple classifier system was constructed which combines classifiers predictions to generate
more powerful system and avoid over-fitting.

3.5.3 ANN Construction
An ANN consists of one input and one output layers; however it may have several hidden
layers. Previous studies showed that only one hidden layer is sufficient to solve complex
relations with appropriate number of neurons [257-259], therefore a three layers MLP-ANN was
constructed with the uncensored Centers 1 data to predict the risk of re-intervention after 5 years
from EVAR surgery and classify Centers 2 patients into high-risk and low- risk groups.
Moreover, two ANNs were built using each EVAR datasets of Centers 1 and 2 separately in
order to evaluate the performance of each of the uncensoring approaches. Note that this was
done using 10 fold cross validation test. A gradient descent with momentum back-propagation
(BP) optimization algorithm was used to train the networks. A log sigmoid transfer function was
used as activation functions for the hidden and output layers. The number of hidden neurons for
each ANN was determined through an iterative approach starting from one hidden neuron and
then adding one iteratively. The criteria for choosing the number of hidden neuron is
maximizing the area under ROC curve or minimizing the p-value of the log rank test in the
testing dataset. The chosen number of hidden neurons was 18 and 14 for building the separate
ANN models for Centers 1 and 2 distinctly and 17 and 15 for the ANN constructed with Center
1 and tested with Center 2 using O & Ma and S & DB uncensoring approaches respectively.
Early stopping method was used to terminate ANN training process in order to avoid overfitting. The method in [260] was used to determine the percentage split for training and
validation. This method indicates that if the number of training examples is lower than the
number of free parameters or weights by a factor of 30, then over-fitting will certainly occur and
early stopping will improves generalization performance.

3.6 Results
3.6.1 Separate ANN for Center 1 and 2 respectively
The number of hidden neurons was 18 and 14 for Centers 1 and 2 respectively. As mention
before, 10 fold cross validation was used to test the performance of the uncensoring approaches
on each Center separately. The results are shown in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. A comparison was made
between the prediction results of the two ANN constructed using the two datasets before and
after the two uncensoring approaches and discussed in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. Note that the
correction threshold used to uncensor datasets is equivalent to ratio between patients used to
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train a high risk Bayesian network to that used to learn both high and low risk networks (0.4 for
Center1 and 0.5 for Center 2).
As mentioned before, the number of patients that did the re-intervention of the EVAR operation
(high risk patients) is 42 and 26 for Center 1 and 2 respectively. After using the two uncensoring
approaches, the number of high risk patients has reached 69 (S &DB approach) and 157 (O &
Ma approach) for Center 1, while for Center 2 is 70 (S & DB approach) and 75 (O & Ma
approach). Tables 3.1 and 3.2 indicate that the two methods have successfully uncensored the
datasets as the area under the ROC curve (AUROC) for prediction results has been increased
using both approaches. However, the O & Ma technique outperforms the S & DB method as the
AUROC in the former are 0.86 and 0.775 while that in the latter are 0.753 and 0.661 for Center
1 and 2 respectively which were 0.593 and 0.497 before using the uncensoring approaches.
Moreover, the two predictive models before using the uncensoring approaches were biased
towards the low risk (zero targets) with true negative and true positive values of 0.942 and 0.089
for Center 1, and 0.942 and 0.077 for Center 2. This indicates that only 8.9% and 7.7% of the
patients who experienced the REINT in Center 1 and 2 have been correctly classified by the
censored model, which proves that censoring is the main reason why standard machine learning
techniques could not be used directly on censored survival data as it will fail to work properly in
constructing survival models.
Table 3.1 Comparing prediction results of Center 1 before uncensoring (a) and after uncensoring
using the S&DB (b) and O&Ma (c) techniques.
Class
High risk (positive)
Low risk (negative)

(a) Before uncensoring (Center 1)
True
False
0.089
0.911
0.942

Area under Roc

0.058

0.593

(b) After uncensoring with S&DB approach(Center 1)
High risk (positive)

0.478

0.522

Low risk(negative)

0.92

0.08

0.753

(c)After uncensoring with O&Ma approach(Center 1)
High risk (positive)

0.713

0.287

Low risk (negative)

0.853

0.147
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0.86

Table 3.2 Comparing prediction metrics of Center 2 before uncensoring (a) and after
uncensoring using the S&DB (b) and O&Ma (c) techniques.
Class
High risk (positive)

(a) Before uncensoring (Center 2)
True
False
0.077
0.923
0.942

Low risk (negative)

AUROC
0.497

0.058

(b) After uncensoring with S&DB approach (Center 2 )
High risk (positive)

0.4

0.6

Low risk (negative)

0.817

0.183

0.661

(c)After uncensoring with O&Ma approach (Center 2)
High risk (positive)

0.613

0.387

Low risk (negative)

0.811

0.189

0.775

3.6.2 Center 1 Neural Network Model for Prediction of Center 2
patients
A three layer ANN was constructed using Center 1 to predict the risk of EVAR re-intervention
on Center 2. Note that, the discrimination threshold used to separate between high and low risk
prediction was chosen according to the ROC analysis which indicates values of 0.5041and
0.4641 for S & DB and O & Ma technique as shown in Figure 3.2. KM curves were plotted for
each predicted risk group and the log-rank test was used to determine the significance between
the risk groups and also indicate whether the model has correctly classified patients. Usually a
p-value less than 0.05 indicate that the two risk groups are significantly separated, distinguished
and different. Also, the CI metric was used to test the discrimination of prediction results.
ROC Analysis For Center 1 Training Data
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Figure 3.4 The ROC analysis for Center 1 training data using (Upper) O & Ma uncencensoring
approach, (Lower) S & DB uncensoring approach to determine the discriminating threshold for
each construct ANN.
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3.6.2.1 Comparison between Center 1 Results of S & DB and O & Ma Methods
The results in Figure 3.5 show that the AUROC of the trained model with uncensored Center 1
using O & Ma method was 0.8898 which is better than that of S &DB (0.8528). Moreover, the
true positive and negative rates of O & Ma method (0.6933 and 0.4231) are greater than the
other method (0.6087 and 3913). However, the concordance index (CI) of S & DB technique
(0.777) is higher than O & Ma (0.7078).

Figure 3.5 Comparison of training classification results of the neural network model trained
with uncensored Center 1 data using S & DB and O& Ma methods.

The Kaplan Meier curves were plotted for the predictions of Center 1 using both methods are
shown in Figure 3.6. The resulted p-value of the log rank was lower than 0.0001 for Center 1
using both methods indicating a good discrimination between risk groups of aortic
complications. This discrimination is obvious from Figure 3.5 which shows that the two risk
groups of EVAR re-intervention are well separated.
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Figure 3.6 Kaplan Meier Curves prediction of Center 1using the neural network model built
from the uncensored Center 1 dataset with S &DB (Upper) and O & Ma (Lower).

3.6.2.2 Comparison between Center 2 Results of S & DB and O & Ma Methods
As mentioned before, it is preferred to use external validation method to produce a clinical
model that can be used for medical application. This model should establish corresponding
performance on other patients from another Center who have different population from the one
used to construct the model. The opportunity to cross check the model prediction upon different
centers strengthens the results and study outcomes[15, 16]. Therefore, Center 2 prediction is
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important in validating the model performance. As it is shown from Figure 3.7, the AUROC is
better using O & Ma (0.6189 ) method comparing to the value of 0.5997 achieved using the S &
DB technique.. The CI is better used for censored survival data type as discrimination criteria,
therefore it was used for Center 2 as well as a metric to show the ability to separate risk groups
and compare performance between O & Ma and S & DB methods. It turns out to be 0.6340 for
Center 2 which is better than that of S & DB method (0.593). Moreover O & MA technique has
higher ability than the other method to correctly classify high risk patients, as its true positive
rate is equal 0.432 versus 0.2692 of S & DB approach.

Figure 3.7 Comparison of testing classification results of the neural network model trained with
censored Center 2 data using S & DB and O& Ma methods.

The Kaplan Meier curves were plotted for the predictions of Center 2 and were shown in Figure
3.8. The resulted p-value of the log-rank was equal to 0.0348 for Center 2 using O & Ma
method, meaning that the model has succeeded to differentiate between the low and high risk
groups. However, the p-value of the log-rank was equal to 0.2318 using S & DB method,
indicating that this technique was incapable of distinguishing between risk groups of aortic
complications.
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Figure 3.8 Kaplan Meier Curves prediction of Center 2 using the neural network model built
from uncensored Center 1 dataset produced with S&DB (Upper) and O& Ma (Lower) methods.
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3.7 Discussion
A Bayesian network and gradient based back-propagation neural network is capable of building
a predictive model of REINT for EVAR patients. The Bayesian networks has successfully
uncensored the clinical datasets. As shown in the Table 3.1 and 3.2, the two BP neural network
models that tested the efficiency of the uncensoring algorithms had increased the AUROC from
0.593 to 0.86 and 0.497 to 0.775 for Center 1 and Center 2 patients respectively. Additionally,
the proposed O & Ma algorithm outperforms S & DB when using the uncensored Center1 data
to build neural networks models to predict risk of re-intervention after EVAR for censored
Center 2 data. The results in Tables 3.3 and 3.4 showed that O & Ma prediction is more
concordant (0.634) than S & DB (0.593). Moreover, the model constructed using S & DB was
unable to distinguish between the two risk groups of censored center 2 data (p-value of the log
rank test=0.2318), however O & Ma succeeded in differentiating between them (p-value of the
log rank test=0.0348). Therefore, low risk patients can be monitored at less regular intervals to
reduce their exposure to radiation and costs involved with frequent monitoring.
Advantages of this Bayesian-Neural Network approach are; first, explaining relations between
variables in a visual form, as medical researchers are not aware of data mining and machine
learning techniques. Since, the Bayesian network is a graphical probabilistic network; it shows
joint probabilities between variables in the form of a graph consisting of nodes representing
these variables and arcs showing relations between them which explain causality. Hence; it is
considered the perfect tool that can be used in medicine to show causal influence between
variables and their probabilistic relations

[261]. Moreover, physicians could calculate the

condition and marginal probabilities of the network which demonstrate the uncertainty of the
studied medical domain [190]. Second, this approach was capable of uncensoring a highly
censored dataset. This uncensored data can be used later with any standard supervised machine
learning technique as the time variable was embedded in the uncensoring technique. Third, the
neural network is a powerful classifier as it successfully predicted aortic complications and
distinguished between the high-risk and low-risk groups of patients.
Matlab and Weka Softwares [262] were used for the implementation of the proposed
techniques. Weka is a free, simple and user friendly data mining software that can be embedded
easily in a more complex system. It provides a large number of classifications, clustering, and
variable selection methods implemented in java and do not requires coding.
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3.8 Clinical Findings
This study demonstrated that prior to surgery, it is possible to identify that the majority of
patients will have a negligible 5-year risk of developing aortic complications after EVAR. This
finding has great clinical relevance because the need for surveillance after EVAR is determined
wholly by the incidence of aortic complications; a validated ANN model might therefore allow
surveillance to be safely abandoned in patients undergoing EVAR. Previous scoring systems
have not been able to isolate patients with a sufficiently low risk of aortic complication to allow
surveillance to be safely abandoned [263, 264]. However, the proposed O & Ma ANN
predictive model showed a good discrimination between low and high risk groups which allow
more patients to undergo an appropriate surveillance plan.
The impact of aortic morphology on long-term outcome of EVAR is likely to be complex and
well-suited to ANN analysis, with considerable potential for interaction between aortic volume,
shape, diameter, angulation, endograft configuration, and patients’ cardiovascular health. The
majority of patients are low-risk as classified by the proposed O & Ma - ANN model which was
in-line with the clinical practice [21]. This proves that O & Ma predictions make medical sense.
The ANN provided a more powerful prediction of the low-risk and high -risk groups than has
previously been possible by existing methods taking aim at

providing patients with

individualized risk profiles [263, 264] , which resulted in superior performance in simulated
surveillance studies. This finding is not unexpected due to the construct of ANNs; that enables
them to outperform logistic or survival models by including multiple interacting and complex
covariate effects for event prediction.

3.9 Conclusions
Machine learning techniques have been used widely for survival analysis in clinical trials.
Censoring is a common problem that appears when dealing with survival data. Censored
patients cannot be ignored or discarded, as this may bias and this reflects on the results,
especially when the data is highly censored. In this chapter, an approach has been proposed to
deal with the high censoring issue that appeared in the EVAR datasets of the two different
vascular centers.
Two Bayesian networks were produced called high-risk and low-risk networks and they were
used to relocate censored patients to either the low or high risk groups. This was done by
calculating the output probability that any patient belongs to low or high risk network given that
he/she is censored. If the output probability of the high risk network given a censored instance is
greater than a specific threshold, this patient is considered a high risk patient and vice versa.
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After applying the proposed algorithm on the two EVAR datasets, two MLP-ANN models were
used to test the efficiency of the algorithm on each dataset separately. Next, a third one was
constructed using Center 1 dataset and employed to classify patients of Center 2 into high or
low risk categories. The proposed O & Ma approach has successfully increases the AUROC for
both Centers, Moreover; it was able to predict the risk of REINT on censored Center 2 data after
5 years with the BP neural network model built with uncensored Center 1 dataset. The results
showed that the model prediction was more concordant (0.634) than S & DB approach (0.593).
It also succeeded to differentiate between the low and high risk groups with a p-value of the log
rank test equals to 0.0348 which is not the case for S& DB approach (p-value of the log-rank
test equals 0.2318). The high risk means that the patients will more likely need re-intervention
and therefore frequent monitoring of conditions, whereas less frequent monitoring is needed for
low risk patients. A future observation plan could then be planned to new EVAR patients with
the neural network model built by the new proposed approach.
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Chapter 4: Feature Selection and Model Selection
through Validation and Un-censoring for Predicting
the Risk of Endovascular Repair Re-intervention

4.1 Introduction
Feature selection (FS) and model selection (MS) are important topics in data mining; especially
when dealing with real medical datasets of large size. FS searches for a reduced number of
variables that have the ability to improve prediction using a selection criterion. MS chooses one
optimal (or more) model from a number of candidate models formed from either several
classifiers or the same one but with different parameters. MS can be considered as FS; when
selecting between models with reduced number of variables which is the main aim of this
chapter. FS techniques tend to lower the classifier's complexity and speed up the classification
task. In addition, they enhance generalization and prevent over-fitting [8]. Clinicians need them
extremely in order to decrease the effort and time need to measure the unnecessary variables to
build a reduced predictive model.
FS is widely used for standard medical data, though this task becomes more complex for
survival data type due the presence of censoring [8]. Most of the work done for FS was dealing
with normal standard data, fewer work was done to deal with censored survival data. The
literature has shown that most of the papers employing variable selection methods for survival
data are based on Cox's proportional hazard model [9]. Cox's model is the most common
statistical survival analysis model; however, machine learning techniques are preferred over
Cox's model for their advantages [10]. In this chapter a feature model selection technique is
proposed to deal with the highly censored EVAR survival data in order to produce a final stable
model using neural network machine learning classifier. The proposed approach is able to
predict the risk of EVAR re-intervention after 5 years to patients from two different Centers
located in the UK, which allows it to be potentially applied for cross-center predictions. The
proposed model is compared with the two states of art survival variable selection techniques:
Akaike and Bayesian information criteria (AIC, BIC) that are used with Cox’s model. The
results show that the proposed approach outperforms the other two FS approaches constructed
using Cox's model.

4.2 Feature and Model Selection for Survival data
Model selection methods are considered as feature selection techniques when the purpose is to
choose between several subsets of variables generated during model selection. Feature selection
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is very useful especially in medical areas, as it reduces the time needed and the effort made by
physicians to measure irrelevant and redundant features. It could avoid over-fitting that might
occur during the learning process of the predictive model. It may also lower its complexity and
speed up prediction process [8]. Feature selection techniques are used widely for standard data,
though this task is more complex for survival data t due the presence of censoring. The literature
has shown that a large number of papers employ variable selection methods that use Cox's
proportional hazard model [9] such as; penalized L1 Least absolute shrinkage and selection
operator (LASSO) and partial least squares embedded methods. Other papers wrapped feature
selection around Cox's model and used several criteria such as the Akaike or Bayesian
information criterion, hazard ratio, and concordance index (CI) calculated from its prediction to
select features. Some used it as a filter approach and perform univariate analysis to calculate
Cox's score metric for selection, while others used Wald or likelihood test criteria instead to
quantify variables association with survival prediction. However, a feature model selection is
proposed in this chapter which uses neural network machine learning classifier instead of
standard statistical survival models due to its various advantages which were previously
discussed in Chapter 2 section 2.6. The proposed feature selection method used factor analysis
feature reduction technique as an initial step to group observed variables related to latent factors
and remove variables not related to any latent factor. Moreover, it embeds the uncensoring
approach that was previously proposed and discussed in Chapter 3 with a feature selection
process to handle censoring in order to construct and validate a predictive model capable of
predicting aortic complications 5 years after the EVAR surgery. The results of the proposed
approach were compared with two popular survival feature selection methods that employ
Cox's proportional hazard model.

4.3 Feature Reduction and Transformation
Multivariate data with high dimensions cannot be easily visualized and understood. The purpose
of feature transformation and reduction techniques (also known as multivariate analysis) is to
transform this data into a new transform domain and reduce its dimension so that most of the
classification related information is compressed in a smaller number of features, leading to a
reduction of the necessary feature space dimension which will help in visualising and
understanding relations between variables of a dataset. This can remove the redundancy which
usually exists in some variables due to measurement errors obtained by devices. However, the
main limitation of these methods is that they end up by producing a large number of variables
chosen in the reduced dimension space [265] .
Principal component analysis (PCA) and Factor analysis (FA) are the most popular feature
transformation and reduction techniques [265]. PCA explains variations among variables of a
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datasets. It analyzes the data by projecting data points into a new uncorrelated and orthogonal
variables called principal components using Eign decomposition [266]. Principal components
are linear combinations of variables which maximize variations. FA analyses variables of a data
by identifying new smaller unobserved variables called common factors (similar to principle
components in PCA); which capture correlation among observed variables. FA also tries to
group variables that are related. This helps in understanding the underlying structure of the data
which cannot be directly observed, and also discovering redundant variables [265]. Variables
that does not refer to any group and does not have a large loading to one or two factor may be
considered as unimportant variable. FA is preferable than PCA and therefore was used in this
study, as the latter assumes that the only source of variance in a data is the common variance
shared by variables. Unique variance indicates the unreliable variance of measurement errors
and the part of variance not shared by common factors. However, FA considers the existence of
both common and unique variances [265]. One aim of this study is to select a reduced number
of discriminate features that distinguish between risk groups of aortic complication. Another
reason to use FA rather than PCA is that the second loses its local features of the data. In other
words, there is no direct relation between the feature space of PCA and the original variables of
the data [12]. While in FA, variables not related to any of the latent variables, or do not have
large loading to one latent factor can be removed as they are considered unimportant. This leads
to a reduced number of features that can be used later in the feature selection process that will
be proposed in this thesis.
Some terms have to be defined before explaining how factor analysis works:


Observed variable is the original variable which is measured directly.



Factor also known as Latent Factor is like in the principal component analysis, it is
indirectly measured by seeing its correlation with observed variables. There are two
types of factors: unique and common.



Factor loadings are the values or weights (called loadings) multiplied by each factor
then added together to form a linear combination of factors that produce observed
variables.



Common Variance is the type of variance that is common or shared between all
variables of a dataset.



Unique or Specific Variance is the type of variance that is unique to only one variable
which usually occurs due to error during measurement.
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Common Factor is the unobserved variable that shows the common variance between
two or more observed variables.



Unique Factor is the unobserved variable that shows the unique variance of only one
variable.



Communality is the portion of the variance produced due to common factors. It is
calculated by adding the square of factor loadings.



Specificity is the portion of the variance produced due to specific factors.



Score is the value of a data point in a new transformed axis (factors or principle
components). In case of PCA they are the actual, but in FA they are estimates of the
latent factors.



Oblique angle is any angle other than the 90 degrees.

As mentioned before, factor analysis assumes that there are a number of unobserved factors or
variables smaller than the dimension of a dataset that can better express relationships between
variables. In factor analysis, the observed variables are the linear combinations of a smaller
number of factors which is not the case in PCA where principal components are the linear
combination of the observed variables. In other words factors create variables, while variables
create principal components [265].
To understand how factor analysis is performed [265], assume a set of variables x1,x2,…xp , and
a set of common factors f1,f2,….fm. where m  p. Each variable x is a linear combination of
common factors f and unique factor e which is obtained due to error in device measurements
[267], where; l are constants called factor loadings.
Equations (4.1)-(4.3) calculates the variables:
x1  l11 f1  l12 f 2  ..........l1m f m  e1 .

(4.1)

x2  l 21 f1  l 22 f 2  ..........l 2m f m  e2 .

(4.2)

x p  l p1 f1  l p 2 f 2  ..........l pm f m  e p .

(4.3)

The main reason why factor analysis is applied to a data is to reduce its dimensions into a
smaller number of factors. They can easily visualise groupings between variables, and help in
understanding the underlying structure of the data which cannot be directly observed.
Sometimes after applying FA, the initial factors clearly visualise these groups. Hence, factor
rotation is needed. Rotation here means that the original factor axis is rotated into a newer
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rotated axis called “rotated factors” [266]. It searches for new axes that create large loading on
some factors while very small loadings on others. The two well-known rotation techniques are
varimax which produces orthogonal uncorrelated rotated factors, and promax; which is an
oblique rotation produce non-orthogonal correlated rotated factors. Promax rotation is
sometimes preferred over the varimax as it is a faster and simpler method [268]. However, in
this study varimax rotation was used to generate uncorrelated rotated latent factor in order that
the variable related to different latent factors will be uncorrelated.

4.4 Challenges of the proposed method
Generally, feature and model selection techniques lead to a model with lower complexity and
variance than that of the full model. However, it may lead to an unstable model. Additionally,
the collinearity between ignored and selected features may lead to selection bias. Omitting
important variables from the final model may lead to under-fitting and omission bias. Adding
unnecessary variables may lead to over-fitting and increase the variance of the final model.
Usually, the leave one out cross validation and boostrapping resampling methods are used to
train a model with different subsets of data which may reduce the high bias. However, cross
validation method is preferred due to its lower computational cost [269]. The first challenge in
this work is to reduce bias and instability, and improve consistency of the feature selection using
an iterated nested cross validation method. The second one is to apply feature selection
techniques on highly censored data such as the EVAR survival data. Third, is to use machine
learning techniques to solve censoring issues and build a model to predict the risk of reintervention after EVAR. Since, cross-center testing is essential when the target is to validate
the model for wider applications. The last challenge is to construct a predictive model using
Center 1 EVAR data and testing it using other data collected from Center 2 (multicenter study).

4.5 The Proposed Feature-Model Selection Technique
This work was proposed to utilize the most up-to-date and appropriate feature selection, survival
analysis and machine learning techniques to produce an accurate, efficient and stable EVAR reintervention prediction model. The proposed technique uses Center 1 for feature selection and
model selection and Center 2 for its validation and assessment which enable this model to be
used for cross- center prediction. It is divided into seven main steps. Figure 4.1 illustrates the
main three areas of contributions of the proposed approach which are feature selection,
uncensoring, and classification with their interactions which are highlighted in blue colour.
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Figure 4.1 The main three areas of contributions of the proposed approach (feature selection,
uncensoring, and classification) and their interactions which are highlighted in blue colour.
The details of the proposed algorithm are illustrated in the flowchart shown in Figure 4.2. The
first step of the proposed approach is feature reduction using factor analysis technique. This was
done after using Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin and Bartlett's tests to examine if factor analysis is needed
for the data [270, 271]. The second one is nested cross validation splitting. The third is the
uncensoring step which uses a Bayesian network to uncensor data. The fourth is an iterated
nested cross validation step followed by an ANN model construction step to predict the risk of
re-intervention. The sixth step is stepwise feature selection (SWFS) which uses the p-value of
the log- rank test as a criterion. Steps two to six are repeated for each fold produced from the
cross validation splitting step. They are repeated until a model with a minimum number of
features is produced which also minimizes the p-value of the log-rank test. The last step is to
choose among the different models constructed using each training fold generated in the cross
validation step. The final model is the one which has the smallest p-value of the log rank test on
the remaining censored test fold that was not used in training. This p-value is used to determine
if the ANN model built with the selected features was capable of differentiating between the
two risks groups of the censored Center 2 EVAR data. Usually, when it is lower than a
significance level of 0.05, the two risk groups are considerably different, discriminative and
separable.
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Figure 4.2 A flow chart showing the details of the steps of the proposed feature model selection
technique.
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4.5.1 Feature Reduction using Factor Analysis Step
The main purpose of using factor analysis in this study is to drop variables not related to any
latent factor, not transform data into newer domain and use these compressed variables. Factor
analysis was employed in this work as a first step to reduce the dimension of the datasets
available. This will reduce the computational cost required later in the proposed feature
selection algorithm. The number of latent factors has to be determined first in order to start FA.
In order to determine the number of latent factors used in factor analysis, a scree plot is
produced which shows the eigenvalues accompanied with principle components or latent

factor listed in descending order versus the number of components or factors. As shown in
the scree plot of the PCA of center1 data in Fig. 4.3, only six components showed almost 80%
of the variance in the data. Therefore, six factors were used for Center 1 data.

Figure 4.3 A scree plot using Center 1 EVAR data to select the number of latent factors used in
the factor analysis process.
Factor analysis is performed on the data using the six latent factors chosen by the scree plot.
Some variables can be removed from the dataset as they may be considered as unnecessary. The
most common criterion used to drop these variables is communality which is the part of the
variance generated from common factors. In this work, the threshold of communality (1Specificity) according to which features are dropped is determined from the histogram of
specific variances (Specificity), produced by specific factors. As shown in Figure 4.4, it is clear
that there is a sudden drop in the specificity at 0.25. This threshold was chosen as a result for
dropping variables.
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Figure 4.4 A histogram of the specificity values (specific variances) for Center 1 EVAR
variables.

4.5.2 Cross Validation and Permutation Step
Center 1 EVAR data is divided into 5 folds using 5 folds cross validation method. Each separate
4 folds is called the outer training fold and the fifth is called the outer testing fold. Each outer
training fold is used in nested cross validation, stepwise feature selection, uncensoring, and
ANN construction steps later. During the stepwise feature selection step, it is permuted 5 times
to produce its replicas after being uncensored (in the uncensoring step).

4.5.3 Stepwise Feature Selection Step
In the stepwise feature selection (SWFS) step, a canonical greedy stepwise search was used to
select features using the p-value of the log-rank test as a performance metric. It is divided into
two stages; feature elimination and addition. The main advantage of this strategy is that the
eliminated features are given another chance to re-enter the feature selection process. It starts
with the elimination stage in which all the features of each outer training fold is eliminated
iteratively and the rest are used in the uncensoring and ANN construction steps after being
permuted and re-split into inner nested folds to calculate the average of the p-value of the logrank test. This prevents over-fitting and overoptimistic p-value predictions and enables the
production of a stable model. The subset with the smallest averaged p-value is the one chosen
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and called "minimum subset" and its average p-value is called the "minimum averaged p-value".
Features eliminated will be inserted in a subset called the "visited subset" and will be given
another chance to enter the FS process again in the addition stage. This is done by adding
features of the visited subset iteratively, and then repeating the uncensoring and ANN
construction steps. If the subset with the smallest average p-value has a p-value lower than the
"minimum averaged p-value", then this subset is set as the "minimum subset" and its p-value as
the new "minimum averaged p-value". This procedure is repeated until all features are visited.

4.5.4 Uncensoring Step
After, splitting Center 1 censored EVAR dara into the outer training folds and performing the
stepwise feature selection process. The censoring time variable for each outer training loop was
used to divide patients into three groups. The first group belongs to patients that experience the
re-intervention at a time lower than or equal to 5 years (re-intervened or high risk patients). The
second group refers to patients that did not need the re-intervention until a time greater than 5
years (low chance to do the re-intervention or low risk patients). Finally, the rest of the patients
are considered as the censored group which is the third group (those who died or leave the
follow up observations before 5 years). The same proposed uncensoring technique (O & Ma)
illustrated in the previous chapter was used to deal with the censoring issue.

4.5.5 Iterated Nested Cross Validation Step
After uncensoring all the replicas of each outer training partition, each replica is divided into 5
nested folds. Every different 4 folds are called inner training folds and are used to build an ANN
(in the ANN construction step), while the fifth one is called inner test fold and is used for
measuring the performance of the ANN using the p-value of the log-rank test of this inner test
set. This is done for the different inner training and testing folds. Afterwards, the average of the
p-value is then calculated. This process prevents overoptimistic results. Note that; each outer
training fold was used to construct the ANN with different number of neurons. The process is
repeated for every replica of the outer training fold, and then the average of all of them is
calculated to produce the p-value of the nested cross validation which is used in the stepwise
feature selection step as a criterion to select the attributes. It produces a stable model that tunes
the tradeoff between variance and bias. Nested cross validation is also used as a method of
avoiding over-fitting used due to the small sample size available in the data.

4.5.6 ANN Construction Step
A three layer MLP-ANN trained with gradient descent with momentum back propagation
algorithm was used to build a model for every outer training fold with different number of
neurons. Sigmoid was used as an activation function. Other parameters are kept with their
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default values. Each model was used in the feature selection process to determine which one has
the optimal features that minimize the p-value. The model has the ability to distinguish between
the two risks groups of Center 1 data used in the ANN construction, and can be validated with
Center 2 data. In Chapter 3 early stopping was used to control over-fitting. In this Chapter, cross
validation model selection procedure was used to select the number of hidden neurons that
reduces chances of over-fitting. In addition, it was employed and combined with feature
selection and iterated nested cross validation to reduce chances of over-fitting

4.5.7 Final Model Selection Step
Finally, five models will be produced from the five outer training folds that were used to build
an ANN with different numbers of neurons. Each one is tested with the outer test fold which is
not used in the ANN construction and the feature selection steps. The model that produces the
minimum p-value in the outer test fold is the one chosen as a final model. The number of
features and neurons produced in this model is used to train an ANN using Center 1 data. Center
2 data is used to validate the selected model. Note that the low and high risk Bayesian networks
constructed using patients of the low and high risk groups of the final seven reduced features
selected in the final model are shown in Figures 4.5 and 4.6.

Figure 4.5 The low risk Bayesian network constructed using patients of the low risk group of
the final seven reduced features selected in the proposed feature selection approach.
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Figure 4.6 The high risk Bayesian network constructed using patients of the high risk group of
the final seven reduced features selected in the proposed feature selection approach.

4.6 Results of the Proposed Feature Selection Algorithm
4.6.1 Results of the Proposed Feature Selection and Model Selection
Method
One common approach for feature selection is to utilize the whole data set for the selection
procedure. Re-sampling techniques such as cross validation and bootstrapping can split data into
separate parts. Parts will be used for feature selection and evaluation. Other part not used in
model construction will be used for validation and assessing the performance of the final feature
selected model. In the proposed algorithm, Center 1 data was used for the feature and model
selection (number of hidden neurons of ANN), while Center 2 was employed for the validation
and assessment. Cross and nested cross validation resampling techniques were used to split
Center 1 data. The inner nested loop was used for producing an unbiased, stable algorithm and
overcoming over-fitting and the overoptimistic predictions that might be produced. The outer
loop was used to choose the model that produces the smallest p-value of the log-rank test on the
outer test set. Note that, the ANN of final chosen model has the number of neurons equal to
seven. Table 4.1 shows the p-values of the log-rank test of the five outer test models with their
equivalent number of hidden neurons used to train the five outer training ANN models.
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Table 4.1 The p-values of the log-rank test of the five outer test folds and the equivalent number
of neurons of the ANN models trained with the five reduced outer training folds.

Number of hidden
neurons

P-value of the logrank test

5

0.046

6

0.053

7

0.022

8

0.030

9

0.040

In theory, the more K (number folds) you have in k-fold cross validation is better as it will
usually lower prediction bias. Though, large number of K results in high computational cost
Also, large K indicates that a small number of sample combinations is possible, consequently
limiting the number of iterations that are different [272]. Larger K is usually used with big
datasets and smaller K is used with smaller dataset. Large K may lead to higher variance
estimators. On the other hand, low values of K leads to higher bias, lower variance predictors
[273]. In this thesis, repeated nested cross validation is a solution that was used to tradeoff
between bias and variance; however this increases the computational cost. Therefore, 5-fold
cross validation was chosen for splitting data. Another, reason for choosing this number is that
the EVAR datasets used in this thesis are not big enough to use K equals to 10. Moreover, as
mentioned before, increasing K reduces bias, thus K equals to 3 is very small which may lead to
biased prediction.
Table 4.2 shows the results of using all the features available in Center 1 data and the results
after factor analysis and the stepwise feature selection steps. We see from this table that the
number of features has been reduced from 45 to 27 after the FA step. Both sensitivity and
concordance index (CI) for Center 2 prediction has been increased from 0.46 to 0.57 and 0.6 to
0.612 respectively. The p-value for Center 2 has improved from 0.036 to 0.034. It is also
obvious from Table 4.2 that final features selected in the final model after the SWFS step is
lowered to seven. The p-value, CI, and sensitivity for Center 2 predictions have improved to
0.022, 0.6305, and 0.73 respectively.
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Table 4.2 Results of the proposed feature selection algorithm using all features, after factor
analysis step, and after stepwise feature selection step. We see that the number of features, pvalue of the log-rank test, concordance index, and sensitivity were used for comparison.
The proposed
algorithm
All Features
FA Features
Stepwise selection
Features

Number of
features
45
27
7

0.036
0.034

Concordance Index
(CI)
0.6 (0.0677)
0.6120 (0.0715)

0.022

0.630 (0.0739)

p-value

Sensitivity
0.46
0.57
0.73

4.6.2 Results of the Final Model of the Proposed Method Compared to
Cox's Models based on AIC and BIC
In this section, the results of the final model produced by the proposed algorithm are compared
with the most well-known semi-parametric method used in medical applications: Cox’s
proportional hazard model. AIC and BIC are popular survival feature selection techniques that
are used with Cox’s model to produce a stable algorithm with a reduced number of features. The
parameter estimates from the final models were multiplied by each variable to generate a risk
score. The threshold that separated the two risk groups for Center 1 was 3.1 using AIC which is
equivalent to the mean value of the risk score. The threshold for BIC is 2.4. The same threshold
is applied for Center 2 data. Tables 4.3 and 4.4 show the results of the proposed algorithm
compared with the results of AIC and BIC for Center 1 and 2 respectively.
Table 4.3 shows the results of the proposed feature selection algorithm compared to the AIC and
BIC Cox’s algorithms. We see that this table indicates that these methods have successfully
distinguished the two risk groups of Center 1 as they all have p-values lower than 0.00001
which is beyond the significance level 0.05. The CI of AIC and BIC Cox’s models are 0.7898
and 0.7624 which is greater than the proposed algorithm 0.7407. However, the proposed
algorithm outperforms them in the number of features selected in the final model which is
seven, while in the AIC and BIC methods it is 14. Moreover, the sensitivity of the proposed
algorithm is 0.77 which is better than 0.69 and 0.38 of the AIC and BIC Cox’s models. This
means that the final model produced from the proposed feature selection approach can predict
more patients that experienced the EVAR re-intervention which is the event of interest in our
study. This superiority in the sensitivity rate shows the advantage of using the proposed
algorithm over the other two methods in predicting the risk of re-intervention. This also appears
clearly in the predictions of Center 2 as shown in Table 4.4,

the proposed algorithm

outperforms the AIC and BIC Cox’s models in the sensitivity which is 0.73 versus 0.35 and
0.23 respectively. Additionally, the results of the final model of the proposed feature selection
approach have better p-value of 0.022 than the other two algorithms 0.034 and 0.029. Also, it
has the same CI as the BIC model (0.630) and outperforms the AIC with CI equals to 0.610.
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Table 4.3 Results of Center1 data using the proposed feature selection algorithm compared with
Cox’s model using AIC and BIC. We see that the number of features, p-value of the log-rank
test, concordance index, and sensitivity were used for comparison.
Algorithm used
Proposed
Algorithm
AIC Algorithm
BIC Algorithm

Number of
features

p-value

CI (SD)

Sensitivity

7

‹0.00001

0.7407(0.0439)

0.76

14
14

‹0.00001
‹0.00001

0.7898(0.0408)
0.7624 (0.0465)

0.69
0.38

Table 4.4 Results of Center 2 data using the proposed algorithm compared with Cox’s model
using AIC and BIC. We see that the number of features, p-value of the log-rank test,
concordance index, and sensitivity were used for comparison.
Algorithm used
Proposed
Algorithm
AIC Algorithm
BIC Algorithm

Number of
features

p-value

CI (SD)

Sensitivity

7

0.022

0.630 (0.0739)

0.73

14
14

0.034
0.029

0.610 (0.0725)
0.630 (0.0685)

0.35
0.23

Figure 4.7 shows the Kaplan-Meier curves of the two risk groups using the final selected model
of the proposed algorithm for Center 1 compared with the Kaplan-Meier curves of the AIC
(Figure 4.8) and BIC (Figure 4.9) methods respectively. Figure 4.10 shows the Kaplan-Meier
curves of the two risk groups using the final selected model of the proposed algorithm for
Center 2 compared with the Kaplan-Meier curves of the AIC method (Figure 4.11), and BIC
method (Figure 4.12) correspondingly. Moreover, these figures include the probability of
freedom from aortic complications within the 5 years after EVAR along with the number of
patients at risk of each group (low and high risks).
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Year
Freedom from Aortic
Complications

Number at Risk

0

1

2

3

4

5

Low-risk

-

98%

97%

96.6% 94.4% 94.4%

High-Risk

-

90.5%

84.7%

82%

Low-risk

288

239

177

124

81

45

High-Risk 169

122

85

52

25

8

75.7% 58.7%

Figure 4.7 Kaplan-Meier curves of each risk group of Center 1 predictions using the final
selected model of the proposed feature selection algorithm. This explains that the two risk
groups of patients are separable, as the p-value of the log rank test is lower than 0.00001 which
is below the significance level of 0.05.
Figure 4.7 which is the Kaplan Meier curves of each risk group of Center 1 predictions using the
final selected model of the proposed feature selection algorithm. This shows that the proposed
algorithm classified 169 of the center 1 patients as high risk which is equivalent to 37% of the
patients. Freedom from aortic complications of the high risk patients reached 58.7% vs. 94.4%
in low risk patients at year five as shown in figure 5 (p<0.00001 log-rank test). However, the
AIC and BIC Cox’s model predicted 104 and 58 patients as high risk as shown in figure 4.5 and
4.6 which is equivalent to 23% and 13% of the patients. Freedom from aortic complications of
the high risk patients reached 52% vs. 93% and 57.6% vs.87.4% in low risk patients at year five
(p<0.00001 log-rank test).
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Year
Freedom from Aortic
Complications

Number at Risk

0

1

2

3

4

5

Low-risk

-

98.5%

97.7%

96.7% 94%

High-Risk

-

86%

79%

73.4% 66.73% 52%

Low-risk

353

284

211

144

90

42

High-Risk 104

77

51

32

16

9

93%

Figure 4.8 Kaplan- Meier curves of each risk group of Center 1 predictions using Cox’s model
with AIC. This explains that the two risk groups of patients are separable; as the p-value of the
log rank test is lower than 0.00001 which is below the significance level of 0.05.
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Year
Freedom from Aortic
Complications

0

1

2

Low-risk

-

97.4%

96.7%

94.3% 91.2% 87.4%

High-Risk

-

83.6%

71.4%

71.4% 66%

Low-risk

399

318

238

161

97

48

High-Risk

58

43

24

16

9

5

Number at Risk

3

4

5

57.6%

Figure 4.9 Kaplan -Meier curves of each risk group of Center 1 predictions using Cox’s model
with BIC. This explains that the two risk groups of patients are separable; as the p-value of the
log rank test is lower than 0.00001 which is below the significance level of 0.05.
Figure 4.10 also shows that the proposed algorithm classified 136 of the Center 2 patients as
high risk which is equivalent to 47.5% of the patients. Freedom from aortic complications of the
high risk patients reached 69% vs. 92.6% in low risk patients at year five (p=0.022 log-rank
test). However, the AIC and BIC Cox’s models predicted 25 and 41 patients as high risk as
shown in Figures 4.11 and 4.12 which is equivalent to 8% and 14.3% of the patients. Freedom
from aortic complications of the high risk patients reached 39.5% vs. 83% and 53.7% vs.84.6%
in low risk patients at year five (p=0.034 and 0.029 log-rank test).
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Year
Freedom from Aortic
Complications

Number at Risk

0

1

2

3

4

5

Low-risk

-

98.5%

98.5%

97.5% 92.6% 92.6%

High-Risk

-

97.7%

97%

91.5% 78.3% 69%

Low-risk

150

128

93

60

27

5

High-Risk 136

120

91

60

35

10

Figure 4.10 Kaplan- Meier curves of each risk group of Center 2 predictions using the final
selected model of the proposed feature selection algorithm. This explains that the two risk
groups of patients are separable; as the p-value of the log rank test is lower than 0.022 which is
below the significance level of 0.05.
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Year
Freedom from Aortic
Complications

0

1

2

Low-risk

-

98.7%

98.7%

95.5% 88%

High-Risk

-

94.8%

92%

88%

Low-risk

245

214

159

102

53

15

High-Risk

41

34

25

18

10

1

Number at Risk

3

4

5
84.6%

70.5% 53.7%

Figure 4.11 Kaplan Meier curves of each risk group of Center 2 predictions using Cox’s model
with AIC. This explains that the two risk groups of patients are separable, as the p-value of the
log rank test is 0.034 which is below the significance level of 0.05.
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Year
Freedom from Aortic
Complications

0

1

2

3

Low-risk

-

High-Risk

98.4%

98%

95%

-

95.6%

95.6%

88.5% 89.2% 39.5%

Low-risk

261

230

169

111

58

15

High-Risk

25

19

15

9

4

1

Number at Risk

4

5

87.8% 83%

Figure 4.12 Kaplan Meier curves of each risk group of center 2 predictions using Cox’s model
with BIC. This explains that the two risk groups of patients are separable; as the p-value of the
log rank test is lower than 0.029 which is below the significance level of 0.05.

4.7 Clinical Findings
The influence of aortic morphology on long term prediction of EVAR is complicated and
suitable to be analyzed with ANN, with significant possible interface between aortic volume,
aortic shape, aortic diameter, and aortic angulation. Current approaches have shown that
aneurysm diameter predicts re-intervention after EVAR [274, 275], however evidence also
recommended that other features of aneurysm morphology have influence to long-term clinical
success [276-278]. Further complex concerns such as endograft configuration and deployment,
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or intermediate markers of patients’ cardiovascular risk phenotype, could possibly be used to
train ANN in prospective studies which increase the clinical significance of prediction and make
it more reliable. Also, adding of more operative factors such as graft size, and endoleak at
completion or post-operative variables such as endoleak at early surveillance scans could
enhance significantly the discriminatory power of ANNs [25]. The proposed feature selection
approach based on individual ANN has selected the maximum aneurysm neck diameter,
diameter of the left common iliac artery 1 and 5mm below internal iliac ostium, maximum
common iliac artery diameter 5mm proximal to internal iliac origin, maximum iliac tortuosity
index, maximum common iliac thrombus volume, and right common iliac artery non luminal
volume. These features were examined by clinicians who approved that they have outstanding
validation terms for the prediction morphology for current endografts available. Results were
compared with current clinical method such as; SGVI (St George Vascular Institute), which
showed that the proposed method has superior performance. The seven features ANN of the
proposed method has greater predictive ability in classifying low and high risk patients than the
SGVI score [263]. Concordance index and p-value of the predictive model using the selected
features shows good clinical sense. In addition, the sensitivity rates are very promising
compared to SGVI score, as it potentially indicates an increase in the event detection (EVAR reintervention in this study) without affecting the cost of collecting unnecessary additional
variables and surveillance's cost.

4.8 Conclusion
The proposed feature model selection technique was capable of building and validating a
predictive reduced model using the two datasets collected during 2004 to 2010 from two
vascular centers. The final reduced model was able to predict the long-term risk of aortic
complications after EVAR. This will help clinics to put a future follow up surveillance plan for
different risk groups EVAR patients.
This work has four challenges; the first one is to reduce instability and improve consistency
during the feature selection and prediction processes, and this was resolved using the iterated
nested cross validation method. Second is to apply feature selection techniques to highly
censored data such as the EVAR survival data. Third, is to use machine learning techniques
such as Bayesian networks and Artificial Neural networks to solve censoring issue and build a
predictive model. The last challenge is to construct a predictive model using Center 1 EVAR
data and test it using another data collected from center 2 to justify the model in future cross
center applications.
The proposed algorithm was capable of overcoming all these challenges. It used a Bayesian
network to uncensor the highly censored EVAR datasets and an ANN for prediction the risks. It
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employed factor analysis reduction method and stepwise feature selection to reduce the number
of features used for building the predictive model. It used cross validation for model selection
(choosing the number of neurons of ANN) and iterated nested cross validation to generate a
stable feature selection algorithm and produce the final reduced model of seven features only
instead of the full model of 45 attributes. The final reduced model was validated using Center 2
data and the results showed it was capable of predicting the risk of EVAR re-intervention. It
was also able to successfully distinguish between the two risks groups of each center as the pvalue of the log rank test was lower than 0.00001 for Center1 and 0.022 for Center 2. This
proves that the model can be used in cross-center predictions.
Two popular feature model selection techniques AIC and BIC were compared to the proposed
algorithm. Both methods are employed with the most well-known predictive model used in
survival analysis known as Cox’s proportional hazard model. The same stepwise searching
strategy used in the proposed algorithm is applied to the two methods. The final
The results showed that the proposed algorithm, AIC and BIC Cox’s model distinguished
between risk groups of Center 1 patients as the p-value was lower than 0.00001 which is beyond
the significant level 0.05. The concordance index of AIC and BIC Cox’s models are 0.7897 and
0.7622 which is greater than the proposed algorithm 0.7407. However, the proposed model has
only seven features while the AIC and BIC cox’s models have 14 features. Moreover, the
sensitivity of the proposed algorithm is 0.77 which is better than 0.69 and 0.38 of the AIC and
BIC Cox’s models. This means that it could predict more patients that experienced the EVAR
operation which is the event of interest in our study and this shows the advantage of using the
proposed algorithm over the other two methods in truly predicting the risk of re-intervention.
This also appears clearly in the predictions of Center 2. It expressed better sensitivity of 0.73
than the AIC and BIC Cox’s models which are 0.35 and 0.23 respectively. Additionally, it has
lower p-value of 0.022 than the other two algorithms 0.034 and 0.029. It has CI of 0.630 which
is the same as the BIC model, but it outperforms the AIC with CI equals to 0.610. This makes
the proposed algorithm very attractive for cross-center applications.
The number of patients of Center 1 that were classified as high risk using the proposed method,
AIC and BIC Cox’s models are 169, 104, and 58 patients versus 136, 25 and 41 for Center 2.
This means the proposed algorithm identifies the risk of EVAR re-intervention better.
Therefore, it will enable clinicians to put a more regular monitoring schedule in the future
follow up and surveillance plan for those who have high risk of needing re-intervention, and the
lower risk patients can be monitored less regularly. This would help in balancing and
developing a cost-effectiveness surveillance system.
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Chapter 5: Multiple Classifiers System for Predicting
the Risk of Endovascular Aortic Repair Reintervention through Hybrid Feature Selection

5.1 Introduction
Lately, the idea of using multiple classifiers system (MCS) is of interest to many researchers in
machine learning field. Wolpert stated in [134] that there is no classifier is suitable for solving
all classification tasks; because each one is ideal in specific area [14]. Therefore; combined
classifiers is essential. It merges the outputs of multiple classifiers using a fuser in order to
improve predictions. They can be used with feature selection to produce a reduced predictive
model. Hybrid feature selection method combines advantages of feature selection classes.
Merging hybrid feature selection with multiple classifiers system (MCS) usually improves
prediction. Though, care must be made to prevent generating of unstable models in which
predictions are extremely affected by any change in training data used to build it [135]. In this
chapter, a hybrid feature selection technique was used to reduce the dimension of two highly
censored EVAR data. Feature selection was done in two phases; first stage feature selection
(FSFS) and iterated feature ranking (IFR). A Bayesian network was employed to the solve
censorship issue. Moreover, MCS were constructed using (SVM, MLP, and KNN) to produce a
stable reduced predictive model able to predict the risk of aortic re-intervention. A costeffectiveness surveillance system is established consequently. It will allow doctors to select the
appropriate follow up observation plan. MCS predictions were compared with single classifier
performances. They were also compared with Cox's model combined with AIC, BIC, and
LASSO.

5.2 Hybrid Feature Selection
Feature selection methods are divided into filter, wrapper, and embedded. However, recently,
many researches focused in merging two or more classes of feature selection techniques to form
a new class of feature selection known as hybrid feature selection. The main reason for doing
that is that the hybrid method is capable of joining the benefits of these feature selection
approaches. It also enables the production of a reduced predictive model. Therefore, filter and
wrapper FS classes are combined together in this chapter to produce a hybrid feature selection
method capable of featuring the important risk factors related to re-intervention risk. The results
section will show that combining both of them will improve the prediction performance as well
as reduce the final number of features selected.
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5.3 Multiple Classifier System
MCS is a hybrid technique that combines the predictions of several classifiers mixed together in
a particular way. Wolpert's theorem [134] mentioned that there is no particular classifier that
can be used for all pattern recognition problems. MCS gathers powers of each learning
algorithm in order to outperform the performance of each single classifier. In medical field, it is
equivalent to taking the opinion of several doctors to reach a more confident final decision.
Nevertheless, sometimes MCS results do not compete with the performance of the best
individual classifier in the pool. However, it prevents the chance of poor decisions that might be
taken with a particular inappropriately chosen model. For that reason, an MCS was proposed in
this chapter which combines the strengths of three popular machine learning classifiers. Hybrid
feature selection was combined with it in order to produce a reduced predictive model capable
of predicting the risk of EVAR re-intervention. The prediction performances was compared
with individuals ones. The results that will be discussed later show that the MCS performance
beats that of individual ones. Prediction results of the proposed method outperformed the
prediction using the state of art survival variable selection methods used with the common
statistical survival method (Cox's regression model).
The MCS has two topologies: serial and parallel. The latter is the most common way used to
connect classifiers [141] so it was adopted in this chapter. MCS methods includes; bagging,
boosting, stacking, and voting. Generally, most of them produce slightly different performance
degrees [146, 153]. However, many researchers prefer majority voting fusion algorithm due to
its simplicity [147, 148]. Therefore, unweighted and weighted majority voting techniques were
used in this thesis.

5.4 The Hybrid Feature MCS Proposed Approach
5.4.1 Similarity with the Previous Proposed FS Approach
The algorithm consists of seven steps. Steps 1, 2, 4, and 5 are similar to those discussed in
Chapter 4. The main difference here appears in step 6 in which the MCS was proposed instead
of a single ANN classifier. Moreover, in step 7, a feature ranking method was presented to be
combined with a wrapper feature selection method. In the previous chapter, only one reduced
model was chosen as a predictive model. However, instead in this chapter, the variables of all
reduced models produced during the model selection process in step 3, were ranked according
to their frequency distribution. Then, this ranking is used later to further reduce the number of
selected features.
The four similar steps are feature reduction using factor analysis, cross validation and
permutation, uncensoring, and iterated nested cross validation. For more details about them
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refer to the previous chapter. Each shuffled version of the outer training fold in step 2 will pass
through the first stage feature selection procedure (FSFS) in step 3. This stage is divided into
two rounds; feature elimination and addition. Afterwards, the uncensoring step (step 4) deals
with censoring of subsets generated in FSFS. Next, the generated subsets are re-split again into
five more inner nested folds in step 5. Every four inner folds are used for constructing the
multiple classifier system based on simple (unweighted) and weighted majority voting which is
step 6, while the remaining one is used to test it. The average of the p-value of the log-rank test
of the predictions was calculated and chosen as a criterion for feature selection. This procedure
is called iterated nested cross validation which produces a stable model and overcome overfitting that might have occurred later. The three areas of contributions in the proposed approach
(feature selection, uncesoring, and classification) are shown in Figure 5.1 along with their
interactions.

Figure 5.1 The three main contributions of the proposed hybrid feature selection
approach (feature selection, uncensoring, and classifications) and their interaction.
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5.4.2 The Proposed MCS based on Unweighted and Weighted Majority
Voting Methods
The MCS system was constructed using three popular machine learning classifiers which are
support vector machine (SVM), multiple layer perceptron (MLP) neural network, and K-nearest
neighbor (KNN) classifiers. SVM tries to map the feature space using the kernel function into
new feature space which facilities classification. Both SVM and MLP neural networks are well
known as being strong classifiers. Moreover, they can detect the complex and high nonlinearity
relations available in the datasets [148, 279, 280]. They have been widely used in medical
applications [148, 281, 282]. K-nearest neighbour is a simple, straight forward and highly
efficient classifier even with noisy data. K refers as to the number of neighbours. In order to
perform classification for the current instance to be classified, it starts searching for the nearest
K neighbors in the feature space then decides the class value according to the majority of the
class label in its K nearest neighbours. Details of KNN classifier could be found in [283].
Though, it is simple, it has been shown to be appropriate and has good performance in medical
application [284-288]. Sigmoid function was employed for SVM construction. A three layer
MLP-ANN was constructed with 7 hidden and 2 output neurons, and sigmoid activation
functions. KNN was built by Euclidean distance function and setting K to 3 which showed good
performance.
Predictions were first combined with simple (unweighted ) majority voting which simply gives
a final decision to the class which has the majority of the votes. This approach usually improves
predictive results, however it treats all classifiers equally; it does not put attention to classifiers
that has higher impact on classification and generalization. Therefore, an improvement was
done to overcome this which is known as weighted majority voting which was used as well in
this thesis to enhance the prediction of individual classifiers. It allows each classifier in the pool
to have a weight equivalent to its performance. Higher weights are given to those which have
greater contribution on prediction results. The total weights should be equal to one in order to
construct a proper weight distribution. Prediction of a new instance is made by multiplying the
prediction of each classifier by its weights, then adding them to select the class with majority
voting using (5.1), where; ci,j is the class value for the ith classifier and jth patient, N is the total
number of classifiers, wi is the weight for the ith classifier,

N
Decision   c i, j  wi .
i 1

(5.1)

The idea here is how to determine the weights given to each classifier. Several methods have
been proposed to calculate them which are beyond the focus of this thesis; however the most
common approach depends on the training errors of each classifier. The weight is usually the
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reciprocal of this error. Though, in this thesis the average of the p-value ( P ) of the log-rank test
for the training data was chosen instead due to censoring nature of the datasets. Since, the
average of the p-value for the training sets has value close to zero, their reciprocal will be very
large, and therefore, the logarithm of the reciprocal average P is used to calculate the weight of
each classifier in the pool as shown in Equation (5.2). These weights are then normalized in
order that their sum is equal to one. Note that "i" is the classifier order in the pool.
wi 

1
.
avg( Pi )

(5.2)

5.4.3 The Proposed Hybrid Feature Selection Approach
Step 3, is the first stage feature selection (FSFS) step which is done in two phases; stepwise
feature model selection (SWFMS), and feature ranking (FR). In the former, each outer training
fold uses stepwise searching strategy that switches between backward and forward searches to
reduce the number of features. It starts with eliminating one variable iteratively. Each
eliminated variable is inserted in a subset called 'visited". The features in this subset will be
given another chance to re-enter the search space once again. After adding or deleting a variable
from every outer training fold, it is shuffled and re-split five times to get the average of the pvalue of predictions which is the criterion for feature selection. The model with the smallest
average p-value is the one chosen. This is repeated until all variables are visited. Five outer
reduced models will be generated at the end of this stage. Usually, in model selection only one
model is chosen to win. However choosing one model may not pay attention to the uncertainty
in all or some of the candidate models. Therefore, in this thesis all variables appeared in the five
models were used in the FR phase and ranked according to their frequency distribution.
Finally, the ranking of the feature ranking phase is used in the iterated feature ranking (IFR)
step which is step seven to further reduce the number features used in the predictive model. It
starts with the variable of highest score, and then added one variable iteratively in order to
enhance predictions. Both FSFS and IFR steps used the minimum p-value of the log rank test as
a criterion for selection. Steps 3 and 7 are considered as a hybrid feature selection approach. It
combines the advantages of filter and wrapper FS methods. The flowchart which is shown in
Figure 5.2 discusses the steps of the proposed hybrid feature selection approach.
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Figure 5.2 A flowchart discussing the seven steps of the proposed hybrid feature selection
technique.
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The Bayesian networks constructed using patients of the low and high risk groups after the
proposed feature selection are shown in Figures 5.3-5.6.

Figure 5.3 The low risk Bayesian Networks constucted using patients of high risk group after
the proposed hybrid feature selection constructed on multiple classifier system combined with
simple majority voting.

Figure 5.4 The high risk Bayesian Networks constucted using patients of low risk group after
the proposed hybrid feature selection based on multiple classifier system combined with simple
majority voting.
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Figure 5.5 The high Bayesian Networks constucted using patients of high risk group after the
proposed hybrid feature selection based on multiple classifier system combined with weighted
majority voting.

Figure 5.6 The low Bayesian Networks constucted using patients of low risk group after the
proposed hybrid feature selection based on multiple classifier system combined with weighted
majority voting.
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5.5 Results of the Proposed MCS Hybrid Feature-Model
Selection
5.5.1 Comparing the Results of the Proposed MCS Hybrid FeatureModel Selection Algorithm with all Features
In this chapter, a fivefold nested cross validation was used for the hybrid feature selection and
the stable MCS model construction using Center 1. Center 2 was used to assess the performance
of the final reduced model. The results of the MCS hybrid feature selection based on
unweighted and weighted majority voting techniques for Center 2 predictions are compared
with the full size of the model as shown in Tables 5.1 and 5.2.
Table 5.1 Results of the proposed MCS using unweighted majority voting on the testing set
(Center 2) after the two steps of hybrid feature selection. This shows that the proposed method
has reduced the number of features and p-value of the log-rank test, and enhanced the
concordance index and sensitivity after factor analysis and the two steps of feature selection.
Proposed
algorithm
MCS All
Features
MCS FA
step
MCS FSFS
step
MCS IFR
step

Number of
features

p-value
(Log rank test)

CI (SD)

Sensitivity

45

0.0331

0.6599 (0.0635)

0.423

27

0.0166

0.6630 (0.0571)

0.461

15

0.0075

0.6657 (0.0732)

0.654

7

0.00016

0.6793 (0.0556)

0.808

Table 5.1 shows that the proposed multiple classifier system hybrid feature selection technique
based on unweighted voting has reduced the number of features from 45 to 27, 15 and 7 after
all the steps of proposed approach. Moreover, the concordance index (CI) of the full model is
0.6599 which is increased to 0.6630, 0.6657, and finally 0.6793 after the hybrid FS steps. The pvalue of the log-rank test has been reduced as well from 0.0331 to 0.0166, 0.0075 and 0.00016
after all steps of the proposed technique, which indicates an enhancement in the performance of
the MCS model with the hybrid FS. Finally, the sensitivity was enhanced during all steps of the
hybrid approach from 0.423 to reach finally 0.808.
Table 5.2 shows that the proposed MCS hybrid FS approach based on weighted majority voting
has reduced the number of features from 45 to 27, 17 and 6 after all the steps of proposed
approach. Moreover, the concordance index (CI) of the full model is 0.6710 which is increased
to 0.6762, 0.6793, and finally 0.6808 after the hybrid feature selection steps which are greater
than that of the unweighted majority voting in Table 5.1 (0.6599,0.6630, 0.6657, and 0.6793).
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The p-value of the log-rank test has been reduced as well from 0.014 to 0.001, 0.0008 and
0.000038 after all steps of the proposed technique, which indicates an enhancement in the
performance of the MCS model based on weighted voting with the hybrid FS compared to
unweighted majorty voting which has reach a final p-value of 0.00016. In addition, the
sensitivity has increased from 0.423 to reach 0.7308.
Table 5.2 Results of the proposed MCS using Weighted Majority Voting on the testing set
(Center 2) after the two steps of hybrid feature selection. This shows that the proposed method
has reduced the number of features and p-value of the log-rank test, and enhanced the
concordance index and sensitivity after factor analysis and the two steps of feature selection.
Proposed
algorithm
MCS All
Features
MCS FA step
MCS FSFS
step
MCS IFR step

Number of
features

p-value
(Log rank test)

CI(SD)

Sensitivity

45

0.014

0.6710 (0.0572)

0.423

27

0.0010

0.6762 (0.0643)

0.539

17

0.0008

0.6793(0.0573)

0.615

6

0.000038

0.6808 (0.0528)

0.7308

5.5.2 Comparing the Results of the Proposed MCS Hybrid Algorithm
with the Performance of the Individual Classifiers
In this section, the performances of the MCS hybrid feature selection algorithm and individual
classifiers used to construct it are compared. As shown in Table 5.3 MCS based on unweighted
and weighted majority voting and SVM,MLP, and KNN single classifiers have reduced the
feature space to 7,6,5,5,6 for MCS based on unweighted majority voting, MCS based on
weighted majority voting, SVM, MLP, and KNN models respectively. Predictions of Center 2
are used for comparison as Center 2 was not used in constructing and training the predictive
model. The MCS based on weighted majority voting has outperformed the unweighted majority
voting in both CI (0.6808 vs. 0.6793) and p-value (0.000038 vs. 0.00016); however, the latter
has higher sensitivity (0.808 vs.0.7308). Moreover, the MCS hybrid FS approach using
unweighted and weighted majority voting methods outperformed the other individual classifiers
in p-value (0.00016 and 0.000038 vs. 0.00085, 0.00073, and 0.0011). Though, the MLP's CI
(0.6817) is better than MCS, SVM, and KNN (0.6793 and 0.6808, 0.6776, and 0.6411).
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Table 5.3 Performance of the proposed MCS approach compared with individual classifiers
after hybrid Feature selection on testing set. This explains that the proposed approach based on
weighted and unweighted majority voting has outperforms the individual classifier
performances except for the concordance index of the MLP classifier.

Classifier

Number of
final features

p-value
(Log rank test)

CI (SD)

Sensitivity

MCS Unweighted
Majority Voting

7

0.00016

0.6793 (0.0556)

0.808

MCS Weighted
Majority Voting

6

0.000038

0.6808 (0.0528)

0.7308

SVM
MLP
KNN

5
5
6

0.00039
0.00073
0.0011

0.6776 (0.0499)
0.6817 (0.0804)
0.6411 (0.0628)

0.7308
0.7308
0.6538

5.5.3 Comparing the results of the proposed MCS hybrid algorithm
with performance of Cox's model using AIC, BIC, LASSO
In this section, the results of the MCS hybrid feature selection based on unweighted and
weighted majority voting are compared with the state of art variable selection methods using
Cox's regression model which are AIC, BIC and LASSO penalized methods. The estimated
parameters of the final reduced model are multiplied by each variable to generate a risk score.
The same thresholds used in the Chapter 4 were used. The one used for LASSO is 6.7 which is
equivalent to the mean of the risk score. As shown in Table 5.4. The number of features of the
final MCS model is seven for unweighted majority voting and six for weighted voting which are
better than fourteen for AIC and BIC, but equal or smaller than seven of LASSO. For Center 1
prediction, the concordance index of MCS based on weighted majority voting (0.7881) which is
higher than unweighted majority voting (0.7521), BIC (0.7624), LASSO (0.738), but smaller
than AIC (0.7898). All models have p-value lower than 0.0001 which indicates that they are all
capable of separating the two risk groups of Center 1. The sensitivity of MCS model using
unweighted majority voting (0.84) and weighted majority voting (0.87) are greater than that of
the other methods (0.69, 0.38, and 0.714). Moreover, for Center 2 predictions the proposed
MCS technique beats the other techniques in both p-value (0.00016 and 0.000038 vs. 0.034,
0.029, and 0.0068) and CI (0.6793 and 0.6808 vs. 0.6103, 0.630, and 0.6153). The main
advantage in the MCS hybrid FS algorithm appears in the sensitivity results (0.808 and 0.7308
vs. 0.35, 0.23, and 0.5) which indicates that it can correctly classify more patients that did the
re-intervention (the event of interest in this study). Thus, it is favoured than the other methods.
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Table 5.4 Results of the proposed MCS after hybrid feature selection compared with Cox’s
model using AIC, BIC, and LASSO. This explains that the proposed approach based on
weighted and unweighted majority voting has outperforms the performances of the methods
based on Cox's model for Center 2 predictions.

Technique

Model
Size

Unweight
Majority
Voting MCS
Hybrid FS
Weighted
Majority
Voting MCS
Hybrid FS

p-value
(Log rank test)
Center
Center
1
2

Sensitivity

CI (SD)
Center
1

Center
2

Center Center
1
2

7

<0.0001

0.00016

0.7521
(0.0332)

0.6793
(0.0556)

0.84

0.808

6

<0.0001

0.000038

0.7881
(0.0337)

0.6808
(0.0528)

0.87

0.7308

AIC Cox FS

14

<0.0001

0.034

0.35

14

<0.0001

0.029

0.38

0.23

LASSO
Cox FS

7

<0.0001

0.0068

0.6103
(0.0725)
0.630
(0.0685)
0.6153
(0.0864)

0.69

BIC Cox FS

0.7898
(0.0408)
0.7624
(0.0465)
0.7382
(0.0426)

0.714

0.50

Figures 5.7 and 5.8 show the Kaplan-Meier curves for the two risk groups predictions of both
Centers using the MCS hybrid FS technique based on unweighted and weighted majority voting
compared with Kaplan-Meier curves for the two risk groups predictions of both centers with
AIC (figure 5.9), BIC (Figure 5.10), and LASSO (Figure 5.11) Cox's models. Figure 5.7
indicates that the MCS model based on unweighted model classified 163 and 126 of Center 1
(upper) and Center 2 (lower) patients as high risk which is equivalent to 36 % and 44% of total
Center 1 and Center 2 patients. Moreover, Figure 5.8 shows that the MCS model based on
unweighted model classified 177 and 101 of Center 1 (upper) and Center 2 (lower) patients as
high risk which is equivalent to 38 % and 35% of total Center 1 and Center 2 patients.
Prediction results of the MCS model are better than the prediction of the AIC model (104 high
risk patients equivalent to 23%) for Center 1 (Figure.5.9 upper)

and (41 high risk patients

equivalent to 14%) for Center 2 (Figure 5.9 lower), the BIC model in (58 high risk patients
equivalent to 13%) for Center 1 (Figure 5.10 upper) and (25 high risk patients equivalent to 9%)
for Center 2 (Figure 5.10 lower), and the LASSO model (196 high risk patients equivalent to
43%) for Center 1 (Figure 5.11 upper), and (76 high risk patients equivalent to 26%) for Center
2 (Figure 5.11 lower).
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Year
Freedom from Aortic
Complications
Number at Risk

0

1

2

Low-risk

-

97.9%

97%

96.3% 95.3% 95.3%

High-Risk

-

90.8% 87%

81.8% 73.6% 58.5%

Number at Risk

4

5

Low-risk 294

243

181

125

78

43

High-Risk 163

118

81

51

28

9

0

1

2

3

4

5

Low-risk

-

99.3%

99.3%

98.3% 94.3% 94.3%

High-Risk

-

96.7%

95.8%

89.9% 75.2% 64.9%

Low-risk

160

140

106

66

33

5

High-Risk 126

108

78

54

29

11

Year
Freedom from Aortic
Complications

3

Figure 5.7 KM curves for the two risk groups predictions of (upper) Center1 and (lower) Center
2 using the MCS hybrid FS technique based on unweighted voting. This explains that the two
risk groups of patients are separable, as the p-values of the log rank test are lower than
0.00001for Center 1 and 0.00016 for Center 2 which is below the significance level of 0.05.
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Year
Freedom from Aortic
Complications
Number at Risk

0

Number at Risk

2

3

4

5

Low-risk

-

98.5% 97.8% 97.8% 96.8% 96.8%

High-Risk

-

90.5% 86.2%

81% 73.6% 60.9%

Low-risk 280

232

169

117

74

39

High-Risk 177

129

93

59

32

14

1

2

3

4

5

Year
Freedom from Aortic
Complications

1

0
Low-risk

-

98.3% 98.3% 97.4% 91.8% 91.8%

High-Risk

-

98%

96.8% 87.2% 73%

62.4%

Low-risk 185

163

122

77

38

11

High-Risk 101

85

62

43

24

6

Figure 5.8 KM curves for the two risk groups predictions of (upper) Center1 and (lower)
Center2 using the MCS hybrid FS technique based on weighted voting. This explains that the
two risk groups of patients are separable, as the p-values of the log rank test are lower than
0.00001for Center 1 and 0.000038 for Center 2 which is below the significance level of 0.05.
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Year
Freedom from Aortic
Complications
Number at Risk

0

Number at Risk

2

3

4

5

Low-risk

-

98.5% 97.7% 96.7% 94%

High-Risk

-

86%

79%

Low-risk 353

284

211

144

90

42

High-Risk 104

77

51

32

16

9

1

2

3

4

Year
Freedom from Aortic
Complications

1

0

93%

73.4% 66.73% 52%

Low-risk

-

98.7% 98.7% 95.5% 88%

High-Risk

-

94.8% 92%

88%

5
84.6%

70.5% 53.7%

Low-risk 245

214

159

102

53

15

High-Risk 41

34

25

18

10

1

Figure 5.9 KM curves for the two risk groups predictions of (upper) Center 1 and (lower
Center2 ) using the AIC Cox technique. This explains that the two risk groups of patients are
separable, as the p-values of the log rank test are lower than 0.00001for Center 1 and 0.034 for
Center 2 which is below the significance level of 0.05.
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Year

0

1

2

3

4

5

Low-risk

-

98.4%

97.3%

Freedom from Aortic
Complications

High-Risk

-

92%

88%

Number at Risk

Low-risk

261

210

159

106

67

30

High-Risk 196

151

103

70

39

23

1

2

3

4

5

95%

Year
Freedom from Aortic
Complications
Number at Risk

0

95.2% 91.7% 91.7%
86.3% 83%

73%

Low-risk

-

98.4% 98%

87.8% 83%

High-Risk

-

95.6% 95.6% 88.5% 89.2% 39.5%

Low-risk 261

230

169

111

58

15

High-Risk 25

19

15

9

4

1

Figure 5.10 KM curves for the two risk groups predictions of (upper) Center 1and (lower)
Center 2 using the BIC Cox technique. This explains that the two risk groups of patients are
separable, as the p-values of the log rank test are lower than 0.00001for Center 1 and 0.029 for
Center 2 which is below the significance level of 0.05.
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Year
Freedom from Aortic
Complications

0

1

2

Low-risk

-

98.4%

97.3%

High-Risk

-

92%

88%

Low-risk

261

210

159

106

67

30

High-Risk 196

151

103

70

39

23

0

1

2

3

4

5

Low-risk

-

98.5%

98.5%

96.3% 89.2% 85.5%

High-Risk

-

97.3%

95.7%

89.2% 73.5% 60.7%

Low-risk

210

182

134

89

47

15

High-Risk

76

66

50

31

15

3

Number at Risk

Year
Freedom from Aortic
Complications

Number at Risk

3

4

5

95.2% 91.7% 91.7%
86.3% 83%

73%

Figure 5.11 KM curves for the two risk groups predictions of (upper) Ccenter1 and (lower)
Center 2 using the LASSO Cox technique. This explains that the two risk groups of patients are
separable, as the p-values of the log rank test are lower than 0.00001for Center 1 and 0.0068 for
Center 2 which is below the significance level of 0.05.
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5.6 Clinical Findings
Features that were selected using simple (unweighted) majority voting are total aneurysm neck
volume, maximum aneurysm neck diameter, diameter of the left common iliac artery 1 and 5
mm below internal iliac ostium, maximum iliac tortuosity index, diameter of the right common
iliac artery 1mm below Internal iliac ostium, and right common iliac artery non luminal volume.
Moreover, features resulted from weighted voting are maximum common iliac aneurysm area,
aneurysm neck diameter 10 mm below lowest renal, aneurysm neck length, common Iliac
Artery diameter 1 and 5mm proximal to internal iliac origin, and right iliac tortuosity index.
These features were reviewed by the clinical investigators. They confirmed that these variables
have good face validity in terms of predicting technically difficult or challenging morphology
for endografts currently available. It is well known that hostile sealing zones both proximally (at
the aortic neck) or distally (at the common iliac artery) pose considerable technical challenges
for durable endograft seal, and therefore it is plausible that the features selected (aortic neck
area; and various aspects of iliac morphology) might be predictive of poor long-term clinical
performance. Predictions using these features are clinically feasible and make excellent
sense. However, weighted majority makes more sense as it includes neck length which is often
thought of by surgeons planning the case [278, 289, 290] . Moreover, the concordance index and
sensitivity rates are very promising and would have clinical importance if used prospectively.
Also, the assignment of most patients to a low risk group counts well with clinical practice in
which less patients will have re-intervention over 5 years [291].

5.7 Discussion and Conclusion
In this chapter, a hybrid feature selection approach was proposed which merged filter and
wrapper feature selection approaches. Combining several classifiers to construct a multiple
classifier system usually enhances prediction results. Therefore, the proposed hybrid approach
constructed a multiple classifier system and used it to evaluate features generated during feature
selection. This new proposed approach consists of seven steps in which only four steps are
similar to the approach previously proposed in Chapter 4. However, the difference in this
chapter first appears in step 3 where feature ranking is used to rank features according to their
frequency distribution. Then, in step 4 the MCS was used instead of a single ANN classifier.
Furthermore, in step 7, iterated filter ranking feature selection method is used to further reduce
features.
The proposed approach used a Bayesian network to deal with the highly censored EVAR
datasets. It also constructed a multiple classifier system based on unweighted and weighted
majority voting for predicting the risk of EVAR re-intervention. The proposed method
employed factor analysis reduction method and a hybrid feature selection method to reduce the
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number of features used for building the predictive model. Moreover, used cross validation and
iterated nested cross validation to generate a stable algorithm, reduce bias, and avoid overfitting.
External validation is important to produce a clinically validated predictive model that can be
used for medical application. Therefore, the final reduced models were validated using Center 2.
The two datasets used in this thesis were capable of constructing a multiple classifier predictive
model to predict the long-term risk of aortic complications after EVAR. The predictive model
was combined with the proposed hybrid feature model selection approach to reduce the number
of features needed to construct it. Moreover, it may be used for cross-centers prediction as well,
as it was constructed and evaluated by patients of two different centers. The model will enable
doctors to take decisions about future follow up observation plan for each patient. High risk
patients will have to undergo more regular surveillance than low risk patients.
In the proposed technique, the instability that might occur during feature selection, model
selection, and multiple classifier system construction was reduced using iterated nested cross
validation. The uncensoring issue was solved using Bayesian networks. The multiple classifier
system was constructed using three popular machine learning classifiers (SVM, MLP, and
KNN) combined with unweighted and weighted majority voting. It was capable of predicting
the risk of re-intervention after EVAR. Its performance was compared with both individual
classifiers and the statistical Cox's model. Three well-known model selection techniques called
AIC, BIC, and LASSO were used with cox's regression model for comparison with the MCS
hybrid feature selection approach. The same searching strategy was used for the selection in
AIC and BIC.
The results have shown that multiple classifier system using unweighted and weighted voting
outperformed both individual classifiers and Cox's model selection methods in both p-values
and concordance index expect for that of the MLP for Center 2. It successfully separated
between the risks groups for both centers as the p-value of the log rank test was less than 0.0001
for Center1 and 0.00016 and 0.000038 for Center 2 using unweighted and weighted majority
voting, In addition the CI has increased from 0.6559 and 0.6710 to reach finally 0.6793 and
0.6808 with sensitivity of 0.808 and 0.7308 which allow it to be used for cross center prediction.
Moreover, the proposed technique has higher sensitivity compared to other techniques which
make it stronger than the other ones in classifying the long term risk of aortic complications
after EVAR for unseen patients. Therefore, it can be used by doctors to facilitate the future
follow up decision plan. Patients with high risk prediction will be more closely monitored than
other ones which reduces the chance of low risk patients to be exposed to harmful radiations.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion, Clinical Findings, and Future
Work

6.1 Conclusions
Censoring is the unique characteristic of survival data. It is the main cause why standard
machine learning technique cannot be used directly with survival data type. Therefore, it should
be handled. Different scenarios were proposed in the literature; however they have some
drawbacks and cannot be used with a high level of censoring. This thesis introduced a modified
approach that can deal with high levels of censoring. Machine learning techniques are preferred
over standard statistical survival models due to various reasons. Therefore, the modified
approach used machine learning techniques to handle censoring and to construct a survival
predictive model. The model was capable of predicting the risk of re-intervention after EVAR
surgery which will help doctors to decide the future follow up plan each patient should
undertake.
Feature selection is vital for medical data, though its process becomes complicated with medical
survival data due to the presence of censoring. Most of the work done for survival variable
selection was based on Cox's proportional hazard survival model. Though, machine learning
techniques are more favoured. For this reason, two feature selection approaches that use
machine learning classifiers to evaluate the features selected and construct a predictive model
were proposed. The two EVAR datasets used to construct and validate the two proposed feature
selection approach were capable of validating a reduced predictive model to predict the longterm risk of aortic complications after EVAR. The results were compared with three well known
survival variable selection methods based on Cox's model. The two proposed approaches
outperformed the other methods in the p-value of log-rank test, concordance index, and
sensitivity which makes it more powerful in predicting the long term aortic complication.
In Chapter 3, a new modified approach has been proposed to deal with the high level of
censoring existing in the EVAR datasets without deleting, ignoring, weighting censored
patients, or considering them as real zero targets through a Bayesian networks approach. Two
Bayesian networks were constructed which were called high-risk and low-risk networks and
they were used to determine to which risk group each censored patients belongs to. Afterwards,
two multilayer perceptron neural networks were employed to predict the risk of EVAR reintervention and test the efficiency of the algorithm on each dataset separately. Next, a third one
was constructed using Center 1 dataset and employed to classify patients of Center 2 into high
or low risk categories. The proposed approach successfully increases the AUROC for both
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Centers. Moreover; it was able to predict the risk of REINT on censored Center 2 data after five
years with the neural network model built with uncensored Center 1 dataset. The performance
of the proposed approach was compared with another uncensoring approach called S & DB
proposed in [6]. The results showed that the proposed approach prediction was more concordant
(0.6340) than S & DB approach (0.593). In addition the predictive model of the proposed
approach was capable of distinguishing between the low and high risk groups with a p-value of
the log rank test equals to 0.0348 which is not the case for the other approach (p-value of the log
rank test equals 0.2316).
In Chapter 4, four challenges motivated the proposal of a new feature selection approach. They
are; instability of the model produced during the feature selection and predictions processes, the
highly censored datasets, using machine learning methods to deal with this type of data, the
construction of a multicenter predictive model that can be used in future cross-center
applications. A new feature selection was proposed to deal with these challenges. It used the
proposed uncensoring approach discussed in Chapter 3 to handle the highly censored EVAR
datasets and predict the risk of EVAR re-intervention. Factor analysis feature reduction method
was employed with greedy stepwise feature selection to decrease the complexity of the
predictive model and reduced the number of variables. Cross validation was used to split data to
perform model selection (choosing the number of hidden neurons of ANN). Nested cross
validation was employed to produce stable models during feature selection and generate one
final reduced model of only seven features instead of the full model consisting of forty five
attributes. Center 1 was used for feature and model selection procedures. Center 1 was also
adapted to construct the reduced predictive model. Center 2 was used to test and validate the
reduced predictive model which avoids the overoptimistic and biased results that might occur.
This model was also able to distinguish successfully between the two risks groups of each
center as the p-value of the log rank test was lower than 0.00001 for Center 1 and 0.022 for
Center 2. This proves that the model can be used in cross-center predictions.
Two popular survival variable selection techniques based on Cox’s model such as; Akaike and
Bayesian information criteria (AIC and BIC) were compared to the proposed algorithm. The
reduced predictive model constructed using the proposed approach has higher ability in
discriminating between the risk groups of patients than the AIC and BIC variable selection
methods based on Cox's model, since it has a better p-value of the log-rank test, concordance
index, and sensitivity. In addition, the number of patients that were classified as high risk using
the proposed method, AIC and BIC Cox’s models are 169, 104, and 58 respectively at Center 1
and 136, 25 and 41 at Center 2. This means that the proposed algorithm is better at identifying
the risk of EVAR re-intervention. Therefore, it may be preferred by doctors to decide which
future surveillance plan each patient should undertake. Clinicians will put a more regular
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monitoring schedule in the future follow up for those who have high risk of needing reintervention, and the lower risk patients can be monitored less regularly. This would help in
balancing and developing a cost-effectiveness surveillance system.
In Chapter 5, a hybrid feature selection approach which combines the wrapper and filter
variable selection classes was proposed. It consists of seven steps; it has four similar steps to
that of the previous feature selection approach proposed in Chapter 4. However, two differences
appear in this method. The first one is using an iterative feature ranking method to further
reduce the variable selected in the feature selection process. In Chapter 4 only the variable of
one model was chosen as a final one. Choosing one model to win does not usually take into
consideration the uncertainty in all or some of the candidate models. Therefore in Chapter 5, the
variables generated in all models during feature selection were chosen instead of only those of
the best model. They were used to build a reduced predictive model. Afterwards, they were
ranked according to their frequency distribution, and then used again as a filter method to
further reduce the complexity of the predictive model. The second difference is building a
multiple classifier system instead of an individual one and merging FS with their construction. It
was constructed using three popular machine leaning algorithms which are artificial neural
network, support vector machine, and K-nearest neighbor combined using unweighted and
weighted majority voting techniques. The performance of the proposed method was also
compared with AIC and BIC survival variable selection methods used with Cox's model. It was
also compared with LASSO the popular shrinkage variable selection method that is used with
Cox's model.
The results of Chapter 5 indicated that MCS using unweighted and weighted voting
outperformed both the individual classifiers and Cox's survival variable selection methods in the
p-value and concordance index expect for concordance index of MLP for Center 2. In addition,
the final model generated by the proposed MCS hybrid feature selection is more powerful in
classifying the long term risk of aortic complications after EVAR for new patients not used in
training the predictive model compared to the other variable selection methods. This is due its
higher prediction's sensitivity (true positive rate). For this reason, it may be preferred by
clinicians to help them in planning the future surveillance plan for new patients.
In general, this thesis has suggested a method that can be used as a cost-effective and riskstratified surveillance system. Censoring is the main feature that differentiates survival data
from a standard data. Several methods were suggested to deal with this problem; however, the
proposed system offered a new solution that can handle censoring of high level. Some
approaches were presented in the literature to reduce the dimension of the data. The proposed
system presented a combination of both variable selection and feature reduction methods that
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can be used in survival analysis which can lower complexity and reduce the effort done by
physicians to collect unimportant variables which might affect prediction. Standard statistical
survival methods are commonly used to model survivability; though, this thesis combined the
strengths of several machine learning classifiers which is preferred than the statistical
approaches to construct a powerful predictive model which would allow clinicians to decide
which surveillance plan each patient could undergo. High risk patients with high probability to
be re-intervened will have a more regular observation plan. While, other low risk patients with
lower probability will be observed less often.

6.2 Clinical Findings
Existing procedures for surveillance following EVAR are experimental but not evidence based
which has led to extensive dissimilarity in practice in both UK and globally [18, 292]. This
variation includes the imaging protocol and time intervals of scans. Most vascular centers carry
on employing CT scans as the first choice of imaging. CT requires the frequent exposure of
patients to nephrotoxic contrast [293] and ionising radiation [294] which result in a poor and
cost-inefficient EVAR surveillance system. This current study offers an evidence based method
that is suitable for EVAR surveillance which avoids the need for costly and harmful imaging
taken for patients suffering from aortic aneurysm. It proposed using machine learning
techniques such as ANN and MCS for analysing aortic morphology and basic co-morbidity
data. Predictions using the proposed models were capable of reporting a more evidence-based
method to post-operative surveillance decision plan, in which the regularity of images can be
directed to the risk of endograft failure.
The predictive models constructed using the proposed approaches showed promising
concordance index and p-values of the log-rank test indicating a great discriminating ability
between low and high risk groups. These values would also have clinical importance if used
prospectively. Moreover, the sensitivity rates of the models are considered to be more powerful
than existing methods as it possibly indicates a rise in correctly classifying the event (EVAR reintervention in this study) without increasing the cost of both surveillance and the collection of
unimportant variables. The results were compared with clinical practice methods which showed
the superiority of predictions produced using the proposed approaches.

Features selected using the proposed approaches has been viewed to clinical experts who
verified their clinical significance in predicting technically difficult or challenging morphology
for endografts available. They mentioned that predictions results using these features are
clinically realistic and reasonable. Though, those chosen using the multiple classifier system
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combined with weighted majority are more sensible as it contains neck length which is usually
considered by surgeons for deciding the future monitoring plan for patients.

6.3 Future Work
In this thesis, patients with missing values were ignored during the construction of the
predictive stratified system. This would lead to some loss of information, therefore techniques
that deal with data imputation and missing values could be investigated to handle this. These
techniques include single and multiple imputation methods. Single imputations methods replace
each missing value by a single value. Instead, multiple imputations methods offer a number of
possible values that present the uncertainty about the suitable value to impute [295]. Therefore,
they are preferred to replace missing values in EVAR datasets to get use of every example
available in a dataset.
In Chapter 3, the number of patients used to train the low and high risk Bayesian networks are
not exactly equal. Sampling techniques could be used to equalise them. Therefore, they should
be investigated. Examples of these methods include random oversampling and synthetic
minority oversampling technique (SMOTE). Random oversampling is the simplest sampling
technique. It increases the minority class patients by randomly selecting some of them and
duplicating them to the training data. SMOTE is another oversampling approach based on the
creation of synthetic new examples of the minority class and adding them to the training data
instead of data duplication. Based on the quantity of oversampling needed, it randomly uses the
K-nearest neighbors to perform oversampling [296].
In Chapters 4 and 5, even though, factor analysis method have reduced the dimension of the
data in order to lower the computational cost for feature selection process done later, however, it
still have high cost due to the use of the proposed stepwise strategy. Although, this strategy
gives another chance of eliminated variables to re-enter the feature selection process once again,
but it increases the computational cost for choosing the final variables used for prediction. Fast
variable selection approaches could be examined to facilitate and accelerate the choice of a
reduced number of variables that enhance the performance of the predictive model and lower its
complexity. Examples of these methods are the fast correlation based feature selection (FCFS)
and information gain. FCFS method depends on symmetrical uncertainty as a goodness of fit
measure which is the ratio between information gain and entropy between two features. FCFS
selects a reduced subset of variables by performing a correlation analysis between variables.
This analysis also counts for correlation between variables and the class attribute. Irrelevant and
redundant variables are eliminated according to a symmetrical uncertainty threshold
predetermined by user [297]. An information gain method measures the amount of information
gained by each feature which corresponds to how relevant is it to the class attribute. Both FCFS
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and information techniques are used with standard supervised data; however as for future work
they could be modified to work with survival data containing censoring especially at high level
such as the EVAR datasets.
The proposed methods in this thesis used two Centers for constructing a multicenter study. One
dataset was used for model construction, feature selection, and model selection. The other
Center for the validation of the final reduced predictive model. As for future work, new datasets
may be collected to test the performance of the reduced predictive models on a wider scale to be
applicable to be used global wise. Moreover, future research can aim to show that surveillance
decision plans based on the reduced predictive models resulted in better patient care. It can also
show that the number of patients exposed to frequent radiations and contrast nephropathy is
reduced and how this will affect their health. Finally, this thesis used EVAR datasets, future
project may focus on using the proposed techniques on other medical survival data.
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Appendix A: Machine learning Classifiers
A.1 Bayesian Networks
It is a probabilistic network that uses probability theory to calculate joint probabilities between
variables. It is also considered as a graphical model, as it looks like a graph representing
relations between numbers of nodes (also called vertices) which correspond to random
variables. These nodes may be connected to each other by arcs or not. When any couple of
nodes is not connected, this indicates a conditional independency between the two variables
standing for them and vice versa. Hence, this type of network presents a group of conditional
dependencies and independencies between all variables of a dataset used to create the network
itself [127].
Bayesian network has two parts, qualitative and quantitative. The qualitative part is related to its
structure being a graphical model, how vertices represent variables, and how arcs show the
relations between these variables. On the other hand, the quantitative part explains the strength
of relationship between variables by using conditional probability tables.

A.1.1 Bayesian Network Structure
A Bayesian network B(G,ʘ) follows a particular structure of graphical models known as
directed acyclic graph (DAG given symbol G). The symbol ʘ refers to the group of parameters
of this network. DAG G=(V,A) consists of a number of nodes (vertices) V={ V1 ,V2 ,V3 ,....Vn
}and arcs A  V  V connecting them which represent the joint probability distribution and
dependency between the variables. Each node represents a specific random variable and is
drawn as a circle with its name on it. Arcs connecting the nodes are drawn as arrows and must
be directed in only one direction. they do not follow a cyclic direction which means that when
an arc leaves a node, it does not return to it again [298]. Absence of arcs between two nodes
indicates the presence of conditional independence between these nodes (variables).
The idea of Bayesian network as a graphical model can be easily illustrated by the simple
following example. Consider, A, B, C, and D as four random variables. As shown in Figure A.1,
the arcs connecting nodes AC and AB mean that variables B and C are conditionally dependent
on variable A. In other words, node A influences nodes B and C. The probability of them
depend only on A (P(B/A) and P(C/A)) respectively). Notice that, there is no arc joining B and
C; this indicates that they are conditionally independent. The probability of node B does not
depend on that of node C [299]. While for node D, there are two arcs connecting it by nodes B
and C, this means that the variable D conditionally dependent on both variables B and C which
are their parents. The probability of D depend on B and C as well (P(D/B,C)).
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Figure A.1 A Simple Bayesian Network Structure. It shows relation between variables A,
B,C,and D which represent the nodes in Bayesian network. The Arcs are used to show if two
variables are related or not.

A.1.2 Learning Bayesian Networks
Techniques used for learning Bayesian networks are divided into two tasks; learning the
network structure and its parameters (conditional probability tables (CPT)).

A.1.2.1 Learning Bayesian Network Structure
There are two groups of methods used for learning the structure of a Bayesian network. The first
one is the search and score based algorithms. A number of networks may be generated from a
dataset. Hence, the scoring algorithm task is giving a score to the network that fits this data.
Afterwards, optimizing is needed to search and select the network that best fits the data which
has the highest score [300]. The second group is the constraint based algorithms. Constraint
based methods have two basic concerns that may lead to unreliable results which are the
complexity and number of independent tests. Therefore score and search methods may be
favored.
A.1.2.1.1 Score and Search Based Algorithms
The learning process of Bayesian network structure can be defined as; given a dataset D and
Bayesian network with a DAG structure G, search to select the best G (denoted as G*) that fits
the network. These methods depend on scoring function that gives each candidate network a
score equivalent to the goodness of fit between the network and data. This is done using
Equation (A.1) where; Score(G, D) is a score given to each generated network G from the
dataset D, and G n is the set of generated networks (DAGs) with n nodes. Scoring methods are
combined with a searching strategy to evaluate the goodness of each candidate network from a
pool of all candidates.

G*  arg max Score(G, D) .

(A.1)

GGn

Scoring Functions
Many score and search based methods have been used for training Bayesian networks which can
be classified into two classes; information and Bayesian measures. In this section the most used
techniques will be discussed.


Minimum Description Length (MDL) scoring function is the common used and well
known information scoring measure which uses the principle of data compression in
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order to learn a Bayesian network [301]. According to information theory which
indicates the coding of a message (a network in our case) tries to minimize the number
of elements used to represent this message. Regular messages will therefore be given
shorter codes and less regular ones will have longer codes. In the same manner an MDL
tries to find out a network model which expresses the minimum description length of
the network model and the minimum description length of the dataset given the model.
Since Bayesian networks provide a probability distribution PB among instances of a
dataset D, an encoding scheme can be constructed using this distribution which gives
shorter code words to more likely instances. MDL then, select a network B which has
minimum combined length of both network description and the encoded data [302]. The
MDL scoring function given a training data can be defined using equation A.4 where;
| B | is the number of parameters in the network B, ½ log N are bits used for each
parameter, LL is the log likelihood of B given D defined in Equation (A.5).
log N
MDL( B \ D) 
| B |  LL( B \ D) ,
(A.2)
2
N

LL( B \ D)   log( PB (u i )) .
i 1





(A.3)

Bayesian Scoring Functions calculate the posterior probability distribution with a prior
probability distribution of all generated networks given data D. The network which has
the higher posterior probability is the one selected. Bayesian Dirichlet (BD) and its
extensions; Bayesian Dirichlet score equivalence (BDe) and Bayesian Dirichlet score
equivalence and uniform priors (BDeu) are the most well-known Bayesian scoring
function. The BD calculates the joint probability between variables of a dataset. It was
introduced by Cooper and Herskovits [303]. The main drawback in BD metric is a
parameter for each parent-child combination should be specified by the user. In
addition, identical network structures are not given the same score. Therefore, BDe
metric was presented which introduced a hyper-parameter known as equivalent sample
size. All needed parameters are estimated from this hyperparameter and the prior
probability distribution of all generated networks D. it is a complex task, hence, BDeu
was proposed which assumes the generated networks have the same prior probability
distribution. However, this assumption is not always true. BDeu calculation is very
sensitive to the hyperparamter, so when the network density is unknown, then choosing
proper hyperparameter will be a complicated task [304].
Other metrics depends on the asymptotic performance of models with adequately large
datasets. AIC and BIC are examples of these metrics [304].

Searching Methods
As mentioned before searching is combined with a scoring function in order to find the best
network structure that fits the data. The size of the space of all structure is exponentially
increasing with the number of nodes (variables). Therefore, the exhaustive search of all possible
structure will be very difficult. Alternatively heuristic search methods are more preferred which
search structure space by iteratively making a small modification in the network structure.
These searching methods will be discussed below along with simulated annealing meta-heuristic
search strategy.


Hill Climbing Searching Method

This is a heuristic greedy search algorithm where the search process can start with one of three
graph states. An initial graph is suggested which may be to either have no initial nodes,
randomly created, or produced with the help of an algorithm [305]. It is the most widely used
searching strategy to learn the structure of BN. The hill climbing method starts searching the
structure of the network by checking with neighbour nodes for the possibility of adding,
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removing or reversing an arc to produce a network with DAG structure G. Afterwards, a set of
networks G n will be generated with different scores, the one that improves the scoring metric
is chosen. This process is repeated several times. Finally, the procedure is terminated when
there is no further improvement made on the scoring metric by changes done to any single arc
[131].


K2 Searching Method

This is a heuristic greedy algorithm that makes three assumptions to perform the search. These
assumptions are; the previous ordering on the variables is known, the prior distributions of the
all network structures are equal and the number of maximum parents of a node is available. It
begins by supposing that all nodes have no parents, and then it starts with the first node.
Afterwards, all subsequent nodes are added iteratively to check all possibilities for constructing
the network. Next, each possibility is given a score using a scoring function. Finally, the
combination with highest score is selected. The procedure is iterated until the addition of a new
node does not improve the scoring metric. The disadvantage of this algorithm is that the initial
ordering of the nodes may reflect on the structure of the generated network. In other words, it
depends mainly on the initial nodes order [306].


Simulated Annealing Searching Method

The idea of simulated annealing was first used in the process of annealing of metals in which
the solid was heated in order to melt then left to cool with gradual decrease in temperature to
produce a new optimal shape with lower defects [307]. Similarly, this idea was adopted in
machine learning for learning a Bayesian network structure. The searching process of simulated
annealing may progress in an unfavourable worse path to get out of local optima. For example,
suppose a network structure with an initial temperature
and score. For search iteration, new
network structure is formed and the variation in the score achieved is Δ. If Δ has improved the
score, then this network is accepted (favourable case). Otherwise, it may be also accepted
(unfavourable case) but with a probability equals
to reduce chances of local optima; where
T is the annealing temperature which decreases regularly with time [305]. Network’s structure
selection using a simulated annealing algorithm depends mainly on T. Initially, T begins with a
large value indicating higher chances of accepting unfavourable worse solutions while searching
the structure space. This will help for not falling to local optima. As the searching process
continues, T decreases and unfavorable structures accepted probability decreases too [305]. This
procedure terminates when reaching a predefined temperature.


Tree Augmented Naïve Bayesian (TAN) Searching Method

This is a technique used for learning Bayesian networks. First, it learns a network as a tree
structure by connecting the class node (parent node) to all other nodes (children nodes). Then, it
starts adding an arc between each couple of these children nodes and see whether it is possible
to have an extra parent to this node. Next, it calculates a score for each possibility using a
scoring metric. The procedure is iterated until the addition of an arc does not improve the score
[308].

A.1.2.1.2 Constraint Based Algorithms
These are the type of algorithms that consider some constraints that must be satisfied in order to
learn Bayesian network structure. First, they figure out dependency and independency relations
between attributes of a dataset. Then, they use tests in order to discover these dependencies to
form a structure that fits the data. These tests may be statistical based like
test or information
theory based like mutual information test. The drawback of these algorithms is that repeated
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tests for dependencies are subject to failure and the high complexity of these tests [309].
Therefore, they were not used in this work.

A.1.2.2 Learning Bayesian Network Parameters
For learning the parameters of a Bayesian network, the structure may be known already or
learned using one of the previously mentioned algorithms. The target of learning the network
parameter is to figure out the values of the parameters which maximize an estimation using the
training data. The estimator used in parameter learning for Bayesian networks constructed in
this thesis is maximum likelihood. Learning parameters of a given Bayesian network G with
nodes X 1 , X 2, X 3 ,.... X n is calculated with a joint probability distribution between all nodes
using the Equation (A.4), where; pa denotes the parents of node X i ,
possible value of

and

is a parameter for each

, and i is the variable number [309] .
n

n

i 1

i 1

P( X 1 ,...., X n )   P( X i \ pa( X i ))   

X i \ pa X .
i

(A.4)

As mentioned before, the target of learning here is to get the most possible parameter value ˆ
that best fits D. The log likelihood function L D can be used to measure this using Equation
(A.5), where; pai [ xi (m)] represents the i th parent of variable xi (m) and m is the number of
examples in the training data.
N

n

N

LD ( )  log{  P( x1 [m],......x n [m] :  )}  log{  P( xi [m] \ pai ( [ xi (m)] :  )} .
m 1

i 1 m 1

(A.5)

The maximum likelihood method is used to get ˆ using Equation (A.6).

ˆ  arg max LD ( ) .


(A.6)

A.2 Support Vector Machine
The support vector machine (SVM) is a popular machine learning classifier [281]. It was first
introduced by Vapnik as a binary classifier, and then extended for regression and multiclass
classification. The basic idea behind the SVM is to transform the input vector which is not
linearly separable using a hyper plane into a higher dimensional feature space capable of
linearly separating between classes of input data to facilitate classification. This is done with the
help of a kernel function which maps the similarity between the input vector and the new higher
dimension feature space.

A.2.1 Statistical theory
In this section, the basic necessary underlying theory of the two classes SVM will be introduced
briefly. Their details can be found in [310, 311]. Suppose an N training examples x with class
values y {x 1 , y 1 },…….,{x N ,y N }, where xi  R

m

which is the m dimensional input feature

vector corresponding to the i th training example and y  {+1,-1}. Training of the SVM is made
in order to find the optimal hyper-plane that separates the two classes of input data. The hyperplane can be defined using Equation (A.7) where w is the weight vector to the hyper-plane and b
is a bias.

wT  x  b  0 .
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(A.7)

Note that, the nearest training examples to the hyper-plane are called support vectors. The
distance between the hyper-plane and support vectors is called the margin. When the training
data is linear, it will be easy to find the pair (w,b) corresponding to the optimal hyper-plane
using (A.8) and (A.9). Therefore, training SVM will be a very simple task and the optimal hyper
plane can be found without any training errors, and it will maximize the margin.
1
2
w ,
Minimize:
(A.8)
2
yi (wT  xi  b)  1, i  1,2,...., N .
Subject to:
(A.9)
Other cases where data are not linear, there is no direct linear hyper-plane that could be found.
The classification task become more complex, therefore in these cases, training of the SVM
employs kernel function K which transforms the original input vectors into new higher
dimension feature space that facilitate separating between the two classes of data linearly and
find the optimal linear hyper-plane. In other words it maps input vector by nonlinearly mapping
function (x) to a higher order feature space. The new optimization problem is solved using
Equations (A.10) and (A.11) where; C is the penalty parameter of the error term which is used
to balance the width of the margin and training error.  is the slack variables which are
introduced to allow for some training errors as in case of noisy data firm separation between
the two classes is not needed.
1
w
2

Minimize:
Subject to:

2

N

 C i ,
i 1

yi (wT  ( xi )  b)  1, i  1,2,...., N .

(A.10)
(A.11)

The optimization problems discussed above are constrained optimization problems solved by
Lagrange multipliers that transform them into quadratic programming problem. Details of
Lagrange multipliers α can be found in [312]. Classification decision is done using the function
(A.12); the predicted class label is determined by the sign of this function. If it is positive, the
predicted class is +1 and vice versa.
N

f ( x )  wT  ( x )  b    i y i K ( xi , x j )  b ,
i 1

(A.12)

where; K is the kernel function and (x) is the nonlinearly mapping function.

A.2.2 Kernel Functions
Several kernel functions can be used for feature mapping, however the most common ones are
linear, polynomial, radial basis, and sigmoid. Details about kernel function could be found in
[313].The choice of kernel function is dependent on the problem and type of data. There is no
one specific kernel that can be used for all applications and problems. Usually, several kernels
functions are tested and the one which has high impact on classification is the one chosen.
Kernel parameters are usually done using cross validation method. In this thesis, the sigmoid
function was the one chosen. The kernel parameter  is commonly determined using 1/M ,
where M is the number of features [314].
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Appendix B: Datasets Description and Analysis

B.1 Dataset Description
Patients that experienced EVAR surgery in two different vascular centers located in the UK
with median age of 75 were observed by physicians during the period 2004 till 2010. These
centers were located in St George Vascular Institute in London and Leicester Cardiovascular
Biomedical Research Unit in Leicester. The major ending point was the progress of aortic
complications and the need of EVAR re-intervention. The thoracic inlet to the level of the
common femoral artery bifurcation was captured using CT three- dimensional computed
tomography (CT). The CT images have a slice thickness of 0.625 mm or 1.25 mm.
Morphological features were collected for these patients and used in this work as they have
greater effect on aortic complications than physiology features [21, 315, 316]. Both centers have
45 variables. Patients containing missing values were removed. The number of patients after
removal is 457 and 286 for center 1 and 2 respectively. Patients that actually experienced the
EVAR during the observations are 42 and 26 for center 1 and 2 respectively. A full detailed
definition and description of each variable and how it was collected can be found in [317].
Table B.1 gives a brief definition of each variable.
Table B.1 The definitions of morphology variables included in the endovascular aortic
aneurysm repair dataset.
Variable

Symbol

Aneurysm Neck Length L1

AN.L1

Aneurysm Neck Length L2

AN.L2

Tortuosity Index (L1/L2)

Neck.TI

Neck Diameter 1mm
lowest renal
Neck Diameter 5mm
lowest renal
Neck Diameter 10 mm
lowest renal
Neck Diameter 15 mm
lowest renal
Maximum Aneurysm
Diameter

below
below
below
below
Neck

AN D1
AN D5
AN D10
AN D15
Max AN.D

Maximum Neck Area

Max AN.A

Neck Angulation

AN.Gamma

Neck Distal Angle

AN.Alpha

Total Neck Volume

AN.WWVol

Neck Thrombus Volume

AN.NonlumnialVol
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Definition
aneurysm neck length, in mm from lowest
renal artery to start of aneurysm
Distance in mm between the two ends of
the neck
The ratio between aneurysm neck length
L1 and L2
The diameter of the aneurysm in mm
from 1mm below lowest renal
The diameter of the aneurysm in mm
from 5 mm below lowest renal
The diameter of the aneurysm in mm
from 10 mm below lowest renal
The diameter of the aneurysm in mm
from 15 mm below lowest renal
Maximum diameter of the aneurysm
among all measurement's
The area of the maximum diameter of the
aneurysm
Aneurysm
neck
angulation
from
centerline at renal arteries, to centerline at
commencement of aneurysm.
Distal neck angle between aneurysm neck
and sac
Total volume of the aortic neck from
external wall to the other wall
Volume of the thrombus to the wall of the

Calcification Index
Max Sac Diameter
Maximum Sac Area
Aneurysm sac length
Sac Thrombus Volume
Sac Volume
Sac Tortuosity Index

Suprarenal Aortic Diameter
Maximum Common Iliac
Artery
Diameter,
1mm
proximal to Internal Iliac
Origin
Maximum Common Iliac
Artery
Diameter,
5mm
proximal to Internal Iliac
Origion
Maximum Common Iliac
Artery
Diameter,
10mm
proximal to Internal Iliac
Origin
Maximum Common Iliac
Artery Area
Maximum Common Iliac
Thrombus Volume
Maximum Common Iliac
Artery Volume
Maximum
Index

Iliac

Tortuosity

Right iliac artery Tortuosity
Index
Diameter of the right common
iliac artery 1mm below
Internal iliac ostium
Diameter of the right common
iliac artery 5mm below
Internal iliac ostium
Diameter of the right common
iliac artery 10 mm below
Internal iliac ostium
Maximum area of the right
common iliac artery

aneurysm
percentage of circumferential calcium
AN.CircumCalcification
deposition in the aneurysm neck segment
MaxAA.D
The maximum diameter of the sac
External wall to external wall area for
MaxAA.A
maximum diameter
Distance in mm between the aortic
AA.Length
aneurysm neck and the aortic bifurcation
The volume of the area between the
AA.NonluminalVol
thrombus and the wall of the aneurysm
AA.WWVol
The volume of the aortic aneurysm sac
The ratio between the distance between
the aortic aneurysm neck and the aortic
AA.TI
bifurcation and the straight between these
points
Maximum external wall to external wall
SR.A.D
diameter 15 mm above the aneurysm neck
Max.Cia.D1

The largest diameter of the common iliac
artery 1 mm away from internal iliac

Max.Cia.D5

The largest diameter of the common iliac
artery 5 mm away from internal iliac

Max.Cia.D10

The largest diameter of the common iliac
artery 5 mm away from internal iliac

Max.Cia.A
Max.Cia.NonliminalVol
Max.CiaWWVol
Max.ITI

R.I.TI

R.CIA.D1

R.CIA.D5

R.CIA.D10
MaxR.CIA.A
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The area of the maximum diameter
amoung measured ones.
Maximum volume of the thrombus and
the wall of the common iliac artery
Largest total volume of the common iliac
artery
The ratio between centerline length and
the straight-line length between the artery
otium and bifurcation.
The ratio between centerline length and
the straight-line length between the aortic
and femoral bifurcation.
The diameter in mm of the right common
iliac artery, measured 1 mm proximal to
the Internal iliac ostium
The diameter in mm of the right common
iliac artery, measured 5 mm proximal to
the Internal iliac ostium
The diameter in mm of the right common
iliac artery, measured 10 mm proximal to
the Internal iliac ostium
largest right common iliac artery area

Right common iliac artery
volume
Right common iliac artery non
luminal volume
Maximum
right
iliac
angulation
Left iliac artery Tortuosity
Index
Diameter of the left common
iliac artery 1mm below
Internal iliac ostium
Diameter of the left common
iliac artery 5mm below
Internal iliac ostium
Diameter of the left common
iliac artery 10 mm below
Internal iliac ostium
Maximum the left common
iliac artery
left common iliac artery
volume
Right common iliac artery non
luminal volume
Maximum
Left
iliac
angulation
Maximum iliac angulation

R.CIA.Vo
R.CIA.NonluminalVo
R.IliacMaxAngulation

L.I.TI

L.CIA.D1

L.CIA.D5

L.CIA.D10
L.Max.CIA.A
L.CIA.Vo
L.CIA.NonluminalVo
LIliacMaxAngulation
Max_IliacAngulation

The volume of the right common iliac
artery from the distal point of the ostium
The volume of the thrombus from the
wall of the right common iliac artery
The largest angulation of the right iliac
artery
The ratio between centerline length and
the straight-line length between the aortic
and femoral bifurcation of the left iliac
artery.
The diameter in mm of the left common
iliac artery, measured 1 mm proximal to
the Internal iliac ostium
The diameter in mm of the left common
iliac artery, measured 5 mm proximal to
the Internal iliac ostium
The diameter in mm of the left common
iliac artery, measured 10 mm proximal to
the Internal iliac ostium
Largest left common iliac artery area
The volume of the left common iliac
artery from the distal point of the ostium
The volume of the thrombus from the
wall of the left common iliac artery
The largest angulation of the left iliac
artery
The largest angulation of the iliac artery

B.2 Datasets Analysis
Univariate analyses were done for centers, using Chi-Squared or Fisher’s exact test for
dichotomous data, Mann-Whitney U-test for non-normally distributed continuous data and
student’s t-test for normally distributed continuous data to show a descriptive analysis of
patients of both Centers. These tests examine the null hypotheses which states there no
significant difference between the same variable included in two different datasets [318]. Even
though there were statistical differences in aneurysm morphology between Centers 1 and 2 as
shown in Figures B.1-B.4, these dissimilarities have no major clinical significance [263]. Figure
B.1 shows that the mean neck lengths L1 and L2 was shorter in center 2 (35.87 vs. 26.47 mm,
p<0.001 and 30.098 vs. 22.97 mm, p<0.001). Mean of neck tortuosity index was almost the
same in the two centers (1.224 vs. 1.168, p=0.44), Neck mean diameters within 1mm difference
are slightly bigger in center 2 (25.13 vs. 25.32 mm p=0.071, 25.07 vs. 25.5 mm p=0.011, 25.20
vs. 26.22 mm, p=0.012, 26.70 vs. 27.26 mm, p=0.024 at 1, 5, 10 and 15mm below the lowest
renal artery. Mean values of the neck Angulation, distal angle, maximum area, and total volume
are different all with p values lower than 0.001. (34.9 vs. 50.7 , 18.969 vs. 7.922, 600.39 vs.
524.3, and 20.414 vs.14.15). While, mean neck thrombus volume and calcification index are
nearly the same (3.48 vs. 3.02, p=0.078 and 0.143 vs. 0.183, p=0.793) as well as, neck
maximum diameter (27.158 vs. 26.70, p=0.787).
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Figure B.1 The mean values of the first groups of variables of both centers along with the pvalue results from the statistical tests testing similarity among variables.
Figure B.2 shows that the mean value of maximum sac aneurysm diameter, area, and thrombus
volume are (66.2 vs. 64.6 mm, p=0.233, and 3333.3 vs. 3141, p=0.067, and 115.1 vs. 103.5,
p=0.51). Sac total volume is nearly the same for the two centers (233.7 vs. 209.,
p=0.141).while, the maximum common iliac artery diameter was larger in center 2 (20.01 vs.
18.88 mm, p< 0.001, 20.7 vs. 19.8 mm, p < 0.001,and 22.19 vs. 20.55 mm, p=0.002, at 1,5,
and 10mm proximal to internal iliac origin). The Maximum Common Iliac Thrombus Volume,
artery area, and aneurysm sac length are bigger in center 2 as well (9.78 vs. 9, p< 0.001,
515.823 vs. 498, p=0.185, and 107 vs. 104.3, p=0.015). Suprarenal Aortic Diameter is close for
both centers (27.90 vs. 26.857 mm, p=0.055).
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Figure B.2 The mean values of the second group of variables of both centers along with the pvalue results from the statistical tests testing similarity among variables.
Figure B.3 shows that the mean of the right iliac artery tortuosity index is larger in center 1
(1.46 vs.1.386, p< 0.001), while diameters of the right common iliac artery are slightly bigger in
center 2 (18.913 vs. 17.415, p=0.3936, 19.3 vs. 18.188, p=0.5899, and 19.8 vs. 18.839,p=
0.1351 at 1mm,5mm, and 10 mm proximal Internal iliac ostium). Maximum area of the right
common iliac artery, right common iliac artery non luminal volume, and maximum right iliac
angulation are slightly bigger as well for center 2 (437.007 vs. 429.679, p=0.122, 7.661 vs.
6.869, p=0.892, and 108.069 vs. 99.375, p=0.4889). The mean of the right common iliac artery
volume is nearly equal in both centers (17.31vs. 17.495 , p< 0.001).
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Figure B.3 The mean values of the third group of variables of both centers along with the pvalue results from the statistical tests testing similarity among variables.

Figure B.4 shows that the mean of the left iliac artery Tortuosity Index is slightly larger in
center 1 (1.455 vs. 1.401, p< 0.001), But diameters of the left common iliac artery are
marginally bigger in center 2 (18.548 vs. 17.288, p=0.565, 19.057 vs. 17.942, p=0.802, and
19.378 vs. 18.35, p= 0.906 at 1mm,5mm, and 10 mm proximal Internal iliac ostium). Maximum
area of the left common iliac artery, left common iliac artery non luminal volume, left common
iliac artery volume and maximum left iliac angulation, and maximum iliac angulation are
bigger as well for center 2 (399.989 vs. 360.632, p=0.862, 7.48 vs. 6.514, p=0.573, 17.629 vs.
16.934, p-0.03, 105.489 vs. 98.12, p=0.908, 121.069 vs. 109.584, p= 0.1683).
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Figure B.4 The mean values of the third group of variables of both centers along with the pvalue results from the statistical tests testing similarity among variables.
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